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Abstract

The field of Intelligent Document Processing (IDP) is gaining prominence as orga-

nizations struggle to utilize their ever-growing data effectively. This thesis aims to

contribute innovative solutions and datasets to the IDP domain. The focus is set

on two key areas within IDP: Span Identification (SI) and Document Understanding

(DU). Span Identification involves localizing relevant spans of text containing specific

information, while Document Understanding encompasses various tasks related to

comprehending and extracting meaningful information from visually rich documents.

Significant emphasis is placed on addressing the challenges posed by low-data

scenarios, which are prevalent in various business use cases. A few-shot SI dataset

and a unique approach for sub-sequence matching with few examples are proposed

to address this. Besides the few-shot setting, methods for identifying and classifying

propaganda spans are presented.

Furthermore, a multi-modal end-to-end Transformer-based model for Document

Understanding is introduced. The model efficiently comprehends layout information,

textual semantics, and visual cues present in the document and can answer various

document-related questions posed in the natural language. Additionally, the first

DU benchmark is proposed, allowing the community to measure the DU field’s state

accurately. Lastly, a challenging DU competition is showcased. The task features

novel question and answer type pairs over multi-domain, multi-industry, and multi-

page documents, encouraging the development of solutions with strong generalization

capabilities in low-data regimes.
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Streszczenie

Dziedzina inteligentnego przetwarzania dokumentów (ang. Intelligent Document Pro-

cessing) zyskuje na znaczeniu, ponieważ organizacje mają trudności z efektywnym

wykorzystaniem swoich stale przybywających danych. Niniejsza rozprawa ma na celu

wnieść wkład w innowacyjne rozwiązania i zbiory danych dla dziedziny inteligentnego

przetwarzania dokumentów. Nacisk kładziony jest na dwa kluczowe obszary w ramach

dziedziny inteligentnego przetwarzania dokumentów: identyfikację relewantnych frag-

mentów tekstu (ang. Span Identification) i problematykę rozumienia dokumentów

(ang. Document Understanding). Identyfikacja relewantnych fragmentów tekstu zaj-

muje się lokalizacją fragmentów tekstu zawierających określone informacje, podczas

gdy problematyka rozumienia dokumentów obejmuje różne zadania związane z poj-

mowaniem i wydobywaniem istotnych informacji z dokumentów bogatych wizualnie.

Duży nacisk położony jest na zmierzenie się z wyzwaniami związanymi z małą iloś-

cią dostępnych danych, które są powszechne w różnych zastosowaniach biznesowych.

Aby rozwiązać ten problem, zaproponowano zbiór danych dla identyfikacji relewant-

nych fragmentów tekstu na podstawie kilku przykładów oraz unikatową metodę do

wyszukiwania podsekwencji na podstawie kilku przykładów. Oprócz rozwiązań bazu-

jących na kilku przykładach, przedstawiono metody do identyfikacji i klasyfikacji

fragmentów tekstu zawierających propagandę.

Ponadto wprowadzono multimodalny model oparty na architekturze Transformer

dla problematyki rozumienia dokumentów. Model rozumie semantykę tekstu, cechy

wizualne i strukturę dokumentu oraz potrafi odpowiadać na różne sformułowania

w języku naturalnym dotyczące dokumentu. Dodatkowo zaproponowano pierwszy

zestaw zbiorów danych pozwalający społeczności na dokładną obserwację postępów w

dziedzinie rozumienia dokumentów. Na koniec zaprezentowano wymagający konkurs

dla problematyki rozumienia dokumentów. Zadanie zawiera nowatorskie pary typów

pytań i odpowiedzi dla wielodomenowych, wielobranżowych i wielostronicowych doku-

mentów, zachęcając do opracowywania rozwiązań, które mają znaczące możliwości

uogólniania w przypadku małej ilości dostępnych danych.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The abundance of accumulated unstructured data has presented organizations with

an increasingly challenging task of effectively utilizing and deriving value from this

vast information pool [9]. The process of extracting actionable insights from large, un-

structured datasets can be resource-intensive and time-consuming. To address these

issues, Intelligent Document Processing (IDP) solutions are employed. IDP utilizes

natural language technologies and computer vision to extract data from structured

and unstructured documents in order to automate and enhance high-volume, repet-

itive document processing tasks. The increasing adoption of cloud-based document

processing solutions and the shift towards digital transformation are major factors

driving the IDP market’s growth. This market is expected to experience significant

growth in the next few years, with its size projected to increase from around USD 1.1

billion in 2022 to approximately USD 5.2 billion in 2027 [9].

The rapidly growing IDP market with a wide variety of complex client-specific

use cases faces many challenging problems [2, 15]. One thing is that documents orig-

inate from multiple domains and industries, featuring diverse formats, layouts, and

structures. This makes it difficult to develop universal processing techniques that

generalize across numerous document types. The problem is particularly pronounced

in low-resource scenarios, where effectively generalizing with limited labeled training
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data and adapting to new document types becomes exceedingly challenging. This

work touches upon several of the mentioned problems, especially those that are un-

derresearched and lack adequate publicly available datasets.

This thesis will be directed toward two focal areas in the field of IDP, namely,

Span Identification (SI) and Document Understanding (DU) (Figure 1-1).

1.2 Thesis in Brief

The thesis comprises six papers, the first three address the Span Identification prob-

lem, while the remaining three delve into the Document Understanding field.

Chapters 2 and 3 are concerned with few-shot Span Identifcation. The former

proposes a new shared task and baselines, while the latter presents a novel method

for sub-sequence matching with few examples. Chapter 4, in contrast to previous

chapters, focuses on SI solutions that excel when abundant labeled training data is

available. Chapter 5 opens the Document Understanding part and introduces a new

end-to-end Transformer-based model for DU. Chapter 6 proposes a Document Under-

standing Benchmark for end-to-end DU models evaluation, and Chapter 7 describes

a novel challenging DU competition.

Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 provide a brief introduction to Span Identification and

Document Understanding respectively, along with an overview of the papers included

in the thesis.

1.2.1 Span Identification

Span Identification refers to the task of identifying continuous relevant spans of text

that contain specific information or entities of interest (see the left side of Figure 1-

1). These spans can vary in length, ranging from individual words and phrases to

whole sentences or even paragraphs. They could correspond to propaganda spans [1],

legal clauses (Chapter 2), stance-taking expressions [3], toxic spans [13] or any other

designated text units. Unlike the challenges encountered in Document Understanding

(Section 1.2.2) Span Identification is commonly associated with plain text documents.
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Visually rich document

Inteligent Document
Processing system
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Who signed the
document?
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Jan Kowalski
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Amount: $10B     
 Date: 05.06.2023

Span Identification Document Understanding

Figure 1-1: Intelligent Document Processing areas considered in this thesis are Span
Identification (left) and Document Understanding (right). The IDP system objectives
involve ■ localizing relevant text spans, ■ extracting key information, ■ verifying
statements and ■ answering open ended questions about the document.
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Contract Discovery: Dataset and a Few-Shot Semantic Retrieval Chal-

lenge with Competitive Baselines (Chapter 2). This work proposes a new

shared task of few-shot Span Identification for the legal domain. It was the first

paper to introduce such a task. Besides the dataset, a unified framework for the

evaluation of textual embedding-based solutions is introduced. Under this frame-

work, baselines are provided for embeddings generated from various methods such as

TF-IDF, GloVe, Sentence-BERT, USE, RoBERTa, GPT-1, and GPT-2. The study

shows that the GPT-2 model achieves the best scores, while surprisingly state-of-

the-art pretrained encoders (Sentence-BERT, USE) are worse than simple TF-IDF

solutions. Additionally, the paper studies how the number of available examples

impacts the models’ accuracy. The dataset, reference results, and language models

specialized in the legal domain are opened.

Dynamic Boundary Time Warping for sub-sequence matching with few

examples (Chapter 3). This paper is a continuation of work on few-shot Span

Identification solutions. A novel algorithm for matching a fragment of a long sequence

that is similar to the set of other sequences is presented. The uniqueness of this

method lies in not computing an average consensus sequence from the set of example

sequences, but instead, using all of them at the same time. On top of that, the

method requires much lower computational and memory costs compared to the exact

solution. Finally, it is demonstrated that the solution performs very well on two

distinct few-shot tasks.

ApplicaAI at SemEval-2020 Task 11: On RoBERTa-CRF, Span CLS and

Whether Self-Training Helps Them (Chapter 4). Compared with previously

mentioned publications, this work deviates from the few-shot setting and introduces

solutions that are better suited for situations with a lot of labeled training data. The

paper describes the victorious system for the propaganda Technique Classification

(TC) task and the second-best system for the propaganda Span Identification (SI)

task. The TC task aimed to classify text fragments with propaganda techniques,
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while the SI task focused on localizing fragments containing such techniques. The SI

problem was addressed as a sequence labeling task, leveraging the RoBERTa-CRF

architecture as an approach. For the TC task, an ensemble of RoBERTa-based models

was employed. Both systems used self-training, a semi-supervised learning algorithm

where a model is at first trained on a labeled dataset and then used to predict labels

for unlabeled data. This process helped in expanding the available training data and

improved the final model.

1.2.2 Document Understanding

Document Understanding is an overarching concept that gathers various ML tasks

dealing with visually rich documents, including Key Information Extraction [5, 6,

7, 12, 16, 17], Classification [4, 18], Document Layout Analysis [8, 14, 19], and Vi-

sual Question Answering [10, 11] tasks1. Document Understanding typically involves

comprehending, interpreting, and extracting meaningful information from content,

structure, and visual cues present in the document. The right side of the Figure 1-1

illustrates problems that fall within the purview of Document Understanding.

Going Full-TILT Boogie on Document Understanding with Text-Image-

Layout Transformer (Chapter 5). This paper introduces a novel DU model that

draws from encoder-decoder models, multi-modal transformers, and language models

that are able to comprehend spatial connections between words. The model takes

advantage of layout information, visual features, and textual semantics modalities

that are present in the document. Layout information is initially represented by

the positions of the tokens on the page and then converted to the learnable relative

positional biases that are utilized in the self-attention mechanism. Regarding visual

features, they are obtained from a truncated U-Net network and merged with textual

semantics. The generative nature of the model enabled the handling of DU problems

in an end-to-end manner, meaning the same architecture and loss function could

be used for all tasks. State-of-the-art results were achieved on CORD, SROIE, and

1The complete landscape of Document Understanding tasks is described in Chapter 6.
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DocVQA challenges. Moreover, after the paper’s publication, the model won first

place in the Infographics VQA competition (Appendix A.1).

DUE: End-to-End Document Understanding Benchmark (Chapter 6). The

work proposes the first Document Understanding benchmark, enabling accurate mea-

suring of the progress in the field. Among the over thirty datasets that were consid-

ered, seven datasets were carefully selected based on their adherence to the highest

quality, difficulty, and licensing criteria. Some of them were reformulated, corrected,

and modified to improve their quality or align them with an end-to-end Document

Understanding setup. The benchmark features various multi-domain documents con-

taining lists, tables, charts, and infographics. Apart from the benchmark, competitive

baselines were implemented, and both the benchmarks and reference implementations

are made publicly available.

ICDAR 2023 Competition on Document UnderstanDing of Everything

(DUDE) (Chapter 7). This work not only expands upon the DUE benchmark

but also raises the bar for DU models. The ICDAR 2023 competition on Document

UnderstanDing of Everything is introduced. It consists of 5,000 visually-rich docu-

ments with 40,000 questions and covers around 200 diverse document types across 15

different industries, spanning a timeframe from 1900 to 2023. Challenging abstractive

and extractive questions are introduced, with some of them requiring comprehension

beyond the document content. Additionally, the evidence for the answers can be

found on any page within the multi-page documents. The competition was inten-

tionally designed to assess the models’ ability to generalize in low-data scenarios,

particularly with unseen questions and domains.

1.3 Objectives

The main objective of the thesis is to propose new language-based methods and

datasets for Span Identification and Document Understanding, equipping the Intel-

ligent Document Processing domain with innovative solutions and resources. More
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specifically, the primary objective could be divided into the following sub-goals:

1. Dataset and methods for few-shot Span Identification — The few-shot scenario

is prevalent in various practical applications, particularly in business use cases,

e.g., retrieving relevant legal clauses based only on a few examples (Chapter 2).

The scarcity of publicly available datasets and suitable methods for few-shot SI

highlights the importance of filling this gap. This need is addressed in Chap-

ters 2 and 3.

2. Propaganda Span Identification and classification system — In the context of

Intelligent Document Processing systems, propaganda can introduce biased or

false information into documents, which can significantly impact the accuracy

and reliability of the extracted data. If propaganda goes undetected, it can

influence the decision-making process, leading to incorrect or biased outcomes.

Integrating propaganda detection and classification capabilities into IDP sys-

tems can enhance the overall quality and trustworthiness of the extracted in-

formation. Chapter 4 proposes systems that could help mitigate these issues.

3. Multi-modal generative end-to-end model for Document Understanding — The

invention of a model that could comprehend various document modalities and be

applied to numerous DU problems without architectural changes while achieving

state-of-the-art results. Chapter 5 introduces such a model.

4. Challenging datasets for Document Understanding — Two needs of the Docu-

ment Understanding community are to be addressed. The first is a widely rec-

ognized benchmark for Document Understanding. It is introduced in Chapter 6.

The second one is a lack of a real-world scenario shared task requiring strong

generalization under a low-resource setting. It should cover diverse domains

and industries, featuring complex question-and-answer pairs over multi-page

documents. Chapter 7 showcases a DU competition with these characteristics.
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Abstract

We propose a new shared task of semantic re-
trieval from legal texts, in which a so-called
contract discovery is to be performed–where
legal clauses are extracted from documents,
given a few examples of similar clauses from
other legal acts. The task differs substantially
from conventional NLI and shared tasks on
legal information extraction (e.g., one has to
identify text span instead of a single document,
page, or paragraph). The specification of the
proposed task is followed by an evaluation
of multiple solutions within the unified frame-
work proposed for this branch of methods. It is
shown that state-of-the-art pretrained encoders
fail to provide satisfactory results on the task
proposed. In contrast, Language Model-based
solutions perform better, especially when un-
supervised fine-tuning is applied. Besides the
ablation studies, we addressed questions re-
garding detection accuracy for relevant text
fragments depending on the number of exam-
ples available. In addition to the dataset and
reference results, LMs specialized in the legal
domain were made publicly available.

1 Introduction

Processing of legal contracts requires significant
human resources due to the complexity of docu-
ments, the expertise required and the consequences
at stake. Therefore, a lot of effort has been made
to automate such tasks in order to limit process-
ing costs–notice that law was one of the first ar-
eas where electronic information retrieval systems
were adopted (Maxwell and Schafer, 2008).

Enterprise solutions referred to as contract dis-
covery deal with tasks, such as ensuring the in-
clusion of relevant clauses or their retrieval for
further analysis (e.g., risk assessment). Such pro-
cesses can consist of a manual definition of a few
examples, followed by conventional information

Task Legal SI Few-shot

COLIEE + − −
SNLI − − −
MultiNLI − − −
TREC Legal Track + − −
Propaganda detection − + −
THUMOS (video) − + +
ActivityNet (video) − + +
ALBAYZIN (audio) − + −
Contract Discovery (ours) + + +

Table 1: Comparison of existing shared tasks. Most of
the related NLP tasks do not assume Span Identifica-
tion (SI), even those outside the legal domain (Legal).
Moreover, the few-shot setting is not popular within the
field of NLP yet.

retrieval. This approach was taken recently by Nag-
pal et al. (2018) for the extraction of fairness poli-
cies spread across agreements and administrative
regulations.

2 Review of Existing Datasets

Table 1 summarizes main differences between
available challenges. It is shown that most of the re-
lated NLP tasks do not assume span identification,
even those outside the legal domain. Moreover, the
few-shot setting is not popular within the field of
NLP yet.

None of existing tasks involving semantic simi-
larity methods, such as SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015)
or multi-genre NLI (Bowman et al., 2015), assume
span identification. Instead, standalone sentences
are provided to determine their entailment. It is
also the case of existing shared tasks for legal in-
formation extraction, such as COLIEE (Kano et al.,
2017), where one has to recognize entailment be-
tween articles and queries, as considered in the
question answering problem. Obviously, the tasks
aimed at retrieving documents consisting of mul-
tiple sentences, such as TREC legal track (Baron
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Seeds

Target document

Input Spans in target document,
representing the same
clause as seed spans

Few spans in sample
documents

Full text to search in Target spans

Output

Figure 1: The aim of this task is to identify spans in the requested documents (referred to as target documents)
representing clauses analogous to the spans selected in other documents (referred to as seed documents).

et al., 2006; Oard et al., 2010; Chu, 2011), lack this
component.

There are a few NLP tasks where span identifi-
cation is performed. These include some of plagia-
rism detection competitions (Potthast et al., 2010)
and recently introduced SemEval task of propa-
ganda techniques detection (Da San Martino et al.,
2020). When different media are considered, NLP
span identification task is equivalent to the action
recognition in temporally untrimmed videos where
one is expected to provide the start and end times
for detected activity. These include THUMOS
14 (Jiang et al., 2014) as well as ActivityNet 1.2 and
ActivityNet 1.3 challenges (Fabian Caba Heilbron
and Niebles, 2015). Another example is query-
by-example spoken term detection, as considered
e.g., in ALBAYZIN 2018 challenge (Tejedor et al.,
2019).

In a typical business case of contract discov-
ery one may expect only a minimal number of
examples. The number of available annotations
results from the fact that contract discovery is per-
formed constantly for different clauses, and it is
practically impossible to prepare data in a number
required by a conventional classifier every time.
When one is interested in the few-shot setting, es-
pecially querying by multiple examples, there are
no similar shared tasks within the field of NLP.
Some authors however experimented recently with
few-shot Named Entity Recognition (Fritzler et al.,
2019) or few-shot text classification (Bao et al.,
2019). The first, however, involves identification
of short spans (from one to few words), whereas
the second does not assume span identification at
all.

What is important, existing tasks aimed at recog-
nizing textual entailment in natural language (Bow-

man et al., 2015), differ in terms of the domain.
This also applies to a multi-genre NLI (Williams
et al., 2017), since legal texts vary significantly
from other genres. As it will be shown later, meth-
ods optimal for MultiNLI do not perform well on
the proposed task.

3 Contract Discovery: New Dataset and
Shared Task

In this section, we introduce a new dataset of Con-
tract Discovery, as well as a derived few-shot se-
mantic retrieval shared task.

3.1 Desiderata

We define our desiderata as follows. We wish to
construct a dataset for testing the mechanisms that
detect various types of regulations in legal docu-
ments. Such systems should be able to process un-
structured text; that is, no legal documents segmen-
tation into the hierarchy of distinct (sub)sections is
to be given in advance. In other words, we want
to provide natural language streams lacking formal
structure, as in most of the real-word usage scenar-
ios (Vanderbeck et al., 2011). What is more, it is
assumed that a searched passage can be any part
of the document and not necessarily a complete
paragraph, subparagraph, or a clause. Instead, the
process should be considered as a span identifica-
tion task.

We intend to develop a dataset for identifying
spans in a query-by-example scenario instead of
the setting where articles are being returned as an
answer for the question specified in natural lan-
guage.

We wish to propose using this dataset in a few-
shot scenarios, where one queries the system using
multiple examples rather than a single one. The
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intended form of the challenge following these
requirements is presented in Figure 1. Roughly
speaking, the task is to identify spans in the re-
quested documents (referred to as target docu-
ments) representing clauses analogous (i.e. seman-
tically and functionally equivalent) to the examples
provided in other documents (referred to as seed
documents).

3.2 Data Collection and Annotation

Random subsets of bond issue prospectuses and
non-disclosure agreement documents from the US
EDGAR database1, as well as annual reports of
charitable organizations from the UK Charity Reg-
ister2 were annotated. Note there are no copyright
issues and both datasets belong to the public do-
main.

Annotation was performed in such a way that
clauses of the same type were selected (e.g., de-
termining the governing law, merger restrictions,
tax changes call, or reserves policy). Clause types
depend on the type of a legal act and can consist of
a single sentence, multiple sentences or sentence
fragments. The exact type of a clause is not im-
portant during the evaluation since no full-featured
training is allowed and a set of only a few sample
clauses can be used during execution.

We restricted ourselves to 21 types as a result of
a trade-off between annotation cost and the ability
to formulate general remarks. Note that each clause
type must be well-understood by the annotator (we
described each very carefully in the instructions),
and one must have all of the considered clauses
in mind when the legal acts are being read during
the process. In real-world legal applications, the
clauses change in an everyday manner and depend
on the problem analyzed by the layer at the mo-
ment.

Each document was annotated by two experts,
and then reviewed (or resolved) by a super-
annotator, who also decided the gold standard. An
average Soft F1 score (Section 4.2) of the two
primary annotators, when compared to the gold
standard (after the super-annotation), was taken to
estimate human baseline performance of 0.84.

The inter-annotator agreement was equal to 0.76
in terms of Soft F1 metric (Section 4.2). It should
be treated as an agreement between two randomly

1http://www.www.sec.gov/edgar.shtml
2http://www.gov.uk/find-charity-inform

ation

picked annotations since the total number of anno-
tators was 10 (annotators were aligned randomly
to a subset of documents in such a way that there
would be two annotations and super-annotation per
document).

Table 3 presents examples of clauses annotated
in the sub-group of Charity Annual Reports docu-
ments. The detailed list of clauses and their exam-
ples can be found in Appendix C.

The dataset is made publicly available. In addi-
tion, we release a large, cleaned, plain-text corpus
of legal and financial texts for the purposes of un-
supervised model training or fine-tuning. All the
available documents of US EDGAR as for Novem-
ber 19, 2018 were crawled. The resulting corpus
consists of approx. 1M documents and 2B words
in total (1.5G of text after xz compression).

3.3 Core Statistics

More than 2,500 spans were annotated in around
600 documents representing either bond issue
prospectuses, non-disclosure agreement documents
or annual reports of charitable organizations (the
detailed statistics regarding the dataset are pre-
sented in Table 2).

Annotated clauses differ substantially from what
can be found in existing sentence entailment chal-
lenges in terms of sentence length and complexity.
SNLI contains less than 1% of sentences longer
than 20 words, MultiNLI 5%, whereas in the case
of clauses, we expect to return and consider it is
93% (and 77% of all spans in our shared task are
longer than 20 words).

3.4 Evaluation Framework

Documents were split into halves to form validation
and test sets for the purposes of few-shot seman-
tic retrieval challenge. Evaluation is performed by
means of a repeated random sub-sampling valida-
tion procedure. Sub-samples (k-combinations for
each of 21 clauses, k ∈ [2, 6]) drawn from a par-
ticular set of annotations are split into k − 1 seed
documents and 1 target document. Thus, clauses
similar to the seed are expected to be returned from
the target. We observed that the choice of input
examples have an immense impact on the score.
It is thus far more important to evaluate various
seed configurations that various target documents.
On the other hand, we wanted to keep the com-
putational cost of evaluation reasonably small, so
either the number of seed configurations had to be
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Statistic

Documents annotated 586
Mean document length (words) 24,284
Clause types 21
Mean clause length (words) 110
Clause instances 2,663

Table 2: Core statistics regarding released dataset.

reduced or the number of target documents for each
configuration.

The selected k interval results in 1-shot to 5-shot
learning, considered to be few-shot learning (Wang
et al., 2019), whereas with the chosen number of
sub-samples we expect improvements of 0.01 F1 to
be significant. Note that the 1–5 range denotes the
number of annotated documents available, and it is
possible that the same clause type appeared twice
in one document, resulting in a higher number of
clause instances.

Soft F1 metric on character-level spans is used
for the purpose of evaluation, as implemented in
GEval tool (Graliński et al., 2019). Roughly speak-
ing, this is the conventional F1 measure, with pre-
cision and recall definitions altered to reflect the
partial success of returning entities. In the case
of the expected clause ranging between [1, 4] char-
acters and the answer with ranges [1, 3], [10, 15]
(the system assumes a clause occurs twice within
the document), recall equals 0.75 (since this is the
part of the relevant item selected) and precision
equals ca. 0.33 (since this is the number of selected
characters which turned out to be relevant). The
Hungarian algorithm (Burkard et al., 2012) is em-
ployed to solve the problem of expected and re-
turned range assignments. Soft F1 has the desired
property of being based on the widely utilized F1

metric while abandoning the binary nature of the
match, which is undesirable in the case dealt with
in the task described.

4 Competitive Baselines

Solutions based on networks consuming pairs of
sequences, such as BERT in sentence pair clas-
sification task setting (Devlin et al., 2018a), are
considered out of the scope of this paper since
they are suboptimal in terms of performance–they
require expensive encoding of all combinations
from the Cartesian product between seeds and tar-
gets, making such solutions unsuitable for semantic
similarity search due to the combinatorial explo-
sion (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). Because of

the aforementioned problem and the fact that con-
ventional classifiers require much more data than
available in a few-shot setting, in this section, we
describe simple k-NN-based approaches that we
propose as baseline solutions to the problem stated.

4.1 Processing Pipeline

Evaluated solutions assume pre-encoding of all can-
didate segments and can be described within the
unified framework consisting of segmenters, vector-
izers, projectors, aggregators, scorers, and choosers
ordered in a pipeline of transformations.

Segmenter is used to split a text into candidate
sub-sequences to be encoded and considered in
further steps. All the described solutions rely on
a candidate sentence and n-grams of sentences,
determined with the spaCy CNN model trained
on OntoNotes.3 Vectorizer produces vector rep-
resentations of texts on either word, sub-word, or
segment (e.g., sentence) level. In our case, vec-
torization was based on TF-IDF representations,
static word embeddings, and neural sentence en-
coders. Projector projects embeddings into a dif-
ferent space (e.g., decomposition methods such
as PCA or ICA). Aggregator has the capability to
use word or sub-word unit embeddings to create
a segment embedding (e.g., embedding mean, in-
verse frequency weighting, autoencoder). Scorer
compares two or more embeddings and returns
computed similarities. Since we often compare
multiple seed embeddings with one embedding of
a candidate segment, a scorer includes policies to
aggregate scores obtained for multiple seeds into
the final candidate score (e.g., mean of individ-
ual cosine similarities or max-pooling over Word
Mover Distances). Chooser determines whether
to return a candidate segment with a given score
(e.g., threshold, one best per document, or a com-
bination thereof). For the sake of simplicity, dur-
ing the evaluation, we restricted ourselves to the
chooser returning only one, the most similar can-
didate. It is not optimal (because multiple might
be expected), but we consider this setting a good
reference for further methods.

The proposed taxonomy is consistent with the
assumptions made by Gillick et al. (2018). It is
presented in order to highlight the similarities and
differences between particular solutions when they
are introduced and compared within the ablation

3http://github.com/explosion/spacy-mod
els/releases/tag/en_core_web_sm-2.1.0
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Clause (Instances) Example

MAIN OBJECTIVE (195/231) The main objec-
tive of a charitable organization.

The aim of the Scout Association is to promote the development of young
people in achieving their full physical, intellectual, social and spiritual
potentials, as individuals, as responsible citizens and as members of their
local, national and international communities. The method of achieving
the Aim of the Association is by providing an enjoyable and attractive
scheme of progressive training based on the Scout Promise and Law and
guided by Adult leadership.

GOVERNING DOCUMENT (160/174) Informa-
tion about the legal document which represents
the rule book for the way in which a charity
operates (title, date of creation etc.).

The Open University Students Educational Trust (OUSET) is controlled
by its governing document, a deed of trust, dated 22 May 1982 as amended
by a scheme dated 9 October 1992 and constitutes an unincorporated
charity.

TRUSTEE APPOINTMENT (153/168) Proce-
dures for selecting trustees and the term of of-
fice.

As per the governing document, four of the Trustee positions are ap-
pointed by virtue of their position within the Open University Students
Association (OUSA). One further position is appointed by virtue of their
previous position within OUSA. One Trustee is nominated by the Vice
Chancellor of the Open University (OU) and there are co-opted positions
whereby the Trustees are empowered to approach up to two other persons
to act as Trustees. It is envisaged that all Trustees will serve a general
term of two years in line with the main election periods within OUSA.

RESERVES POLICY (170/185) What are the
current financial reserves of the organization
and how much these reserves should be as as-
sumed?

The Trustees regularly reviews the amount of reserves that are required to
ensure that they are adequate to fulfill the charities continuing obligations.

INCOME SUMMARY (124/134) General infor-
mation on income for the last year, sometimes
associated with information on expenses.

Excluding the adjustments for FRS17 in respect of Pension Fund the
results by way of net incoming resources accumulated f3.85m as against
E6.78m in 2014, however last years performance benefited from extraor-
dinary property sales generating a profit of F3.15m.

AUDITOR OPINION (190/192) Summary of
the opinion of an independent auditor or inspec-
tor, often in the form of a list of points.

In connection with my examination, no matter has come to my attention:
1. which gives me reasonable cause to believe that in any material respect
the requirements to keep accounting records in accordance with Section
130 of the Charities Act; and to prepare accounts which accord with the
accounting records and comply with the accounting requirements of the
Charities Act have not been met; or 2. to which, in my opinion, attention
should be drawn in order to enable a proper understanding of the accounts
to be reached.

Table 3: Clauses annotated in Charity Annual Reports (one of three groups of documents included in the shared
task). The values in parentheses indicate the number of documents with a particular clause and the total number of
clause instances, respectively. More examples are available in Appendix C.

studies later in this paper. The next section de-
scribes vectorizers, aggregators, and scorers used
for evaluation.

4.1.1 Vectorizers

We intend to provide results of TF-IDF representa-
tions, as well as two methods that may be consid-
ered the state of the art of sentence embedding. The
latter include Universal Sentence Encoder (USE)
and Sentence-BERT.

USE is a Transformer-based encoder, where
an element-wise sum of word representations is
treated as a sentence embedding (Cer et al., 2018),
trained with the multi-task objective. Sentence-
BERT is a modification of the pretrained BERT net-
work, utilizing Siamese and triplet network struc-
tures to derive sentence embeddings, trained with

the explicit objective of making them compara-
ble with cosine similarity (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019). In both cases the original models released
by the authors were used for the purposes of evalu-
ation.

In addition, multiple contextual embeddings
from Transformer-based language models, as well
as static (context-less) GloVe word embeddings
were tested (Pennington et al., 2014). Many ap-
proaches to generating context-dependent vector
representations have been proposed in recent years
(e.g., Peters et al. (2018); Vaswani et al. (2017)).
One important advantage over static embeddings
is the fact that every occurrence of the same word
is assigned a different embedding vector based on
the context in which the word is used. Thus, it
is much easier to address issues arising from pre-
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trained static embeddings (e.g., taking into con-
sideration polysemy of words). For the purposes
of evaluation, we relied on Transformer-based
models provided by authors of particular archi-
tectures, utilizing the Transformers library (Wolf
et al., 2019). These include BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018b), GPT-1 (Radford, 2018), GPT-2 (Radford
et al., 2018), and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). They
differ substantially and introduce many innovations,
though they are all based on either the encoder
or the decoder from the original model proposed
for sequence-to-sequence problems (Vaswani et al.,
2017). Selected models were fine-tuned on using
the next word prediction task on the Edgar corpus
we release and re-evaluated.

4.1.2 Aggregators
In addition to conceptually simple methods such as
average or max-polling operations, multiple solu-
tions to utilizing word embeddings for comparing
documents can be used. In addition to embeddings
mean we evaluated the Smooth Inverse Frequency
(SIF), Word Mover’s Distance (WMD) and Dis-
crete Cosine Transform (DCT).

SIF is a method proposed by Arora et al. (2017),
where a representation of a document is obtained in
two steps. First, each word embedding is weighted
by a/(a + fr), where fr stands for the underly-
ing word’s relative frequency, and a is the weight
parameter. Then, the projections on the first tSVD-
calculated principal component are subtracted, pro-
viding final representations.

WMD is a method of calculating a similarity
between documents. For two documents, embed-
dings calculated for each word (e.g., with GloVe)
are matched between documents, so that seman-
tically similar pairs of words between documents
are detected. This matching procedure generally
leads to better results than simply averaging over
embeddings for documents and calculating similar-
ity between centers of mass of documents as their
similarity (Kusner et al., 2015). Recently, Zhao
et al. (2019) showed it might be beneficial to use
the method with contextual word embeddings.

DCT is a way to generate document-level repre-
sentations in an order-preserving manner, adapted
from image compression to NLP by Almarwani
et al. (2019). After mapping an input sequence
of real numbers to the coefficients of orthogonal
cosine basis functions, low-order coefficients can
be used as document embeddings, outperforming
vector averaging on most tasks, as shown by the
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Figure 2: Performance as a function of the number
of example documents available (solutions based on
LMs). The methods benefit substantially from avail-
ability of a second example document and a bigger
number leads to a decreased variance.

authors.

4.2 Results

Table 4 recapitulates the most important results of
the completed evaluation.

Sentence-BERT and Universal Sentence En-
coder could not outperform the simple TF-IDF ap-
proach, especially when SVD decomposition was
applied (the setting commonly referred to as Latent
Semantic Analysis). Static word embeddings with
SIF weighting performed similarly to TF-IDF, or
better, provided they were trained on a legal text
corpus rather than on general English. It could not
be clearly confirmed whether the use of WMD or
DCT is beneficial. For the latter, the best results
were achieved with c0, which in the case of the k-
NN algorithm leads to the same answers as mean-
pooling and thus is not reported in the table. In case
of c0:n where n > 0 constant decrease of k-NN
methods performance was observed (Appendix B).

Interestingly, from all the released USE mod-
els, the multilingual ones performed best — for
the monolingual universal-sentence-encoder-large
model, scores were ten percentage points lower.
The best Sentence-BERT model performed signif-
icantly worse than the best USE—note that the
authors of Sentence-BERT compared it to mono-
lingual models released earlier, which they in-
deed outperform. Moreover, Sentence-BERT does
not perform better than BERT trained with whole
word masking, although there is no Sentence-BERT
equivalent of this model available so far.

4TF-IDF with truncated SVD decomposition is commonly
referred to as Latent Semantic Analysis (Halko et al., 2011).

5SVD in SIF method is used to perform removal of single
common component (Arora et al., 2017).
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Segmenter Vectorizer Projector Scorer Aggregator Soft F1

sentence TF-IDF (1–2 grams, binary TF term) — mean cosine — 0.38
tSVD (500)4 mean cosine — 0.39

sentence GloVe (300d, Wikipedia & Gigaword) — mean cosine mean 0.34
— mean WMD — 0.35
SIF tSVD5 mean cosine SIF 0.37

sentence GloVe (300d, EDGAR) — mean cosine mean 0.36
— mean WMD — 0.35
SIF tSVD mean cosine SIF 0.41

sentence Sentence-BERT (base-nli-stsb-mean ?) — mean cosine mean 0.32
sentence USE (multilingual ?) — mean cosine — 0.38

sentence BERT, last layer (large-uncased-whole. . .?) — mean cosine mean 0.35
sentence GPT-1, last layer — mean cosine mean 0.36
sentence GPT-2, last layer (large ?) — mean cosine mean 0.41
sentence RoBERTa, last layer (large ?) — mean cosine mean 0.31

sentence GPT-1, last layer (fine-tuned) — mean cosine mean 0.43
sentence GPT-1, last layer (fine-tuned) fICA (500) mean cosine mean 0.44
sentence GPT-2, last layer (large, fine-tuned) — mean cosine mean 0.44
sentence GPT-2, last layer (large, fine-tuned) fICA (400) mean cosine mean 0.45

1–3 sen. GPT-1, last layer (fine-tuned) mean cosine mean 0.47
1–3 sen. GPT-1, last layer (fine-tuned) fICA (500) mean cosine mean 0.49
1–3 sen. GPT-2, last layer (large, fine-tuned) mean cosine mean 0.46
1–3 sen. GPT-2, last layer (large, fine-tuned) fICA (400) mean cosine mean 0.51

human 0.84

Table 4: Selected results when returning a single, most similar segment, determined with given segmenters, vector-
izers, projectors, scorers and aggregators. The ? symbol indicates only the best models from each architecture are
presented here (results for the remaining ones are available in Appendix B).

In cases of averaging (sub)word embeddings
from the last layer of neural Language Models, the
results were either comparable or inferior to TF-
IDF. The best-performing language models were
GPT-1 and GPT-2. Fine-tuning of these on a sub-
sample of a legal text corpus improved the results
significantly, by a factor of 3–7 points. LMs seem
to benefit neither from SIF nor from the removal
of a single common component; their performance
can, however, be mildly improved with a conven-
tionally used decomposition, such as ICA (Hyväri-
nen and Oja, 2000).

Substantial improvement can be achieved by con-
sidering segments different from a single sentence,
such as n-grams of sentences (meaning that any
contiguous sequence of up to n sentences from a
given text was scored and could be returned as a
result).

Figure 2 presents how the performance of partic-
ular methods changes as a function of the number
of example documents available within the simple
similarity averaging scheme used in all the pre-
sented solutions. In general, the methods benefit
substantially from the availability of a second exam-

ple. A bigger number leads to a decreased variance
but yields no improvement in the median score.

5 Discussion

The brief evaluation presented in the previous sec-
tion has multiple limitations. First, it assumed re-
trieval of a single, most similar segment, whereas
it appears that multiple clauses might be returned
instead. However, we consider this restriction justi-
fiable during a preliminary comparison of applica-
ble methods. Multiple alternative selectors may be
proposed in the future.

Secondly, all the evaluated methods assume scor-
ing with the policy of averaging individual similar-
ities. We encourage readers to experiment with dif-
ferent pooling methods or meta-learning strategies.
Moreover, even the LM-based methods we had
studied the most can be further studied in the pro-
posed shared task. For example, only embeddings
from the last layer were evaluated, even though
it is possible that the higher layers may capture
semantics better.

Finally, it is in principle possible to address the
task in entirely different ways, for example, by per-
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forming neither segmentation nor aggregation of
word embeddings at all, but by matching clauses on
the word level instead, which may be an interesting
direction for further research. We decided to take
the most common and straightforward way, due to
fact performed evaluations are to serve as baselines
for other methods.

6 Related Work

There is a large and varied body of work related to
information retrieval in general; however, follow-
ing Gillick et al. (2018) we consider the problem
stated in an end-to-end manner, where the near-
est neighbor search is performed on dense docu-
ment representations. With this assumption, the
main issue is to obtain reliable representations of
documents, where by document we mean any self-
contained unit that can be returned to the user as
a search result (Büttcher et al., 2010). We use the
term segment with the same meaning wherever it
aids clarity.

Many approaches considered in the literature
rely on word embedding and aggregation strate-
gies. Simple methods proposed include averag-
ing, as in the continuous bag-of-words (CBOW)
model (Mikolov et al., 2013) or frequency-
weighted averaging with the decomposition method
applied (Arora et al., 2017). More sophisticated
schemes include utilizing multiple weights, such as
a novelty score, a significance score, and a corpus-
wise uniqueness (Yang et al., 2018) or computing
a vector of locally aggregated descriptors (Ionescu
and Butnaru, 2019). Most of the proposed methods
are orderless, and their limitations were recently
discussed by Mai et al. (2019). However, there
are also pooling approaches preserving spatial in-
formation, such as a hierarchical pooling opera-
tion (Shen et al., 2018). Other methods of obtaining
sentence representations from word embeddings in-
clude training an autoencoder on a large collection
of unlabeled data (Zhang et al., 2018) or utiliz-
ing random encoders (Wieting and Kiela, 2019).
Despite its shortcomings and the availability of
many sophisticated alternatives, the CBOW model
is a common choice due to its ability to ensure
strong results on many downstream tasks.

Different approaches assume training encoders
through document embedding in an unsupervised
or supervised manner, without the need for explicit
aggregation. The former include Skip-Thought
Vectors, trained with the objective of reconstruct-

ing the surrounding sentences of an encoded pas-
sage (Kiros et al., 2015). Although this method
was outperformed by supervised models trained
on a single NLI task (Conneau et al., 2017), para-
phrase corpora (Jiao et al., 2018) or multiple
tasks (Subramanian et al., 2018), the objective of
predicting the next sentence is used as an addi-
tional objective in multiple novel models, such as
the Universal Sentence Encoder (Cer et al., 2018).
Even though many Transformer-based language
models implement their own pooling strategy for
generating sentence representations (special token
pooling), they were shown to yield weak sentence
embeddings, as described recently by Reimers and
Gurevych (2019). The authors proposed a superior
method of fine-tuning a pretrained BERT network
with Siamese and triplet network structures to ob-
tain sentence embeddings.

There were attempts to utilize semantic similar-
ity methods explicitly in the legal domain, e.g., for
a case law entailment within the COLIEE shared
task. In a recent edition, Rabelo et al. (2019) used
a BERT model fine-tuned on a provided training set
in a supervised manner, and achieved the highest
F-score among all teams. However, due to the rea-
sons discussed in Section 4, their approach is not
consistent with the nearest neighbor search, which
is what we are aiming for.

7 Summary and Conclusions

We have introduced a new shared task of semantic
retrieval from legal texts, which differs substan-
tially from conventional NLI. It is heavily inspired
by enterprise solutions referred to as contract dis-
covery, focused on ensuring the inclusion of rele-
vant clauses or their retrieval for further analysis.
The main distinguishing characteristic of Contract
Discovery shared task is conceptual, since:

• Candidate sequences are being mined from
real texts. It is assumed span identification
should be performed (systems should be able
to return any document substring without any
segmentation given in advance).

• It is suited for few-shot methods, filling the
gap between conventional sentence classifica-
tion and NLI tasks based on sentence pairs.

For the purposes of providing competetive base-
lines, we considered the problem stated in an end-
to-end manner, where the nearest neighbor search
is performed on document representations. With
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this assumption, the main issue was to obtain rep-
resentations of text fragments, which we referred
to as segments. The description of the task was
followed by the evaluation of multiple k-NN-based
solutions within the unified framework, which may
be used to describe future solutions. Moreover,
a practical justification for handling the problem
with k-NN was briefly introduced.

It has been shown that in this particular setting,
pretrained, universal encoders fail to provide satis-
factory results. One may suspect that this is a result
of the difference between the domain they were
trained on and the legal domain. During the eval-
uation, solutions based on the Language Models
performed well, especially when unsupervised fine-
tuning was applied. In addition to the aforemen-
tioned ability to fine-tune the method on legal texts,
the most important indicator of success so far has
been the involvement of multiple, sometimes over-
lapping substrings instead of sentences. Moreover,
it has been demonstrated that the methods bene-
fit substantially from the availability of a second
example, and the presence of more leads to a de-
crease in variance, even when a simple similarity
averaging scheme is applied.

The discussion regarding the presented methods
and their limitations briefly outlined possible mea-
sures towards improving the baseline methods. In
addition to the dataset and reference results, legal-
specialized LMs have been made released to assist
the research community in performing further ex-
periments.

The Contract Discovery dataset, Edgar Corpus,
we crawled, and all the mentioned models are pub-
licly available on GitHub: https://github.com
/applicaai/contract-discovery.
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A File Structure

The documents’ content can be found in the
reference.tsv files. The input files in.tsv
consist of tab-separated fields: Target ID (e.g. 57),
Clause considered (e.g. governing-law), Example
#1 (e.g. 59 15215-15453), . . . , Example #N. Each
example consists of document ID and characters
range. Ranges can be discontinuous. In such
a case the sequences are separated with a comma,
e.g. 4103-4882,12127-12971. The file with an-
swers (expected.tsv) contains one answer per
line, consisting of the entity name (to be copied
from input) and characters range in the same for-
mat as described above. The reference file contains
two tab-separated fields: document ID and content.

B Other Evaluation Results

Tables below describe evaluation results which
were not included in the paper (or were included
without broader context, that is without reference to
different results from the same class of solutions).

Table 5 presents results with all the evaluated
Sentence-BERT models. Table 6 shows scores
achieved by TF-IDF with different settings, includ-
ing other n-gram ranges. Results of particular Uni-
versal Sentence Encoder models are presented in
Table 7. Table 8 shows results of Transformer-
based Language Models not included in the paper.
Finally, Table 9 is devoted to analysis of Discrete
Cosine Transform embeddings.

Model Soft F1

bert-base-nli-cls-token 0.29
bert-base-nli-max-tokens 0.30
bert-base-nli-mean-tokens 0.31
bert-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens 0.32
bert-base-wikipedia-sections-mean-tokens 0.25
bert-large-nli-cls-token 0.29
bert-large-nli-max-tokens 0.30
bert-large-nli-mean-tokens 0.30

bert-large-nli-stsb-mean-tokens
0.31

roberta-base-nli-mean-tokens 0.28
roberta-base-nli-stsb-mean-tokens 0.29
roberta-large-nli-mean-tokens 0.31
roberta-large-nli-stsb-mean-tokens 0.31

Table 5: Results of Sentence-BERT models on the test-
A dataset when returning the most similar sentence.
Names as in sentence-transformers library: https://
github.com/UKPLab/sentence-transformers

Range (n-grams) Binary Soft F1

1–1 − 0.32
1–2 − 0.35
1–3 − 0.36
1–1 + 0.36
1–2 + 0.38
1–3 + 0.37

Table 6: Results of TF-IDF on the test-A dataset when
returning the most similar sentence.

Model Soft F1

multilingual/1 0.38
multilingual-large/1 0.33
multilingual-qa/1 0.28
large/3 0.26

Table 7: Results of Universal Sentence Encoder models
on the test-A dataset when returning the most similar
sentence.

Model Soft F1

bert-base-cased 0.25
bert-base-multilingual-cased 0.24
bert-base-multilingual-uncased 0.32
bert-base-uncased 0.26
bert-large-cased 0.21
bert-large-cased-whole-word-masking 0.31
bert-large-uncased 0.18

bert-large-uncased-whole-word-masking
0.35

roberta-base 0.25

roberta-large
0.32

openai-gpt
0.36

gpt2 0.16
gpt2-medium 0.11
gpt2-large 0.41

Table 8: Results of particular Transformer-based Lan-
guage Models (without finetuning) on the test-A dataset
when returning the most similar sentence. Names as in
transformers library: https://github.com/huggi
ngface/transformers

C Soft F1

c0 0.36
c0:1 0.30
c0:2 0.25
c0:3 0.20
c0:4 0.18

Table 9: Results of GloVe embeddings (300d, EDGAR)
on the test-A dataset when Discrete Cosine Transform
sentence embeddings were created. The c0 is equiva-
lent to embeddings mean when k-NN methods are con-
sidered. The similar decrease of performance was ob-
served for other models.
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C Rest of the Clauses Considered

Random subsets of bond issue prospectuses and non-disclosure agreement documents from the US
EDGAR database6, as well as annual reports of charitable organizations from the UK Charity Register7

were annotated, in such a way that clauses of the same type were selected (e.g. determining the governing
law, merger restrictions, tax changes call or reserves policy). Clause types depend on the type of a legal
act and can consist of a single sentence, multiple sentences or sentence fragments. Tables bellow present
clause types annotated in each of the document groups.

Clause (Instances) Example

GOVERNING LAW (152/160) The parties agree
on which jurisdiction the contract will be sub-
ject to.

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with
the laws of the State of California without reference to its rules of conflicts
of laws.

CONFIDENTIAL PERIOD (108/122) The par-
ties undertake to maintain confidentiality for a
certain period of time.

The term of this Agreement during which Confidential Information may
be disclosed by one Party to the other Party shall begin on the Effective
Date and end five (5) years after the Effective Date, unless extended by
mutual agreement.

EFFECTIVE DATE (79/89) Information on the
date of entry into force of the contract.

THIS AGREEMENT is entered into as of the 30th of July 2010 and shall
be deemed to be effective as of July 23, 2010.

EFFECTIVE DATE REFERENCE (91/111) This Contract shall become effective (the “Effective Date”) upon the date
this Contract is signed by both Parties.

NO SOLICITATION (101/117) Prohibition of
acquiring employees of the other party (after
the contract expires) and maintaining business
relations with the customers of the other party.

You agree that for a period of eighteen months (18) from the date hereof
you will not directly or indirectly recruit, solicit or hire any regional or
district managers, corporate office employee, member of senior manage-
ment of the Company (including store managers), or other employee of
the Company identified to you.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION FORM
(152/174) Forms and methods of providing
confidential information.

“Confidential Information” means any technical or commercial infor-
mation or data, trade secrets, know-how, etc., of either Party or their
respective Affiliates whether or not marked or stamped as confidential, in-
cluding without limitation, Technology, Invention(s), Intellectual Property
Rights, Independent Technology and any samples of products, materials or
formulations including, without limitation, the chemical identity and any
properties or specifications related to the foregoing. Any Development
Program Technology, MPM Work Product, MSC Work Product, Hybrid
Work Product, Prior End-Use Work Product and/or Shared Development
Program Technology shall be Confidential Information of the Party that
owns the subject matter under the terms set forth in this Agreement.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION (67/68) Arrangements
for how to resolve disputes (arbitration, courts).

The Parties will attempt in good faith to resolve any dispute or claim
arising out of or in relation to this Agreement through negotiations be-
tween a director of each of the Parties with authority to settle the relevant
dispute. If the dispute cannot be settled amicably within fourteen (14)
days from the date on which either Party has served written notice on the
other of the dispute then the remaining provisions of this Clause shall
apply.

Table 10: Clauses annotated in Non-disclosure Agreements. The values in parentheses indicate the number of
documents with a particular clause and the total number of clause instances, respectively.

6http://www.www.sec.gov/edgar.shtml
7http://www.gov.uk/find-charity-information
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Clause (Instances) Example

CHANGE OF CONTROL COVENANT (88/95)
Information about the obligation to redeem
bonds for 101% of the price in the event of
change of control.

Upon the occurrence of a Change of Control Triggering Event (as defined
below with respect to the notes of a series), unless we have exercised
our right to redeem the notes of such series as described above under
“Optional Redemption,” the indenture provides that each holder of notes of
such series will have the right to require us to repurchase all or a portion
(equal to $2,000 or an integral multiple of $1,000 in excess thereof) of
such holder’s notes of such series pursuant to the offer described below
(the “Change of Control Offer”), at a purchase price equal to 101% of the
principal amount thereof, plus accrued and unpaid interest, if any, to the
date of repurchase, subject to the rights of holders of notes of such series
on the relevant record date to receive interest due on the relevant interest
payment date.

CHANGE OF CONTROL NOTICE (78/79) Infor-
mation about the obligation to inform bondhold-
ers (usually by mail) about the event of change
of control. This clause usually follows immedi-
ately the above clause.

Within 30 days following any Change of Control, B&G Foods will mail
a notice to each holder describing the transaction or transactions that
constitute the Change of Control and offering to repurchase notes on the
Change of Control Payment Date specified in the notice, which date will
be no earlier than 30 days and no later than 60 days from the date such
notice is mailed, pursuant to the procedures required by the indenture
and described in such notice. Holders electing to have a note purchased
pursuant to a Change of Control Offer will be required to surrender the
note, with the form entitled “Option of Holder to Elect Purchase” on the
reverse of the note completed, to the paying agent at the address specified
in the notice of Change of Control Offer prior to the close of business on
the third business day prior to the Change of Control Payment Date.

CROSS DEFAULT (96/110) The company does
not comply with certain conditions (event of de-
fault), so the bonds become due (e.g. when the
company does not submit financial statements
on time) — our clause was limited to the event
of non-repayment, usually the minimum sum is
given.

due to our default, we (i) are bound to repay prematurely indebted-
ness for borrowed moneys with a total outstanding principal amount
of $75,000,000 (or its equivalent in any other currency or currencies) or
greater, (ii) have defaulted in the repayment of any such indebtedness at
the later of its maturity or the expiration of any applicable grace period or
(iii) have failed to pay when properly called on to do so any guarantee of
any such indebtedness, and in any such case the acceleration, default or
failure to pay is not being contested in good faith and not cured within 15
days of such acceleration, default or failure to pay;

LITIGATION DEFAULT (42/51) Court verdict
or administrative decision which charge the
company for a significant unpaid amount (an-
other from the series of event of default).

(8) one or more judgments, orders or decrees of any court or regulatory
or administrative agency of competent jurisdiction for the payment of
money in excess of $30 million (or its foreign currency equivalent) in
each case, either individually or in the aggregate, shall be entered against
the Company or any subsidiary of the Company or any of their respective
properties and shall not be discharged and there shall have been a period
of 60 days after the date on which any period for appeal has expired and
during which a stay of enforcement of such judgment, order or decree,
shall not be in effect;

MERGER RESTRICTIONS (188/241) A clause
preventing the merger or sale of a company, etc.,
except under certain conditions (generally, the
company should not avoid its obligations to its
bondholders).

Without the consent of the holders of the outstanding debt securities under
the indentures, we may consolidate with or merge into, or convey, trans-
fer or lease our properties and assets to any person and may permit any
person to consolidate with or merge into us. However, in such event, any
successor person must be a corporation, partnership, or trust organized
and validly existing under the laws of any domestic jurisdiction and must
assume our obligations on the debt securities and under the applicable
indenture. We agree that after giving effect to the transaction, no event of
default, and no event which, after notice or lapse of time or both, would
become an event of default shall have occurred and be continuing and
that certain other conditions are met; provided such provisions will not
be applicable to the direct or indirect transfer of the stock, assets or liabil-
ities of our subsidiaries to another of our direct or indirect subsidiaries.
(Section 801)
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BONDHOLDERS DEFAULT (191/241) A clause
on the payment of the principal amount and
interest — they become due as a result of an
event of default, if such a declaration is made
by bondholders.

If an event of default (other than an event of default referred to in clause
(5) above with respect to us) occurs and is continuing, the trustee or the
holders of at least 25% in aggregate principal amount of the outstanding
notes by notice to us and the trustee may, and the trustee at the written
request of such holders shall, declare the principal of and accrued and
unpaid interest, if any, on all the notes to be due and payable. Upon
such a declaration, such principal and accrued and unpaid interest will
be due and payable immediately. If an event of default referred to in
clause (5) above occurs with respect to us and is continuing, the principal
of and accrued and unpaid interest on all the notes will become and be
immediately due and payable without any declaration or other act on the
part of the trustee or any holders.

TAX CHANGES CALL (48/56) A clause about
the possibility of an earlier redemption of the
bond by the issuer if the tax law or its interpre-
tation changes.

If, as a result of any change in, or amendment to, the laws (or any
regulations or rulings promulgated under the laws) of the Netherlands or
the United States or any taxing authority thereof or therein, as applicable,
or any change in, or amendments to, an official position regarding the
application or interpretation of such laws, regulations or rulings, which
change or amendment is announced or becomes effective on or after the
date of the issuance of the notes, we become or, based upon a written
opinion of independent counsel selected by us, will become obligated
to pay additional amounts as described above in “Payment of additional
amounts,” then the Issuer may redeem the notes, in whole, but not in part,
at 100% of the principal amount thereof together with unpaid interest as
described in the accompanying prospectus under the caption “Description
of WPC Finance Debt Securities and the Guarantee-Redemption for Tax
Reasons.”

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (201/317) A clause
on the obligation to submit (usually to the SEC)
annual reports or other reports.

Notwithstanding that the Company may not be subject to the reporting
requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act, the Company
will file with the SEC and provide the Trustee and Holders and prospective
Holders (upon request) within 15 days after it files them with the SEC,
copies of its annual report and the information, documents and other
reports that are specified in Sections 13 and 15(d) of the Exchange Act.
In addition, the Company shall furnish to the Trustee and the Holders,
promptly upon their becoming available, copies of the annual report to
shareholders and any other information provided by the Company to its
public shareholders generally. The Company also will comply with the
other provisions of Section 314(a) of the TIA.

Table 11: Clauses annotated in Corporate Bonds. The values in parentheses indicate the number of documents
with a particular clause and the total number of clause instances, respectively.
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A B S T R A C T

The paper presents a novel method of finding a fragment in a long temporal sequence similar to the set
of shorter sequences. We are the first to propose an algorithm for such a search that does not rely on
computing the average sequence from query examples. Instead, we use query examples as is, utilizing all of
them simultaneously. The introduced method based on the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) technique is suited
explicitly for few-shot query-by-example retrieval tasks. We evaluate it on two different few-shot problems
from the field of Natural Language Processing. The results show it either outperforms baselines and previous
approaches or achieves comparable results when a low number of examples is available.

1. Introduction

This work bridges Information Retrieval, Natural Language Pro-
cessing, Dynamic Programming, and Machine Learning, introducing
a novel approach to identifying text spans with semantic matching.
Although the method can retrieve any sequential information from
an untrimmed stream, this paper demonstrates application to diverse
problems involving text in natural language.

Let us start by observing that a substantial proportion of retrieval,
detection, and sequence labeling tasks can be solved using sub-sequence
matching. However, so far, no mainstream methods tackle the problem
this way.

Consider the case of Named Entity Recognition (also referred to
as entity identification, entity chunking or entity extraction, NER) – a
task of locating and classifying spans of text associated with real-world
objects, such as person names, organizations, and locations, as well as
with abstract temporal and numerical expressions such as dates (Goyal
et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018; Yadav & Bethard, 2018).

The problem is commonly solved with trained models for structured
prediction (Huang et al., 2015; Lample et al., 2016). In contrast,
we propose to solve it in a previously not recognized way: to use
word embeddings (see Section 5.2.1) directly, performing semantic sub-
sequence matching. In other words, determine a sentence span similar
to named entities provided in the train set, with no training required
beforehand. In some cases, for instance, when few-shot scenarios are
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1 Equal contribution.

considered (where only a few examples are available), this approach
may be beneficial (problem was investigated in Section 6.2).

Other examples can be found in the field of Information Retrieval
(IR). When text documents are considered, the typical IR scenario is
a provision of ranked search results for a given text query entered by
a user. Search results can be either full documents or spans of texts,
and each of the mentioned scenarios poses different challenges (Mitra
& Craswell, 2018).

Many modern approaches to Information Retrieval rely on a
straightforward comparison of dense embeddings representing query
documents and candidate documents, determining optimal results using
𝑘-nearest neighbor search (Boytsov et al., 2016; Brokos et al., 2016;
Gysel et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2017; Schmidt et al., 2019). When such
end-to-end retrieval systems are considered, the main question becomes
how to determine reliable representations of documents (Gillick et al.,
2018).

To take the approach to Information Retrieval described above,
one has to already know the boundaries of units to be returned,
e.g., assume sentences or paragraphs should be considered as possible
results. A more challenging problem arises when we do not search for
a predefined text fragment (e.g., entire document or whole sentence)
but are expected to return any possible and adequate sub-sequence in
a document (e.g., few sentences, several words, or even one word).
This is the case for many real-world scenarios, where documents lack
accessible formal structure, and one is expected to determine spans in
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List of Symbols

E Set of embeddings, each embedding represent different
sequence from set S

P Exponentially explosive set of all possible warping
paths through the grid

S Set of time-depended sequences S; S ∶= {1,⋯,ℎ} Time-dependent sequence to align within target se-
quence  ;  ∶= (𝑥1,⋯, 𝑥𝑛) ′ Reversed sequence of 𝑋;  ′ ∶= (𝑥𝑛,⋯, 𝑥1) = (𝑥′1,⋯, 𝑥′𝑛) Time-dependent target sequence;  ∶= (𝑦1,⋯, 𝑦𝑚) ′ Reversed sequence of 𝑌 ;  ′ ∶= (𝑦𝑚,⋯, 𝑦1) = (𝑦′1,⋯, 𝑦′𝑚) Consensus sequence at the current iteration;  ∶=
(𝑧1,… , 𝑧𝑞)∗ Final consensus sequence

𝑎 Hyperparameter of the smooth inverse frequency (SIF)
method

𝑏 Number of iterations needed for DTW Barycenter
Averaging (DBA) to converge

𝑐(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑗 ) Local cost measure for domain-specific objects 𝑥𝑖 and
𝑦𝑗 e.g., cosine distance between word embeddings

C𝑝( ,) Cost of the warping path 𝑝 between  and  ;
C𝑝( ,) ∶=

∑𝑘
𝑠=1 𝑐(𝑥𝑖𝑠 , 𝑦𝑗𝑠 )

𝐷 Accumulated cost matrix of size 𝑛 × 𝑚 calculated from
 , 

𝐷′ Accumulated cost matrix of size 𝑛 × 𝑚 calculated from
 ′,  ′

𝐷𝑙
𝑖,𝑗 Item from 𝑖th row and 𝑗th column of matrix 𝐷

calculated from 𝑙, 
𝑒 Element of set E
𝑒𝑢 Embedding representing sequence 𝑢
𝑓𝑖 Relative frequency of the token 𝑡𝑖
ℎ Size of set S
𝑖 Index of 𝑖th element of 
𝑗 Index of 𝑗th element of 
𝑗∗1 Index of the beginning of optimal sub-sequence

alignment in 
𝑗∗𝑘 Index of the end of optimal sub-sequence alignment in


𝑗′∗1 Index of the beginning of optimal sub-sequence

alignment in  ′; 𝑗′∗1 = 𝑚 − 𝑗∗𝑘 + 1
𝑗′∗𝑘 Index of the end of optimal sub-sequence alignment in

 ′; 𝑗′∗𝑘 = 𝑚 − 𝑗∗1 + 1
𝑘 Length of warping path 𝑝
𝑙 Index of 𝑙th element of set S
𝑛 Length of sequence 
𝑛𝑙 Length of sequence 𝑙
𝑚 Length of sequence 
𝑝 Warping path; 𝑝 ∶= (𝑝1,⋯, 𝑝𝑠,⋯, 𝑝𝑘)
𝑝∗ Optimal warping path; 𝑝∗ ∶= argmin𝑝∈P(C𝑝( ,))
𝑝∗1 First element of optimal warping path in 𝐷; 𝑝∗1 = (1, 𝑗∗1 )
𝑝∗𝑘 Last element of optimal warping path in 𝐷; 𝑝∗𝑘 = (𝑛, 𝑗∗𝑘 )
𝑝′∗1 First element of optimal warping path in 𝐷′; 𝑝′∗1 =

(1, 𝑗′∗1 )
𝑝′∗𝑘 Last element of optimal warping path in 𝐷′; 𝑝′∗𝑘 =

(𝑛, 𝑗′∗𝑘 )
𝑞 Length of sequence 
𝑟 Length of the 𝑢 sub-sequence
𝑠 Index of 𝑠th element of warping path 𝑝
𝑡𝑖 𝑖th token corresponding to 𝑖th element of 

𝑢 Sub-sequence from  similar to sequences from set S;
𝑢 ∶= (𝑢1,⋯, 𝑢𝑟)

𝑢∗ Sub-sequence from  most similar to sequences from
set S

𝑤 Additional weight factor applied to the DTW equation
𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑗 Domain-specific objects e.g., word embeddings

natural language streams (Borchmann et al., 2020; Vanderbeck et al.,
2011). Take an example of a lawyer or researcher searching for crucial
parts of legal documents to determine whether they contain fairness
policies and how these policies look like (Nagpal et al., 2018).

As shown later, it is possible to tackle the problem with a proper
sub-sequence matching strategy, which can incorporate all given ex-
amples to retrieve suitable text span (Section 6.1).

We solve the problems stated above with unconventionally used
Dynamic Programming algorithms and propose their modifications.
In particular, the well-known DTW Barycenter Averaging heuristic is
evaluated in a new scenario, where word embeddings are used to
determine document spans. More importantly, a new sub-sequence
matching method is introduced, performing a search by multiple ex-
amples simultaneously. This matching method maximizes gain from the
availability of a few semantically similar text span examples. Because
of the relation of the newly introduced method to the Dynamic Time
Warping algorithm, it is referred to as the Dynamic Boundary Time
Warping (DBTW).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes
related works in the areas of Information Retrieval, Natural Language
Processing, and time-series mining. Section 3 describes the problem
we are dealing with. Section 4 introduces the Dynamic Time Warping
algorithm and its derivatives. In Section 5, we present our Dynamic
Boundary Time Warping algorithm together with complexity study and
its adaptation to NLP problems. Section 6 reports evaluation results
on two different NLP tasks. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and
outlines future research directions.

2. Related works

Dynamic Boundary Time Warping with maximum distance limit can
be considered a binary non-parametric classifier (Boiman et al., 2008)
over all possible document sub-sequences because it determines which
of them represents the same class as positive examples. In such a sense,
its application to few-shot semantic retrieval is related to the widely
studied problem of one- and few-shot learning (e.g., Bart & Ullman,
2005; Fei-Fei et al., 2006; Koch et al., 2015; Snell et al., 2017; Sung
et al., 2017). However, these approaches are not directly comparable
because, in contrast to DBTW, knowledge obtained during training for
previous categories is used.

Many time-series mining problems require subsequence similarity
search as a subroutine. While this can be performed with any distance
measure, and dozens of distance measures have been proposed in the
last years, there is increasing evidence that DTW is the best measure
across a wide range of domains (Ding et al., 2008). Subsequence DTW
(S-DTW) is a variant of the DTW technique (Müller, 2007), which is
designed to find multiple similar subsequences between two templates.
One of the most cited methods is SPRING (Sakurai et al., 2007), where
a query time series is searched in a larger streaming time series.
Examples of subsequence matching applications are sensor network
monitoring (Sakurai et al., 2007), spoken keyword spotting (Guo et al.,
2012), sensor-based gait analysis (Barth et al., 2015), acoustic (Rosa
et al., 2017), motion capture (Chen et al., 2009), or human action
recognition in video (Hoai et al., 2011). Additionally, to speed up
computations, some hardware implementations of S-DTW-based algo-
rithms were proposed, using GPUs and FPGAs (Huang et al., 2013;
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Fig. 1. The problem considered is to align multiple sequences (here 1, 2, 3) optimally within the target sequence  , assuming all have to be matched to the same sub-sequence
of  . Optimal alignment is one that minimizes the cost over all possible alignments. An example from Natural Language Processing is to locate a named entity within the sentence,
given a few examples of other named entities.

Fig. 2. DTW between two time series and the optimal alignment path. The dashed
line connects elements aligned between up and down time series. The plot on the right
depicts which time step was aligned to which, with each off-diagonal move indicating
warping.

Rakthanmanon et al., 2013; Sart et al., 2010). Further optimizations
could be achieved, e.g., by learning a kernel approximating DTW as
proposed by Candelieri et al. (2019) or replacing DTW with Pruned-
DTW (Silva & Batista, 2016), an exact algorithm for speeding up DTW
matrix calculation.

There have been a few attempts to utilize Dynamic Time Warping
in Natural Language Processing. Matuschek et al. (2008) explored the
earlier idea of Ratanamahatana and Keogh (2004) to treat texts as
bit streams for the purposes of measuring text similarity. Liu et al.
(2007) utilized DTW with WordNet-based word similarity to decide the
semantic similarity of sentences. Zhu et al. (2017) used DTW with word
embeddings distances to determine the similarity between paragraphs
of text to decide the similarity between whole documents. Although
sub-sequence DTW was successfully applied to query-by-example tasks
of spoken term detection (e.g., Hazen et al., 2009; Parada et al., 2009),
to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply it to plain-
text query-by-example tasks. Moreover, we are unaware of any existing
adaptations of sub-sequence DTW for querying by multiple examples
simultaneously.

3. Problem statement

The general problem considered is to align multiple sequences of
possibly different lengths from the set S optimally within some target
sequence  , assuming all have to be matched to the same sub-sequence
of  (see Fig. 1).

The total cost of alignment between sequences from S and sub-
sequence of the  sequence is the sum of distances between all pairs
of matched elements. Distance between two elements is some domain-
specific measure, such as the absolute difference between scalars as-
sociated with these elements. Optimal alignment is one that finds
such sub-sequence of  that the cost of aligning all S within this
sub-sequence is minimized over all possible sub-sequences of  . Sec-
tions 4.1 and 4.2 provide a formal definition of the mentioned objective
under additional requirements of monotonicity and continuity.

An example real-word problem from Natural Language Processing
is Named Entity Recognition, which may be considered under this
paradigm, when one has to locate a named entity within the sentence,

given a few examples of other named entities (Fig. 3). Another case is
semantic retrieval of legal clauses from unstructured documents, given
examples of clauses covering the same topic of interest from other
documents.

Note that the problem mentioned above is a generalization of every
problem previously considered as a sub-sequence matching to the cases
when multiple examples are available instead of a single one. Problems
outside the NLP to be considered under this framework include spoken
term detection or temporal activity detection in continuous, untrimmed
video streams, which resembles the mentioned approach to semantic re-
trieval if one realizes it is in principle possible to perform sub-sequence
matching on video frames.

4. Dynamic time warping

Let us start with an introduction of a widely used Dynamic Time
Warping algorithm since evaluated methods either directly use one
of its variants or propose its generalization to multiple alignment
scenarios. DTW is a classical and well-established distance measure well
suited to the task of comparing time series (Berndt & Clifford, 1994)
and was proposed by Vintsyuk (1968).

In general, DTW is based on the calculation of an optimal match
between two given sequences, assuming one sequence is a time-warped
version of another, that is, the target sequence is either stretched
(one-to-many alignment), condensed (many-to-one alignment), or not
warped (one-to-one alignment) concerning the source sequence (Fig. 2).
The optimal match is the one with the lowest cost computed as the sum
of (predominantly Euclidean) distances for each matched pair of points.

4.1. Algorithm

Classic DTW algorithm compares sequences assuming the first ele-
ments, and the last elements in both sequences are to be matched. In
the case of natural language, this means that given two sentences (or
documents), in every case, the first words of these will be linked with
each other, as well as the last words. Although this variant is of no use
in problems we consider in the present paper (see Section 1), there is
a need to introduce it before going further.

The process of determining the optimal match between two time-
dependent sequences  ∶= (𝑥1,⋯, 𝑥𝑛) and  ∶= (𝑦1,⋯, 𝑦𝑚) (where
𝑥1,⋯, 𝑥𝑛, 𝑦1,⋯, 𝑦𝑚 are domain-specific objects, e.g., word embeddings)
can be conducted on the 𝑛 ×𝑚 unit grid (Fig. 4). The path through the
grid 𝑝 = (𝑝1,⋯, 𝑝𝑠,⋯, 𝑝𝑘) where 𝑝𝑠 = (𝑖𝑠, 𝑗𝑠) is referred to as the warping
path, whereas the total cost of the warping path 𝑝 between  and 
is given by the sum of the local cost measures for the underlying grid
nodes:

C𝑝( ,) ∶=
𝑘∑

𝑠=1
𝑐(𝑥𝑖𝑠 , 𝑦𝑗𝑠 ).

where 𝑐 is a local cost measure as defined by Müller (2007).2

2 In Section 5.2 we propose a local cost measure specifically tailored for
problems in the NLP field.
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Fig. 3. The DBTW matching using the semantic distance between word embeddings applied to the Named Entity Recognition problem. Here, the three examples of time expressions
were matched to the Friday morning sub-sequence.

Fig. 4. The problem of determining the optimal match between sequences considered
on 𝑛 × 𝑚 unit grid.

It can be further normalized with division by 𝑛 + 𝑚, leading to the
time-normalized cost.

Let P denote an exponentially explosive set of all possible warp-
ing paths through the grid. The Dynamic Time Warping algorithm
determines the best alignment path (optimal warping path)

𝑝∗ = argmin
𝑝∈P

(C𝑝( ,))

in (𝑛𝑚) time, assuming:

• the alignment path has to start at the bottom left of the grid
(𝑖1 = 1 and 𝑗1 = 1), that is the first points in both sequences are
matched,

• monotonicity (𝑖𝑠−1 ≤ 𝑖𝑠 and 𝑗𝑠−1 ≤ 𝑗𝑠), that is moves to the left
(back in time) on the grid are not allowed,

• continuity (𝑖𝑠− 𝑖𝑠−1 ≤ 1 and 𝑗𝑠−𝑗𝑠−1 ≤ 1) that is no node on a path
can be skipped,

• the alignment path ends at the top right of the grid (𝑖𝑘 = 𝑛 and
𝑗𝑘 = 𝑚), that is the last points in both sequences are matched,

• optional conditions regarding the warping window or slope con-
straint that can be applied in order to improve performance
(Sakoe & Chiba, 1990).

Let 𝐷 denote the 𝑛 × 𝑚 matrix referred to as the accumulated cost
matrix. The problem stated can be solved with the following initial
conditions:

𝐷𝑖,1 ∶=
𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝑐(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦1), for 𝑖 ∈ {1,⋯, 𝑛},

𝐷1,𝑗 ∶=
𝑚∑
𝑗=1

𝑐(𝑥1, 𝑦𝑗 ), for 𝑗 ∈ {1,⋯, 𝑚}.
(1)

and the following dynamic programming equation, calculated recur-
sively in ascending order:

𝐷𝑖,𝑗 ∶= 𝑐(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑗 ) + min
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

𝐷𝑖,𝑗−1,

𝐷𝑖−1,𝑗−1,

𝐷𝑖−1,𝑗 .

The value of 𝐷𝑛,𝑚 (accumulated cost after reaching the top-right of
the grid) is the total cost of the best alignment path:

DTW( ,) ∶= C𝑝∗( ,).

4.2. Sub-sequence DTW

Mining scenarios considered in the introduction (such as Named En-
tity Recognition or Information Retrieval from untrimmed text streams)
require slightly different behavior, offered by DTW operating on sub-
sequences. It was initially introduced for problems such as the detection
of spoken terms in audio recording.

In the case of sub-sequence DTW, the constraints on admissible
paths are relaxed. Boundary conditions 𝑗1 = 1 and 𝑗𝑘 = 𝑚 are
withdrawn, so the remaining 𝑖1 = 1 and 𝑖𝑘 = 𝑛 guarantee that the
shorter sequence  will be matched entirely within  , but not nec-
essarily starting from the beginning of  (and not obligatorily ending
at the end of it). This behavior is achieved by a modification of the
initial conditions described by Eq. (1). Before recursively calculating
the remaining values of 𝐷 the first row and first column, are being set
to Müller (2007):

𝐷𝑖,1 ∶=
𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝑐(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦1), for 𝑖 ∈ {1,⋯, 𝑛},

𝐷1,𝑗 ∶= 𝑐(𝑥1, 𝑦𝑗 ), for 𝑗 ∈ {1,⋯, 𝑚}.
(2)

Minimal value from the 𝑚th row of 𝐷 is the total cost of the best
alignment path sDTW( ,), whereas its index points to the 𝑖𝑘.

4.3. Multi-sequence DTW

What if one has to determine a single sub-sequence warping path
for a set of short sequences? This is the case we want to consider in
the present paper because this applies to few-shot semantic retrieval
tasks and Named Entity Recognition. For example, it is expected to
align multiple sub-sequences (named entities from train set) optimally
within the target sequence (sentence or document to detect new named
entities in).

4.3.1. Exact solution
Unfortunately, it is impossible to provide an exact solution due to

practical reasons resulting from computational complexity.
As shown by Wang and Jiang (1994), multiple sequence alignment

with the sum of all pairs score3 is an NP-complete problem. In particular,
the problem of aligning ℎ sequences can be solved by applying DTW
on the ℎ-dimensional cuboid (see Fig. 5). Assuming sequences are of
the lengths 𝑛1,⋯, 𝑛ℎ, the algorithm would take 𝛩(

∏ℎ
𝑙=1 𝑛𝑙) operations

and would require an exponential space, meaning that calculating it
for larger ℎ is not possible in most cases (Petitjean et al., 2011).

4.3.2. Barycenter averaging
A reference heuristic for aligning multiple sub-sequences within the

target sequence relies on the construction of an average, consensus
sequence, representative for a given set of sentences. The term consensus
sequence refers to a sequence which represents the most commonly
encountered pattern in the set of sequences (Pierce, 2017). To approxi-
mate the optimal solution to the problem with multiple sequences, one

3 When SP-score is considered, optimal alignment is one that minimizes the
value over all possible alignments (Bonizzoni & Della Vedova, 2001).
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Fig. 5. The problem of determining the optimal match between sequences 1 ,2 ,
considered on the rectangular cuboid. Computing the optimal match would have
(𝑛1𝑛2𝑚) time complexity.

can compute sub-sequence DTW between such consensus sequence and
target sequence.

Petitjean et al. (2011) proposed the DTW Barycenter Averaging
(DBA), the method for constructing consensus sequence inspired by
computational biology. According to the authors, it builds an average
sequence around significant states of the data, which is truly representative
of the underlying phenomenon.

The algorithm assumes the iterative computation of an averaged
sequence (See lines 2–7 from Algorithm 1). Let  = (𝑧1,⋯, 𝑧𝑞) denote
the consensus sequence at the current iteration. First, the initial  is set
(e.g., as a randomly selected element of S). Then, during each iteration:

• for each  ∈ S, DTW( ,) is calculated and underlying associa-
tions4 resulting from the optimal warping path are stored,

•  is updated as an average of the associated sequence’s members
e.g., word embeddings.

During this process, the initial averaging is being refined since the
new  is closer to the sequences it averages concerning the total cost.
The process finishes when a new consensus sequence 𝑛𝑒𝑤 is almost
equal to the previous consensus sequence 𝑜𝑙𝑑 or when the maximum
number of iterations5 is reached. For a thorough, detailed description
of DBA, please refer to Algorithm 5 from Petitjean et al. (2011).

Strictly speaking, to handle the set of sequences S = {1,⋯,ℎ} to
be aligned within  , one can first determine the consensus sequence∗ from S using DBA, and then utilize a standard sub-sequence DTW
algorithm for two sequences (See Algorithm 1). This approach resem-
bles the nearest centroid classifier (Tibshirani et al., 2002) since one
is determining class prototype and rely on distances between it and
candidate sequences.

5. Novel solution: Dynamic boundary time warping

Contrary to the DBA, we propose a method that does not aver-
age sub-sequences before determining the best match. Simultaneously,
there is a low computational cost involved, even though a form of
multi-alignment is being performed.

Note that, for Information Retrieval, we are often interested only in
approximating the 𝑝∗1 and 𝑝∗𝑘 (more strictly the 𝑗∗1 and 𝑗∗𝑘 components),6

4 We mean DTW associations like in Fig. 1. For example 𝑦6 from Fig. 1 is
associated with 4 sequence’s members 𝑥1, 𝑥2 from 𝑋1, 𝑥1 from 𝑋2 and 𝑥1 from
𝑋3. Analogously 𝑧1 from  could also be associated with sequence’s members
from each  ∈ S.

5 For simplicity we omitted constraint on a number of maximum iterations
criterion in Algorithm 1.

6 For instance, when retrieving text spans, we do not care about the
alignment with the search query, but only the content (defined by 𝑗1 and 𝑗𝑘).

Algorithm 1 DTW Barycenter Averaging based solution for aligning set
of sequences S within target sequence  .
DBA is the Algorithm 5 from Petitjean et al. (2011).
1: procedure MatchUsingDBA(S,)
2: 𝑛𝑒𝑤 ← random element from set S
3: do
4: 𝑜𝑙𝑑 ← 𝑛𝑒𝑤
5: 𝑛𝑒𝑤 ← DBA(𝑜𝑙𝑑 , S)
6: while 𝑜𝑙𝑑 ≉ 𝑛𝑒𝑤
7: ∗ ← 𝑛𝑒𝑤
8: return sDTW(∗,)
9: end procedure

that is the beginning and the end of the optimal warping path concern-
ing the set of short sequences S and long sequence  . In other words,
we want to find 𝑗1 and 𝑗𝑘 that would minimize the sum of warping
paths costs between each sequence  ∈ S and the long sequence  :

𝑗∗1 , 𝑗
∗
𝑘 = argmin

𝑗1 ,𝑗𝑘

(∑
∈S

C𝑝( ,)
)
.

Note that the final warping paths between considered sequences have
the same 𝑗∗1 , 𝑗∗𝑘 . Calculating such optimal solution is more straightfor-
ward than presented in Section 4.3.1, but still too time-consuming for
long sequence  , because one would have to consider all possible 𝑗1 and
𝑗𝑘 pairs (see Section 5.1). The situation changes when we allow either
𝑗1 or 𝑗𝑘 to be different among examined warping paths, for instance, as
it will be shown later (see Algorithm 2), we can easily find

𝑗∗𝑘 = argmin
𝑗𝑘

(∑
∈S

C𝑝( ,)
)
.

Our algorithm exploits this fact, and searches for the 𝑗𝑘 first (𝑗1 being
unconstrained), and then for 𝑗1 given previously determined optimal 𝑗𝑘.
We will use the name Dynamic Boundary Time Warping to highlight
this difference when referring to the proposed solution.

Let us introduce the generalized DTW (or gDTW) first. We will use
this term when referring to the DTW that is parameterized by the pre-
initialized accumulated cost matrix 𝐷. For example, for 𝐷 initialized
from Eq. (1):

gDTW( , , 𝐷(1)) = 𝐷𝑇𝑊 ( ,)

and for 𝐷 initialized from Eq. (2):

gDTW( , , 𝐷(2)) = 𝑠𝐷𝑇𝑊 ( ,).

DBTW degenerates to sDTW in the case of |S| = 1, that is when only
one example is available. The complete computation when multiple
examples are given is detailed in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3. We
propose to handle the problem as follows:

• Initialize the accumulated cost matrix 𝐷 from Eq. (2) for each of
the S elements independently.

• Calculate sDTW for each of the S elements independently, time-
normalize underlying accumulated cost matrices, and sum their
𝑚th rows. The result can be used to determine 𝑝∗𝑘 = (𝑖∗𝑘, 𝑗

∗
𝑘 )

analogously to the conventional sub-sequence DTW.
• Reverse  , as well as all sequences in S, and initialize 𝐷′ for each

reversed sequence from S:

𝐷′
𝑖,1 ∶=

𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝑐(𝑥′𝑖 , 𝑦
′
1) for 𝑖 ∈ {1,… , 𝑛},

𝐷′
1,𝑗 ∶= ∞ for 𝑗 ∈ {1,… , 𝑚} ⧵ 𝑗′∗1 ,

𝐷′
1,𝑗′∗1

∶= 𝑐(𝑥1, 𝑦𝑗′∗1 ), (3)

where 𝑗′∗1 = 𝑚 − 𝑗∗𝑘 + 1.
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Algorithm 2 Approximation of optimal 𝑗𝑘 for the multiple sub-
sequences DTW problem.
1: procedure MultiWarpingEnd(S, , 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
2: ⃗𝑠𝑢𝑚 ← (0,⋯, 0)
3: for 𝑙 ← 1, |S| do
4: 𝐷𝑙 ← 𝐷𝑙 from 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
5: gDTW(𝑙 , , 𝐷𝑙)
6: ⃗𝑠𝑢𝑚 ← ⃗𝑠𝑢𝑚 +𝐷𝑙

𝑛,∗
7: end for
8: 𝑗𝑘 ← argmin𝑖( ⃗𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑖)
9: return 𝑗𝑘

10: end procedure

Algorithm 3 Approximation of optimal 𝑗1 and 𝑗𝑘 for the multiple
sub-sequences DTW problem..
1: procedure Rev() ⊳ Sequence (𝑥1,⋯, 𝑥𝑛)
2: return (𝑥𝑛, 𝑥𝑛−1,⋯, 𝑥1)
3: end procedure
4:
5: procedure MatchUsingDBTW(S,)
6: 𝑗𝑘 ← MultiWarpingEnd(S, ,Eq. (2))
7:  ′ ← Rev()
8: S′ ← {Rev() ∶  ∈ S}
9: 𝑗′𝑘 ← MultiWarpingEnd(S′, ′,Eq. (3))

10: 𝑗1 ← 𝑚 − 𝑗′𝑘 + 1
11: return 𝑗1, 𝑗𝑘
12: end procedure

• Calculate gDTW (using 𝐷′) on reversed sequences with the con-
straint that it should start with 𝑝′∗1 = (1, 𝑚 − 𝑗∗𝑘 + 1), that is 𝑝∗𝑘
after reversal. In this way 𝑝′∗𝑘 is determined, which gives 𝑝∗1 =
(1, 𝑚 − 𝑗′∗𝑘 + 1), that is 𝑝′∗𝑘 after reversal.

Note that DBTW first finds an optimal, common 𝑗∗𝑘 for all sequences in
S (starting indexes could be different). Then, all sequences are reversed,
and 𝑗′∗𝑘 is determined by forcing the algorithm to start from 𝑗′∗1 . This
way, such 𝑗∗1 and 𝑗∗𝑘 are found that approximate an optimal solution.

5.1. Complexity study

Let us assume that the set of short sequences S consists of ℎ
sequences of length 𝑛, and long sequence  is of length 𝑚.

DBA based solution from Algorithm 1 consists of two parts: (1)
calculation of consensus sequence using DBA, and (2) calculation of
sDTW between consensus sequence and  sequence.

As described by Petitjean et al. (2011), the time complexity of Step 1
is equal to 𝛩(𝑏𝑛2ℎ), where 𝑏 refers to the number of iterations needed
for DBA to converge. Since the complexity of Step 2 is 𝛩(𝑛𝑚), the
complexity of all steps is equal to 𝛩(𝑏𝑛2ℎ + 𝑛𝑚).

The most costly operation for DBTW is the MultiWarpingEnd proce-
dure, which for each sequence in S computes gDTW with  sequence,
and it is called twice. Therefore DBTW time complexity is equal to
𝛩(2𝑛𝑚ℎ) = 𝛩(𝑛𝑚ℎ).

Depending on the problem setup, the time complexity of DBTW can
be either smaller or higher than the complexity of the DBA solution.

Note that the optimal solution requires to compute gDTW between and each sequence in S for every possible 𝑗1 and 𝑗𝑘. Since there are
𝑚(𝑚+1)

2 such possible unique pairs of 𝑗1 and 𝑗𝑘, the overall complexity
is equal to 𝛩(𝑛𝑚ℎ × 𝑚(𝑚+1)

2 ) = 𝛩(𝑛𝑚3ℎ), which is larger than the time
complexity of DBTW and in most common cases larger than the DBA
solution’s complexity.

5.2. Local cost for natural language processing problems

There is a need to propose a suitable local cost function to apply any
DTW-based dynamic programming algorithms to problems from the

field of Natural Language Processing. We introduce a novel approach,
relying on the distance between contextualized word embeddings.

5.2.1. Contextualized word embeddings
Roughly speaking, the reasoning behind word embeddings is to

follow the distributional hypothesis, according to which difference of
meaning correlates with the difference of distribution (Harris, 1954). This
means words sharing context tend to share similar meanings, and one
is able to obtain semantic representations of words by optimizing some
auxiliary objective in a sizeable unlabeled text corpus.

A famous example is the Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) model,
where an average of vectors representing surrounding words is used
as an input to log-linear classifier predicting the target (middle) word
(Mikolov et al., 2013). This simple yet effective algorithm and the skip-
gram model trained with the opposite objective have taken the world
of word embeddings by storm (Young et al., 2018).

Representations provided using CBOW and similar models, how-
ever, are static. This means that when the pre-trained word embed-
dings are used in a downstream task, the representation of a given
word is context-invariant: wound used as a past tense of wind share
representation with wound denoting to injure.

Later approaches of Peters et al. (2018b), and Akbik et al. (2018) as-
sume the use of deep language models’ internal states. These, contrary
to static word embeddings, are expected to capture context-dependent
word semantics. Resulting contextualized word embeddings are a func-
tion of the entire input sentence, such as for a sequence of 𝑧 input
tokens, an associated sequence of 𝑧 vectors is returned.

Early contextualized word embeddings were sourced from language
models using Recurrent Neural Networks, and they are currently being
replaced by language models based on the architecture of Transform-
ers (Vaswani et al., 2017a) such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), GPT-
2 (Radford et al., 2019), or RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). In the case
of embeddings sourced from Transformer-based language models, the
representation is obtained by attending to different tokens of the input
sentence (Ethayarajh, 2019).

To the best of our knowledge, only Zhu et al. (2017) used Dy-
namic Time Warping with word embeddings, and none of the previous
attempts were based on contextualized word embeddings.

5.2.2. Distance measure
Many distance measures may be applied as local cost functions. In

some domains, simple distance measures such as Euclidean distance are
sufficient enough (Shieh & Keogh, 2008), whereas in other, it may be
beneficial to use learned distance metric (Gündoǧdu & Saraçlar, 2017).

In the case of Natural Language Processing, we propose to rely on
the cosine distance between contextualized word embeddings as the
local cost, which is defined as:

𝑐(𝑥𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦𝑦) =
1 − 𝑥𝑥𝑥⋅𝑦𝑦𝑦

‖𝑥𝑥𝑥‖ ‖𝑦𝑦𝑦‖
2

.

where, ‖𝑥𝑥𝑥‖ is 𝓁2-norm, and 𝑥𝑥𝑥 ⋅ 𝑦𝑦𝑦 is the dot product of the two vectors.
It is the most common metric used in NLP tasks when dissimilarity

between two word vectors is considered (Faruqui et al., 2016).

5.2.3. Optional weighting
Methods of determining document similarity tend to benefit from

the inclusion of frequency or distribution information, such as in In-
verse Document Frequency (Metzler, 2008) or Smooth Inverse Fre-
quency (SIF) weighting (Arora et al., 2017). We propose to further
extend the algorithm with the additional weight factor 𝑤 applied to
the DTW equation:

𝐷𝑖,𝑗 ∶= 𝑤𝑖 ⋅ 𝑐(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑗 ) + min
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

𝐷𝑖,𝑗−1,

𝐷𝑖−1,𝑗−1,

𝐷𝑖−1,𝑗 .
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The 𝑤𝑖 is defined as the SIF of the underlying token 𝑡𝑖:

𝑤𝑆𝐼𝐹
𝑖 = 𝑎

𝑎 + 𝑓𝑖
,

where 𝑓𝑖 stands for relative frequency of the token 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑎 is the weight
parameter, recommended to be between 10−3 and 10−4 (Arora et al.,
2017).

The intuition behind the introduction of such weighting is to capture
the importance of the token when calculating an accumulated cost, in
such a way that less informative (more probable) words contribute less
to the final score.

5.3. Implementation details

The performance of local cost calculations is the primary factor
when one is bound by time or resource restrictions in the case of DTW
and similar algorithms (Myers et al., 1980). Since a cosine distance
between word embeddings is used in our scenario, there is a need to
calculate at least 𝑛 × 𝑚 distances (for the one-shot scenario) between
vectors of 768 or more components, where 𝑛 denote the number of
words in positive example and 𝑚 stands for the length of the document.

We were able to compute them efficiently with GPU and CUDA
parallel computing platform. In our PyTorch-based implementation
(Paszke et al., 2019) for given input matrices representing embeddings
of sequences to compare, a matrix of cosine distances is returned. It
is further cast to NumPy array (Oliphant, 2006) used in the Dynamic
Programming part, which is implemented using Numba (JIT compiler
translating Python and NumPy code into fast machine code, see Lam
et al. (2015)).

6. Evaluation

The introduced Dynamic Boundary Time Warping algorithm has
broad applications in few-shot retrieval tasks from a variety of domains.
We restricted ourselves to already established problems within the field
of Natural Language Processing. For these, simple albeit specialized
proof-of-concept solutions were provided.

In each setting, an addition to DBTW has been proposed to facil-
itate handling the specific problem and demonstrate the algorithm’s
extensibility.

6.1. Few-shot semantic retrieval

The recently proposed contract discovery task (Borchmann et al.,
2020) aims to provide spans of requested target documents semanti-
cally similar to examples of spans from a few other documents. The
mentioned dataset is intended to test the mechanisms that detect legal
texts’ regulations, given a few examples of other clauses regulating the
same issue (query-by-multiple-examples scenario). Sample spans often
vary in length, and the contained text is written using different vocabu-
lary or syntax. Moreover, the text to search in lacks a formal structure,
that is, no segmentation into distinct sections, articles, paragraphs, or
points is given in advance.

For example, given two examples of text, where the parties agree
on which jurisdiction the contract will be subject to:

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed under the laws
of the State of California without reference to its rules of conflicts
of laws.

This Agreement is governed by the internal laws of the State of
Florida and may be modified or waived only in writing signed by
the Party against which such modification or waiver is sought to be
enforced.

match the following text span in another document:

Each party hereto consents to exclusive personal jurisdiction in the
State of Delaware and voluntarily submits to the jurisdiction of
the courts of the State of Delaware in any action or proceeding
concerning this Agreement.

Because each word is represented by word embedding that reflects
its meaning, and we can compute the distance between any pair of em-
beddings (Section 5.2), it is in principle possible to state that California
is semantically quite similar to Delaware.

As a result, it is possible to attempt matching clauses such as the
two shown above into the third one – word by word, embedding by
embedding. Due to this fact, the problem of contract discovery is suited
for the DBTW algorithm – it can be perceived as an alignment of
multiple sequences (examples of desirable text spans from other legal
documents) optimally within the target sequence (document in which
one wants to determine a text span regulating the same issue).

Contract Discovery is evaluated with Soft F1 metric calculated on
character-level spans, as implemented in GEval tool (Graliński et al.,
2019). Roughly speaking, this is the conventional 𝐹1 measure, with
precision and recall definitions altered to reflect the partial success of
returning entities. As a result, identifying half of the correct span does
not result in a 0 score.

Experiment. DBA and Adaptive CBOW solutions were evaluated in
addition to DBTW. All utilized the same finetuned GPT-1 model, as
described by Borchmann et al. (2020). We decided to utilize GPT-1
instead of GPT-2 because the authors achieved comparable results for
both of them. At the same time, the latter has more parameters, larger
embeddings, and more fine-grained tokenization, while all of these
have a significant performance impact.

The GPT-1 Language Model we used was originally introduced
by Radford (2018) who proposed to rely on the decoder of multi-
layer Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017b). The authors released a
12-layer model with 768-dimensional states and 12 attention heads.
It uses a BPE vocabulary (Sennrich et al., 2016) consisting of 40,000
sub-word units. Borchmann et al. (2020) fine-tuned the model for
40 epochs on a corpus of legal documents, using a standard, next-
word prediction objective. The authors used the initial learning rate of
5𝑒− 5, linear learning rate decay, and Adam optimizer with decoupled
weight decay (Loshchilov & Hutter, 2019).7 We used internal states
from the last layer of the model as word embeddings, leading to the
dimensionality of 768.

Because of the annotation assumptions made in this shared task, it is
often beneficial to return the whole sentence, even though one can find
the exact location of the desired clause (within the sentence). Consider
an example of the following sentence:

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed and enforced
in accordance with the laws of the State of Georgia...

...as to all matters regardless of the laws that might otherwise
govern under principles of conflicts of laws applicable thereto.

Here, DBTW selects only the first part, and it would be desirable to
highlight it for an end user in the real-world application. Neverthe-
less, it was preferred to keep the complete sentence as an expected
clause during the preparation of Borchmann et al. (2020) dataset. The
annotator selected an incomplete sentence only when the remaining,
non-important part was of a greater length than the crucial one, which
contains the desired information. That is the reason why we were
returning results rounded in order to match the entire sentence that
‘‘clause core’’ was found in.

7 Both model and the corpus are publicly available at http://github.com/
applicaai/contract-discovery
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Algorithm 4 Finding one similar sub-sequence 𝑢 = (𝑢1,… , 𝑢𝑟) from 
to S sequences given starting index 𝑗.
1: procedure SIM(S, 𝑢)
2: E ← {mean() ∶  ∈ S}
3: 𝑒𝑢 ← mean(𝑢)
4: 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 ← {𝑐(𝑒𝑢, 𝑒) ∶ 𝑒 ∈ E}
5: return mean(𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠)
6: end procedure
7:
8: procedure FindOne(S, , 𝑗)
9: 𝑢∗ ← (𝑦𝑗 )

10: 𝑢 ← ()
11: while 𝑗 + 1 < 𝑚 and 𝑢 ≠ 𝑢∗ do
12: if sim(S, 𝑢) < sim(S, (𝑢, 𝑦𝑗+1)) then
13: 𝑢 ← (𝑢, 𝑦𝑗+1)
14: 𝑢∗ ← 𝑢
15: end if
16: 𝑢′ ← (𝑢2,… , 𝑢𝑟)
17: if sim(S, 𝑢) < sim(S, 𝑢′) then
18: 𝑢 ← 𝑢′

19: 𝑢∗ ← 𝑢
20: end if
21: end while
22: return 𝑢∗, sim(S, 𝑢)
23: end procedure

Algorithm 5 Finding most similar subsequence 𝑢 = (𝑢1,… , 𝑢𝑟) from 
given S sequences using ACBOW algorithm.
1: procedure MatchUsingACBOW(S, , 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝)
2: 𝑢∗, 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒∗ ← FindOne(S, , 1)
3: 𝑢 ← 𝑢∗

4: while |𝑢| < 𝑚 do
5: 𝑗 ← |𝑢| + 1 − |𝑢∗| × 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝
6: 𝑢, 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ← FindOne(S, , 𝑗)
7: if 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 > 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒∗ then
8: 𝑢∗, 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒∗ ← 𝑢, 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒
9: end if

10: end while
11: return 𝑢∗, 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒∗

12: end procedure

Baseline. In Algorithm 5 we introduce the Adaptive Continuous Bag of
Words (ACBOW), a simple and fast algorithm, that represents a straight-
forward, natural approach to tackling the problem. Roughly speaking,
the idea is to move with a constantly changing window over tokens
from  and determine the best sub-sequence (Algorithm 4). Embed-
dings for each text fragment are averaged and the resulting vectors
compared with cosine similarity. In the case of multiple sequences,
an average of individual similarities to the considered window is used
(procedure SIM in Algorithm 4).

Note that the ACBOW for which the results were reported in Table 1
differs from the ACBOW Algorithm 5. The former was extended with
a possibility to look into the future and check if adding more tokens
would improve an overall score, even when some of them temporarily
lower the similarity.

Results. Table 1 summarizes the Soft F1 scores achieved. Contrary
to what one might suspect, the Adaptive CBOW baseline was unable
to provide satisfactory results. Scores of the sub-sequence DTW with
a DBA-determined consensus sequence were substantially higher. The
usage of cosine distance instead of Euclidean seems beneficial in the
case of DBA used with word embeddings. DBTW performs the best, and
its effectiveness can be attributed to both inverse frequency weighting
and the proposed way of handling multiple sequences. The new method
proposed in this paper slightly outperforms the method presented

Table 1
Results of solutions based on the same finetuned GPT-
1 model as described by Borchmann et al. (2020),
obtained on test set.

Method Soft F1

Borchmann et al. (2020)
−fICA .47
+fICA .49

ACBOW .35
DBA

Euclidean .43
Cosine .44

DBTW
−SIF .47
+SIF (𝑎 = 10−3) .50
+SIF + fICA .𝟓𝟏

by Borchmann et al. (2020) even when fICA projection8 of embeddings
was not applied. It is worth mentioning that SIF weighting does not
lead to an improvement in the aforementioned paper. Results were even
better when both SIF and fICA projection was used.

There are several distinguishing features the improvement over
Borchmann et al. (2020) can be attributed to. First of all, there is a
reduction of noise that occurs in DBTW. Recall the example of the
governing law clause presented at the beginning of Section. The first
part of the sentence contains information required to correctly classify
the clause, whereas the rest is a potential noise source. The DBTW
considers all the possible sub-sentences and is not restricted to the
sentence boundaries, as is the method proposed by Borchmann et al.
(2020). Secondly, DBTW is not order-invariant, and thus it can easily
capture key phrases and word n-grams. Thirdly, DBTW operates on
word-level, whereas other methods rely on averaged representation
of multiple, possibly a few hundred words. The latter results in yet
additional noise and information loss.

Moreover, note that Borchmann et al. (2020) chose the most similar
spans from the sentence n-grams. Although their approach leads to
comparable results to those obtained with DBTW, it could be applied
to a limited number of problems when the number of considered n-
grams is low. In contrast, DBTW is not subject to such constraints and
can effectively search for a very long sequence. For example, when
word-level (instead of sentence-level) sequences are considered, they
often become much longer, and the n-gram based methods would be
too expensive computationally.

Most of the mentioned advantages also apply to the DBA. How-
ever, one may hypothesize that information loss occurring during the
consensus sequence calculation is substantial in long passages from
the Contract Discovery dataset. Similarly, ACBOW shares some desired
properties of DBTW (e.g., consideration of arbitrary sub-sequence on
word-level) but, contrary to the DBTW, is order-invariant and relies on
noisy averaged representations of multiple word embeddings.

6.2. Few-shot named entity recognition

Named Entity Recognition is the task of tagging entities in text with
their corresponding type. These differ depending on the dataset. In the
case of the richly-annotated Ontonotes corpus (Pradhan et al., 2013),
tags such as people and organization names, locations, languages,
events, monetary values, and more are used.

There were several attempts to the NER problem in a few-shot
scenario (Fritzler et al., 2019; Hofer et al., 2018). Since the men-
tioned setting is in line with our problem statement (Section 3), we

8 Borchmann et al. (2020) used decomposition of contextualized word
embeddings based on Independent Component Analysis (Hyvärinen & Oja,
2000) and observed it helps to distinguish semantically differing texts. See
Table 1 for comparison.
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approached it to provide another proof-of-concept from the field of
NLP. As outlined in Section 1, we solve the problem of Named Entity
Recognition with a new approach of semantic sub-sequence matching.

Named Entity Recognition task differs substantially from Seman-
tic Retrieval discussed in the previous section. To tackle the prob-
lem effectively, one has to notice there is a significant variance in
lengths of entities to be retrieved—they can range from one word to
over a dozen words within the same class. This fact could motivate
non-trivial modifications of DBTW such as:

• Normalization of accumulated costs for sequences from S in order
to compensate the impact of longer sequences on the overall
score (otherwise the longer individual warping path is, the higher
would be its impact when choosing the approximately optimal
path for the set of sequences).

• Preference for either contraction or expansion when determining
the warping path for a single sequence, e.g., depending on its
length in relation to average named entity length.

There are multiple normalization methods to consider in the former,
whereas the latter may require the introduction of warping path bands
to restrict the upper length of matched sub-sequence. We decided to
take a more straightforward, which solves both problems at the same
time:

• Given the set of sequences S, take the length of the longest as
a target size.

• Resample shorter sequences to reach the target size using inter-
polation with the spline of order 1, as implemented in tslearn
TimeSeriesResampler (Tavenard et al., 2017).

After this step, no further normalization nor weights adjustments may
be required to provide satisfactory results.

Because the number of results to be returned for a given sentence
varies from zero to few, one cannot simply return the most similar
sub-sequence in the case of Named Entity Recognition. We tackle the
problem by introducing a threshold and return all non-overlapping
paths from the given sentence, with an accumulated cost below the
assumed distance level. Given a set of training examples S, we calculate
DBTW(S ⧵ {}, ) for each  ∈ S. The threshold is calculated as the
maximal cost of optimal warping path from such inner-train matches.
The threshold for DBA is determined analogously.

Experiment. We roughly followed the procedure for evaluation of a
few-shot NER proposed by Fritzler et al. (2019). Authors trained models
on subsamples of Ontonotes development set (Pradhan et al., 2013)
for each class separately.9 For each case, ℎ = 20 sentences containing
a particular named entity were selected. Besides, sentences without
considered entity had all the classes replaced with O, and part of them
were added to the train set, to preserve the original distribution of the
currently evaluated class. Note that ℎ is not necessarily equal to the
number of annotations available since it is common for one Ontonotes
sentence to contain more than one named entity of the same type.

In our case, solutions were evaluated for ℎ ∈ [1, 10], since we are
aiming mainly at good performance for a lower number of examples
available. Moreover, ten experiments with different random seeds were
conducted for each class, instead of four performed by Fritzler et al.
(2019).

9 The original train set was used as a source of out-of-domain data in part
of scenarios, but this does not apply to methods based on DBTW. Similarly, as
a baseline, we relied on an approach, which utilizes only in-domain training
data. See Fritzler et al. (2019) for details regarding this distinction.

Table 2
𝑝-values for permutation t-test comparing DBA and DBTW.
𝑛 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

𝑝-value 0.9339 0.3895 0.8779 0.8803 0.0038 0.4499 0.309 0.2049 0.2161 0.1727

Table 3
𝑝-values for permutation t-test comparing DBTW and LSTM-CRF (+char).
𝑛 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

𝑝-value 0.0001 0.0001 0.1262 0.0025 0.0606 0.0482 0.1114 0.0693 0.0819 0.7024

Baseline. LSTM-CRF used as a reference is a BiLSTM-CRF model trained
on ELMo and GloVe embeddings. It follows the specification of Fritzler
et al. (2019), but with the difference that trained character embed-
dings were not used to simplify the comparison with DBTW. Note
that otherwise, one had to propose a procedure of training character
embeddings compatible with DBTW, which is beyond the scope of
this paper. Nevertheless, we report results of LSTM-CRF with trained
character-level embeddings for the sake of completeness.

The remaining LSTM-CRF baseline, DBA, and DBTW approaches
rely on the same embeddings, resulting from the concatenation of
the 1024-dimensional ELMo model released by Peters et al. (2018a)
with the original 50-dimensional GloVe embeddings (Pennington et al.,
2014). Although Fritzler et al. (2019) trained their baselines for 20
epochs, we found our models undertrained in this setting and decided
to enlarge the value to 30 epochs.

Results. Comparison of DBTW, DBA, and LSTM-CRF with the same
input embeddings is presented on Fig. 6. Span F1 score refers to a
commonly used 𝐹𝛽=1 variant where exact matches of the corresponding
entities are considered (Tjong Kim Sang & De Meulder, 2003).

Both DBA and DBTW outperform the LSTM-CRF baseline in a few-
shot setting. Noteworthy, DTW-based methods receive near-identical
scores in the experiment. In order to statistically compare methods,
we decided to use the permutation t-test. The implemented test cor-
responds to the proposal of Chung and Romano (2013). While a per-
mutation test requires that we see all possible permutations of the
data (which can become quite large), we can easily conduct ‘‘approxi-
mate permutation tests’’ by simply conducting a very large number of
samples (we used 10,000 permutations instead of 3,628,800 possible
permutations). That process should, in expectation, approximate the
permutation distribution. Obtained 𝑝-values we can find in Tables 2
and 3.

From Table 2 we can see that it is possible to reject (𝛼 = 5%) the
null hypothesis (about equality of methods DBA and DBTW) only for
𝑛 = 5 (the same we can read from Fig. 6). In such situations, it seems
reasonable to assume that methods do not differ significantly.

Comparable results of DBTW and DBA can be potentially attributed
to two factors. Firstly, named entities in Ontonotes are usually short:
58% of the test set entities consist of a single word and 21% – of
two words. When one-word sub-sequences are to be considered, the
methods are roughly equivalent. We expect DBTW to perform better
in the case of long sequences because it is where noise related to
the calculation of the DBA consensus sequence emerges. Secondly, we
found the problem of determining the number of sub-sequences to
return, which occurs in both DBA and DBTW, to play an important
role. If the sentence contains a named entity of a particular type,
the highest-scored sub-sequence can be classified as such with high
confidence. E.g., we can maximize recall by withdrawing the threshold
and returning the top result. Nevertheless, precision suffers without the
threshold, and the simple heuristics we experimented with are unable
to provide an optimal cut-off.

LSTM-CRF with character-level embeddings seems to converge
faster than the LSTM-CRF baseline. It appears that it achieves scores
comparable to DBTW for five and more sentences in the train set
(Table 3). However, due to the reasons outlined at the beginning, the
methods cannot be directly compared.
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Fig. 6. Performance in Named Entity Recognition as a function of the number of sentences with positive examples available. Note that LSTM-CRF (+ char) model is not directly
comparable because, contrary to the LSTM-CRF, DBA, and DBTW, it uses character-level embeddings in addition to ELMo and GloVe.

7. Summary and future work

In this paper, an algorithm inspired by Dynamic Time Warping was
proposed, as well as a new application of existing DBA Barycenter
Averaging heuristics. It was shown how to adapt it to current problems
in the field of Natural Language Processing as a result of cosine distance
applied to contextualized word embeddings. Unlike its predecessors,
Dynamic Boundary Time Warping can find an approximate solution
for the problem of querying by multiple examples. What is crucial, the
proposed approach is in some applications substantially better than cal-
culating a consensus sequence and utilizing it to perform sub-sequence
DTW search, presumably because there is no unnecessary information
loss involved. Due to the inclusion of inverse frequency weighting
specific to NLP problems, its effectiveness was further improved. Thus
it was able to outperform methods previously proposed for Few-shot
Contract Discovery with the same Language Model applied.

Applications of the proposed algorithm are not limited to the cases
where proof-of-concept solutions were provided, and it can be applied
to other few-shot retrieval tasks. Problems outside the NLP to be
considered under this framework include temporal activity detection in
continuous, untrimmed video streams (Montes et al., 2016; Xu et al.,
2019), which resembles mentioned approach to Semantic Retrieval if
one realizes it is in principle possible to perform sub-sequence matching
on video frame embeddings. Such can be encoded with a pretrained im-
age classification network (i.e., ResNeXt Xie et al., 2016) and processed
analogously. Moreover, the DBTW applies to every problem previously
considered as a sub-sequence matching when multiple examples are
available instead of a single one.
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Abstract

This paper presents the winning system for the propaganda Technique Classification (TC) task
and the second-placed system for the propaganda Span Identification (SI) task. The purpose of
the TC task was to identify an applied propaganda technique given propaganda text fragment.
The goal of SI task was to find specific text fragments which contain at least one propaganda
technique. Both of the developed solutions used semi-supervised learning technique of self-
training. Interestingly, although CRF is barely used with transformer-based language models,
the SI task was approached with RoBERTa-CRF architecture. An ensemble of RoBERTa-based
models was proposed for the TC task, with one of them making use of Span CLS layers we
introduce in the present paper. In addition to describing the submitted systems, an impact of
architectural decisions and training schemes is investigated along with remarks regarding training
models of the same or better quality with lower computational budget. Finally, the results of error
analysis are presented.

1 Introduction

The idea of fine-grained propaganda detection was introduced by Da San Martino et al. (2019), whose
intention was to facilitate research on this topic by publishing a corpus with detailed annotations of high
reliability. There was a chance to propose NLP systems solving this task automatically as a part of this
year’s SemEval series. It was expected to detect all fragments of news articles that contain propaganda
techniques, and to identify the exact type of used technique (Da San Martino et al., 2020).

The authors decided to evaluate Technique Classification (TC) and Span Identification (SI) tasks sepa-
rately. The purpose of the TC task was to identify an applied propaganda technique given the propaganda
text fragment. In contrast, the goal of the SI task was to find specific text fragments that contain at least
one propaganda technique. This paper presents the winning system for the propaganda Technique Clas-
sification task and the second-placed system for the propaganda Span Identification task.

2 Systems Description

Systems proposed for both SI and TC tasks were based on RoBERTa model (Liu et al., 2019) with
task-specific modifications and training schemes applied.

The central motif behind our submissions is a commonly used semi-supervised learning technique
of self-training (Yarowsky, 1995; Liao and Veeramachaneni, 2009; Liu et al., 2011; Wang et al.,
2020), sometimes referred to as incremental semi-supervised training (Rosenberg et al., 2005) or self-
learning (Lin et al., 2010). In general, these terms stand for a process of training an initial model on a
manually annotated dataset first and using it to further extend the train set by automatically annotating
other dataset. Usually, only a selected subset of auto-annotated data is used, however neither selection
of high-confidence examples nor loss correction for noisy annotations is performed in our case. This is
why it can be considered a simplification of mainstream approaches—the naïve self-training.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://creative
commons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
∗ Equal contribution. Author order determined by a coin flip.
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Figure 1: Self-training stands for a process of training an ini-
tial model on manually annotated dataset first and using it to
further extend train by means of annotating other dataset auto-
matically.

Hparam SI TC

Dropout .1
Attention dropout .1
Max sequence length 256 256
Batch size 8 16
Learning rate 5e-4 2e-5
Number of steps 60k 20k
Learning rate decay –
Weight decay – .01
Momentum .9 –

Optimizer SGD AdamW
Loss Viterbi BCE

Table 1: Optimizers and hyperparameters used for both fine-
tuning RoBERTa and training additional parameters.

Hparam SI TC

Dropout .0
Attention dropout .0
Batch size 16 16

Table 2: Hyperparameter overwrites for self-training.

2.1 Span Identification

The problem of span identification was treated as a sequence labeling task, which in the case of
Transformer-based language models is often solved by means of classifying selected sub-tokens (e.g.,
first BPE of each word considered) with or without applying LSTM before the classification layer (De-
vlin et al., 2019).

Although pre-Transformer sequence labeling solutions exploited CRF layer in the output (Huang et
al., 2015; Lample et al., 2016), this practice was abandoned by the authors of BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
and subsequent researchers developing the idea of bidirectional Transformers, with rare exceptions, such
as Souza et al. (2019) who used BERT-CRF for Portuguese NER. Contrary to the above, we approached
Span Identification task with RoBERTa-CRF architecture.

The impact of this decision will be discussed in Section 3 along with remarks regarding training models
of the same or better quality with a lower computational budget in an orderly fashion. In contrast, the
following narrative aims at a faithful reflection of the actual way the model which we used was trained.

Recipe Take one pretrained RoBERTa LARGE model, add CRF layer and train on original (gold) dataset
until progress is no longer achieved with Viterbi loss, SGD optimizer, and hyperparameters defined in Ta-
ble 1. Use the best-performing model to annotate random 500k OpenWebText1 sentences automatically.
Train the second model on both original (gold) dataset and autotagged (silver) one with hyperparameters
defined in Table 1. Repeat the procedure two more times with the best model from the previous step,
hyperparameters from Table 2, and other OpenWebText sentences.

Note that hyperparameters were indeed not overwritten during the first self-training iteration. Scores
achieved by the best-performing models were respectively 50.91 (without self-training) and 50.98, 51.45,
52.24 in consecutive self-training iterations.

Many questions may arise regarding this procedure and the role of purely random factors. It is not a
problem when rather the best score than its explanation is desired. In a leaderboard-driven exploration,
one can simply conduct a broad set of experiments and choose the best-performing model without re-
flection, whether it is a byproduct of training instability. What actually happened here was investigated
afterward and will be discussed in Section 3.

1See: https://github.com/jcpeterson/openwebtext OpenWebText is a project aimed at the reconstruction
of OpenAI’s unreleased WebText dataset.
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... TMT1'E[BOS]'

... TM★T1★T[BOS]★

Figure 2: Comparison of span classification by means of special tokens (left) and in Span CLS approach (right). On the left,
special [BOP] and [EOP] tokens are introduced, and the span is further classified as in the usual Transformer-based sentence
classification task. On the right, an additional, small Transformer is stacked only over the selected tokens. It has no own
embeddings apart from one for the [BOS] token, but uses representations provided by the host model instead.

2.2 Technique Classification
Transformer-based language models used in the sentence classification setting assume that representa-
tions of special tokens (such as [CLS] or [BOS]) are passed to the classification layer. Since TC task
is aimed at the classification of spans, it might be beneficial to introduce information about the text
fragment to be classified. We experimented with two approaches addressing this requirement.

The first assumes an injection of special tokens indicating the beginning and the end of the text marked
as propaganda, such as a sample sentence before BPE applied appears as:

[BOS] Democrats acted like [BOP] babies [EOP] at the SOTU [EOS]

In this approach we continue with representation of [BOS], as in the usual sentence classification task.
The second approach is to stack a small Transformer only on the selected tokens.2 This one has no
own embeddings apart from the ones for [BOS] but uses the host model’s representations instead. This
technique is roughly equivalent to adding consecutive layers and masking attention outside the selected
span and will be referred to as Span CLS. Figure 2 summarizes differences between Span CLS and
classification using special [BOP] and [EOP] tokens.

The initial experiments have shown that underrepresented classes achieve lower scores. To overcome
this problem, we experimented with class-dependent rescaling applied to binary cross-entropy. In this
setting (further referred to as re-weighting) factor for each class was determined as its inverse frequency
multiplied by the frequency of the most popular class. The modified loss is equal to:

`(x,y) = − 1

Nd

N∑

n=1

d∑

k=1

[
pkykn log x

k
n + (1− ykn) log(1− xkn)

]

pk =
1

fk
max(f)

where N is the batch size, n index denotes nth batch element, d is the number of classes, f stands for
a vector of class absolute frequencies calculated on the train set, x is the output vector from the last
sigmoid layer and y is a vector of multi-hot encoded ground truth labels. Note that the only difference
from the original binary cross entropy for multi-label classification is the addition of the pk class weights.

In addition to the above, a part of the tested models took the use of the self-training approach. In
the case of TC task one had to identify spans first and then predict their classes to generate silver train

2The Transformer we used in our experiment had 3 hidden layers, 4 attention heads and an intermediate layer of size 512.
Note that hidden size depends on host model, since we are using external embeddings.
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Figure 3: Performance of RoBERTa with and without CRF
as a function of percentage of train set available. Values above
100% indicate self-training was performed. Mean FLC-F1 and
standard deviation across 5 runs for each percentage.

CRF Self-train FLC-F1 (std, max)

− − 45.2± 0.3 45.6
+ − 47.4± 0.8 48.2
− + 48.9± 0.5 50.2
+ + 49.1± 3.0 51.7
+ + (2) 49.7± 2.0 51.6
+ + (3) 50.0± 1.8 51.8

Table 3: Best scores on the dev set achieved with RoBERTa
large model on SI task. Mean, standard deviation and maxi-
mum across 10 runs with different random seeds. Numbers in
brackets indicate how many self-training iterations were used.

Batch Dropouts Self-train CRF ∆ FLC-F1

16→ 8
.0→ .1

+

− −1.1
+ −1.6

.0
− −0.4
+ −1.1

8→ 16
.1→ .0

−
− −3.9
+ −7.0

.1
− −0.7
+ −1.3

Table 4: Impact of hypothetical lowering batch size during self
training or enlarging batch size during initial training, as well
as of enabling or disabling both hidden and attention dropouts.
Change between means across 10 runs with different random
seeds.

set (Figure 1). We reused our best-performing model from SI task to identify spans, and the TC model
trained on ground truth to automatically annotate these spans.

Regardless of the approach taken, context as broad as possible within the 256 subword units limit was
provided on both sides of the span to be classified. Note that it was a maximum equal extension of the
span text in both directions, and we did not limit the extension to the sentence boundaries.

The winning TC model (described in the recipe below) was an ensemble of three models. Each of
them used a different mix of previously described approaches with hyperparameters defined in Table 1
for first and second model, and those from Table 2 in case of the third model.

Recipe Add classification layer (described in Figure 2 on the left) to the pretrained RoBERTa LARGE

model in order to obtain the first model and train until no score gain is observed on development set.
Train the second model in the same manner, but this time using the re-weighting. Combine re-weighting,
Span CLS and self-training approaches to get the third model, and again train until no score improvement
on development set is observed. Finally, ensemble all three models by averaging class probabilities from
their final layers.

As shown later, the approach we took and reported above turned out to be sub-optimal. An in-depth
analysis of this system and a better one is proposed in Section 3.2.

3 Ablation Studies

Since different random initialization or data order can result in considerably higher scores,3 models with
different random seeds were trained for the purposes of ablation studies. In the case of the SI task, results
were evaluated on the original development set. In contrast, in the case of TC, where fewer data points
are available, we decided to use cross-validation instead.
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# Re-weight Span CLS Self-train Micro-F1 (std)

(1) − − − 71.9± 1.5
(2) − − + 71.4± 1.4
(3) − + − 72.2± 1.3
(4) − + + 71.8± 1.7
(5) + − − 71.8± 1.6
(6) + − + 70.9± 1.7
(7) + + − 72.4± 1.5
(8) + + + 71.3± 1.5

Table 5: Average of 6-fold cross-validation score on TC task
with micro-averaged F1 metric.

Ensemble Micro-F1 (std)

(1) (6) 72.3± 1.7
(1) (2) 72.9± 1.8
(3) (5) 73.6± 1.5
(1) (5) (8) 74.1± 1.7
(2) (4) (7) 74.4± 1.5
(1) (4) (7) 74.6± 1.4
(1) (4) (7) (8) 74.9± 1.2
(1) (2) (4) (5) (7) 75.1± 1.5

Table 6: Average scores achieved with ensembles of individual
models described in Table 5. Micro-averaged F1 metric.

3.1 Span Identification

Models with different random seeds were trained for 60K steps with an evaluation performed every 2K
steps. This is equivalent to approximately 30 epochs, and per-epoch validation in a scenario without data
generated during the self-training procedure. Table 3 summarizes the best scores achieved across 10 runs
for each configuration.

CRF has a noticeable positive impact on FLC-F1 (Da San Martino et al., 2020) scores achieved without
self-training in the setting we consider. The presence of the CRF layer is correlated positively with the
score (ρ = 0.27, p < 0.001). The difference is significant (p < 0.001), according to the Kruskal–Wallis
test (Kruskal and Wallis, 1952) . Unless said otherwise, all further statistical statements within this
section were confirmed with statistically significant positive Spearman rank correlation and Kruskal-
Wallis test results. Differences in variance were confirmed using Bartlett’s test (Snedecor and Cochran,
1989). The 0.05 significance level was assumed.

The statistically significant influence of CRF disappears when the self-training is investigated. In the
case of first self-training, regardless of whether or not CRF was used, a considerable increase in median
score can be observed. Self-trained models with and without the CRF layer, however, are indistinguish-
able.

Improvement offered by further self-training iterations is not so evident but is statistically significant.
In particular, they slightly improve mean scores and decrease variance (see Table 3). As it comes to the
latter, CRF-extended models generally have higher variance and scores achieved across the runs.

Table 4 analyzes the importance of using different hyperparameters. Whereas use of a smaller batch
size and dropout is beneficial for the initial training without noisy data, it negatively impacts the self-
training phase. The most substantial negative impact is observed when dropout is disabled during training
on the small amount of manually annotated data.

Figure 3 illustrates scores achieved by models trained for the same number of steps on subsets or
supersets of manually annotated data. CRF layer has a positive impact regardless of the percentage of
train set available. Once again, a large variance in scores of CRF-equipped models can be observed,
however, it is substantially reduced with the increase of a batch size. Interestingly, figures suggest the
proportion of automatically annotated data we used might be suboptimal since it was an equivalent of
around 3000% in line with the chart’s convention. One may hypothesize better scores would be achieved
by models trained with 1 : 4 gold to silver proportion.

3.2 Technique Classification

6-fold cross-validation was conducted. The results are presented in Table 5. Folds were created by
mixing training and development datasets, then shuffling them and splitting into even folds. Parameters
were set according to Table 1 and Table 2, whereas experiments were carried out as follows. Each
approach from Table 5 was separately evaluated on each fold using the micro-averaged F1 metric. Then,
for each approach, the average score and the standard deviation were obtained using six scores from
every fold.

3See e.g., Junczys-Dowmunt et al. (2018) or recent analysis of Dodge et al. (2020).
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Figure 4: Impact of adding a particular model to the ensem-
ble has on mean scores from different folds. Comparison of
results with and without it present in tested combination.

Model (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

ρ .28 .30 .20 .41 .32 .05∗ .50 .36

Table 7: Spearman’s ρ between presence of ensemble com-
ponent (models from Table 5) and score achieved by ensem-
ble. ∗ indicate results were not significant, assuming 0.05
significance level.

Moreover, all the 247 possible ensembles4 were evaluated in the same fashion as in experiments from
Table 5. Table 6 shows the performance achieved by selected combinations when simple averaging of
the probabilities returned by individual models was used as the final prediction.

Due to a large number of available results, it is beneficial to conduct a statistical analysis to formulate
remarks regarding the general observed trends. Each component model of the ensemble was treated as a
categorical variable with respect to the ensemble score. Spearman rank correlation between the presence
of an ensemble component (approaches from Table 5) and achieved scores shows that adding model to
the ensemble correlates with a significant increase in score, except for (6) model (see Table 7). Boxplots
from Figure 4 lead to the same conclusions.5

Re-weighting seems to be beneficial only when ensembled with other models. An interesting finding
is that Span CLS offers a small but consistent increase of performance both in models from Table 5 and
when used in ensembles. Bear in mind, we outperformed the second-placed team by ε, so an improve-
ment of a point or half is not negligible.

What is most conspicuous, however, is that self-training based solutions from Table 5 seem to be
detrimental in the case of TC task. This damaging effect can be potentially attributed to the fact that
automatically generated data accumulate errors from both Span Identification and Classification. Another
possible explanation is that much fewer data points are available for span classification task than for span
identification attempted as a sequence labeling task. The latter would be somehow consistent with what
was found in the field of Neural Machine Translation, where the use of the back-translation technique in
low-resource setting was determined to be harmful (Edunov et al., 2018).

On the other hand, self-training has a positive, statistically significant impact on the score when used in
ensembles (see Figure 4 and Table 7). It is not surprising as the beneficial impact of combining individual
estimates was observed in many disciplines and is known since the times of Laplace (Clemen, 1989).

4 Error analysis

In addition to providing an overview of problematic classes, the question of which shallow features
influence score and worsen the results was addressed. This problem was analyzed in a no-box manner,
as proposed by Graliński et al. (2019). The main idea is to create two dataset subsets for each feature
considered (one for data points with the feature present and one for data points without the feature),
rank subsets by per-item scores, and use Mann-Whitney rank U (Mann and Whitney, 1947) to determine
whether there is a non-accidental difference between subsets. A low p-value indicates that feature reduces
the evaluation score of the model.

4It is the number of all subsets with cardinality greater than one, drawn from an 8-element set.
5Kruskal-Wallis test and Boruta algorithm (Kursa et al., 2010) were used in addition to support these findings too.
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Overall

Identified subsequence 57 56 20 36 50 42 48 40 44 45 26 62 41 41 43
Fully identified % 7 18 0 18 5 6 11 50 25 21 33 7 23 10 23
Not identified 35 25 80 45 44 51 39 9 29 33 40 30 35 48 33

Number of instances 14 44 5 22 18 66 68 87 325 183 145 40 17 29 1063

Table 8: Proportion of partially and fully identified spans (SI task) depending on the propaganda technique used. All the
experiments conducted on the original development set.

4.1 Span Identification
Since the FLC-F1 metric used in the SI task gives non-zero scores for partial matches; it is interesting to
analyze what was the proportion of entirely missed (partially identified) spans. Table 8 investigates this
question broken down by the propaganda technique used.

Our system was unable to identify one-third of expected spans, whereas a majority of those correctly
identified were the partial matches. The spans the easiest to identify in the text represented Flag-Waving,
Appeal to fear/prejudice, and Slogans techniques. In contrast, Bandwagon, Doubt, and the group of
{Whataboutism, Strawman, Red Herring} turned out to be the hardest. The highest proportion of fully
identified spans was achieved for Flag-Waving, Repetition, and Loaded Language. Unfortunately, it is
not possible to investigate precision in this manner, without training separate models for each label or
estimating one-to-one alignments between output and expected spans.

Further investigation of problematic cases in a paradigm of no-box debugging with the GEval
tool (Graliński et al., 2019) revealed the most worsening features, that are features whose presence im-
pacts span identification evaluation metrics negatively (Table 9). It seems that our system tends to return
ranges without adjacent punctuation. This is the case of sentences such as The new CIA Director Haspel,
who ‘tortured some folks,’ probably can’t travel to the EU, where only the quoted text was returned,
whereas annotation assumes it should be returned with apostrophes and commas. This remark can be
used to improve overall results with simple post-processing slightly. Returned and conjunction refers to
the cases where it connects two propaganda spans. The system frequently returns them as a single span,
contrary to what is expected in the gold standard.

4.2 Technique Classification
Figure 5 presents the normalized confusion matrix of the submitted system predictions. Interestingly,
there are a few commonly confused pairs. Loaded Language and Black-and-white Fallacy were fre-
quently misclassified as Appeal to fear/prejudice. Similarly, Causal Oversimplification was often pre-
dicted as Doubt and Clichés as Loaded Language.

The most worsening features are presented in Table 10. One of the frequent predictors of low accuracy
is a comma character present within the span to be classified. It can probably be attributed to the fact that
its presence is a good indicator of span linguistic complexity. Another determinant of inefficiency turned
out to be a negation—around half of the sentences containing word not were misclassified by the system.
Suggested features of a quotation mark before the span and the digram according to after the span are
related to reported or indirect speech. The explanation of the worsening effect of other features is not as
evident as in the case mentioned above. Moreover, it seems there is no obvious way of improving the
final results with our findings, and a more detailed analysis might be required.

5 Discussion and Summary

The winning system for the propaganda Technique Classification (TC) task and the second-placed system
for the propaganda Span Identification (SI) task has been described. Both of the developed solutions used
a semi-supervised learning technique of self-training. Although CRF is barely used with Transformer-
based language models, the SI task was approached with RoBERTa-CRF architecture. An ensemble of
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Figure 5: Confusion matrix of the submitted system predic-
tions normalized over the number of correct labels. Rows
represent the correct labels and columns – the predicted ones
(TC).

Feature Count P-value

question expected 21 0.036
dot 36 0.037
quotation 58 0.050
exclamation 15 0.064

and output 14 0.070

Table 9: Selected shallow features one may hypothesize im-
pact evaluation scores negatively (SI).

Feature Count P-value

comma inside 119 < 0.001
we 15 0.002
this 28 0.007
will 40 0.008
not 62 0.013
exclamation 16 0.014

CIA before 25 < 0.001
according to after 8 < 0.001
quotation before 65 0.004

Table 10: Selected shallow features one may hypothesize im-
pact evaluation scores negatively (TC).

RoBERTa-based models has been proposed for the TC task, with one of them making use of Span CLS
layers we introduce in the present paper.

Analysis conducted afterward can be applied in a rather straightforward manner to further improve
the scores for both SI and TC tasks. It is because some of the decisions we have made given lack of
or uncertain information, during the post-hoc inquiry turned out to be sub-optimal. These include the
proportion of data from self-training in the SI task, and the possibility of providing a better ensemble in
the case of TC.

The ablation studies conducted, however, have some limitations. The same subset of OpenWebText
was used in experiments conducted within one self-training iteration. This means a random seed did
not impact which sentences were used during the first, second, and third self-training phase, and in
each, we were manipulating only the data order. Moreover, an analysis we reported was limited to few
hyperparameter combinations and no extensive hyperparameter space search was performed. Finally,
only one and a rather simple method of cost-sensitive re-weighting was tested, and there is a great chance
it was sub-optimal. It would be interesting to investigate other schemes, such as the one proposed by Cui
et al. (2019).

The error analysis revealed propaganda techniques commonly confused in TC task, and the techniques
we were unable to detect effectively within the SI input articles. In addition to providing an overview of
problematic classes, the question of which shallow features influence score and worsen the results was
addressed. A few of these were identified and our remarks can be used to slightly improve results on SI
task with simple post-processing. This is not the case for TC task, where one is unable to propose how
to improve the final results with our findings.

An interesting future research direction seems to be the application of the CRF layer and Span CLS
to Transformer-based language models when dealing with other tasks outside the propaganda detection
problem. These may include Named Entity Recognition in the case of RoBERTa-CRF, and an aspect-
based sentiment analysis that can be viewed through the lens of span classification with Span CLS we
proposed.
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6 Outro

Developed systems were used to identify and classify spans in the present paper to detect fragments one
may suspect to represent one or more propaganda techniques. Unfortunately for the entertaining value
of this work, none of such were identified by our SI model.
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Abstract. We address the challenging problem of Natural Language
Comprehension beyond plain-text documents by introducing the TILT
neural network architecture which simultaneously learns layout infor-
mation, visual features, and textual semantics. Contrary to previous
approaches, we rely on a decoder capable of unifying a variety of problems
involving natural language. The layout is represented as an attention bias
and complemented with contextualized visual information, while the core
of our model is a pretrained encoder-decoder Transformer. Our novel
approach achieves state-of-the-art results in extracting information from
documents and answering questions which demand layout understanding
(DocVQA, CORD, SROIE). At the same time, we simplify the process
by employing an end-to-end model.

Keywords: Natural Language Processing · Transfer learning ·
Document understanding · Layout analysis · Deep learning ·
Transformer

1 Introduction

Most tasks in Natural Language Processing (NLP) can be unified under one
framework by casting them as triplets of the question, context, and answer [26,
29,39]. We consider such unification of Document Classification, Key Information
Extraction, and Question Answering in a demanding scenario where context
extends beyond the text layer. This challenge is prevalent in business cases since
contracts, forms, applications, and invoices cover a wide selection of document
types and complex spatial layouts.
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Importance of Spatio-visual Relations. The most remarkable successes
achieved in NLP involved models that map raw textual input into raw textual
output, which usually were provided in a digital form. An important aspect of
real-world oriented problems is the presence of scanned paper records and other
analog materials that became digital.

Consequently, there is no easily accessible information regarding the docu-
ment layout or reading order, and these are to be determined as part of the
process. Furthermore, interpretation of shapes and charts beyond the layout
may help answer the stated questions. A system cannot rely solely on text but
requires incorporating information from the structure and image.

95 90 PERCENT
MORTALITY 70
90-DOSE TEST
70 50 30 10 5

Fig. 1. The same document perceived differently depending on modalities. Respec-
tively: its visual aspect, spatial relationships between the bounding boxes of detected
words, and unstructured text returned by OCR under the detected reading order.

Thus, it takes three to solve this fundamental challenge—the extraction of
key information from richly formatted documents lies precisely at the intersec-
tion of NLP, Computer Vision, and Layout Analysis (Fig. 1). These challenges
impose extra conditions beyond NLP that we sidestep by formulating layout-
aware models within an encoder-decoder framework.

Limitations of Sequence Labeling. Sequence labeling models can be trained
in all cases where the token-level annotation is available or can be easily obtained.
Limitations of this approach are strikingly visible on tasks framed in either key
information extraction or property extraction paradigms [9,19]. Here, no anno-
tated spans are available, and only property-value pairs are assigned to the
document. Occasionally, it is expected from the model to mark some particular
subsequence of the document. However, problems where the expected value is
not a substring of the considered text are unsolvable assuming sequence label-
ing methods.1 As a result, authors applying state-of-the-art entity recognition
models were forced to rely on human-made heuristics and time-consuming rule
engineering.

Take, for example, the total amount assigned to a receipt in the SROIE
dataset [19]. Suppose there is no exact match for the expected value in the
1 Expected values have always an exact match in CoNLL, but not elsewhere, e.g., it

is the case for 20% WikiReading, 27% Kleister, and 93% of SROIE values.
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document, e.g., due to an OCR error, incorrect reading order or the use of a
different decimal separator. Unfortunately, a sequence labeling model cannot be
applied off-the-shelf. Authors dealing with property extraction rely on either
manual annotation or the heuristic-based tagging procedure that impacts the
overall end-to-end results [11,18,36,52,55,56]. Moreover, when receipts with one
item listed are considered, the total amount is equal to a single item price, which
is the source of yet another problem. Precisely, if there are multiple matches for
the value in the document, it is ambiguous whether to tag all of them, part or
none.

Another problem one has to solve is which and how many of the detected
entities to return, and whether to normalize the output somehow. Consequently,
the authors of Kleister proposed a set of handcrafted rules for the final selection
of the entity values [52]. These and similar rules are either labor-intensive or
prone to errors [40].

Finally, the property extraction paradigm does not assume the requested
value appeared in the article in any form since it is sufficient for it to be infer-
able from the content, as in document classification or non-extractive question
answering [9].

Resorting to Encoder-Decoder Models. Since sequence labeling-based
extraction is disconnected from the final purpose the detected information is
used for, a typical real-world scenario demands the setting of Key Information
Extraction.

To address this issue, we focus on the applicability of the encoder-decoder
architecture since it can generate values not included in the input text explic-
itly [16] and performs reasonably well on all text-based problems involving natu-
ral language [44]. Additionally, it eliminates the limitation prevalent in sequence
labeling, where the model output is restricted by the detected word order, pre-
viously addressed by complex architectural changes (Sect. 2).

Furthermore, this approach potentially solves all identified problems of
sequence labeling architectures and ties various tasks, such as Question Answer-
ing or Text Classification, into the same framework. For example, the model may
deduce to answer yes or no depending on the question form only. Its end-to-end
elegance and ease of use allows one to not rely on human-made heuristics and
to get rid of time-consuming rule engineering required in the sequence labeling
paradigm.

Obviously, employing a decoder instead of a classification head comes with
some known drawbacks related to the autoregressive nature of answer generation.
This is currently investigated, e.g., in the Neural Machine Translation context,
and can be alleviated by methods such as lowering the depth of the decoder
[24,47]. However, the datasets we consider have target sequences of low length;
thus, the mentioned decoding overhead is mitigated.

The specific contribution of this work can be better understood in the context
of related works (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Our work in relation to encoder-decoder models, multi-modal transformers, and
models for text that are able to comprehend spatial relationships between words.

2 Related Works

We aim to bridge several fields, with each of them having long-lasting research
programs; thus, there is a large and varied body of related works. We restrict
ourselves to approaches rooted in the architecture of Transformer [54] and focus
on the inclusion of spatial information or different modalities in text-processing
systems, as well as on the applicability of encoder-decoder models to Information
Extraction and Question Answering.

Spatial-Aware Transformers. Several authors have shown that, when tasks
involving 2D documents are considered, sequential models can be outperformed
by considering layout information either directly as positional embeddings
[11,17,56] or indirectly by allowing them to be contextualized on their spa-
tial neighborhood [6,15,57]. Further improvements focused on the training and
inference aspects by the inclusion of the area masking loss function or achieving
independence from sequential order in decoding respectively [18,20]. In contrast
to the mentioned methods, we rely on a bias added to self-attention instead
of positional embeddings and propose its generalization to distances on the 2D
plane. Additionally, we introduce a novel word-centric masking method concern-
ing both images and text. Moreover, by resorting to an encoder-decoder, the
independence from sequential order in decoding is granted without dedicated
architectural changes.

Encoder-Decoder for IE and QA. Most NLP tasks can be unified under
one framework by casting them as Language Modeling, Sequence Labeling or
Question Answering [25,43]. The QA program of unifying NLP frames all the
problems as triplets of question, context and answer [26,29,39] or item, prop-
erty name and answer [16]. Although this does not necessarily lead to the use of
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encoder-decoder models, several successful solutions relied on variants of Trans-
former architecture [9,34,44,54]. The T5 is a prominent example of large-scale
Transformers achieving state-of-the-art results on varied NLP benchmarks [44].
We extend this approach beyond the text-to-text scenario by making it possible
to consume a multimodal input.

Multimodal Transformers. The relationships between text and other media
have been previously studied in Visual Commonsense Reasoning, Video-
Grounded Dialogue, Speech, and Visual Question Answering [3,13,32]. In the
context of images, this niche was previously approached with an image-to-
text cross-attention mechanism, alternatively, by adding visual features to word
embeddings or concatenating them [33,35,37,53,56]. We differ from the men-
tioned approaches, as in our model, visual features added to word embeddings
are already contextualized on an image’s multiple resolution levels (see Sect. 3).

3 Model Architecture

Our starting point is the architecture of the Transformer, initially proposed for
Neural Machine Translation, which has proven to be a solid baseline for all
generative tasks involving natural language [54].

Let us begin from the general view on attention in the first layer of the
Transformer. If n denotes the number of input tokens, resulting in a matrix of
embeddings X, then self-attention can be seen as:

softmax
(
QXK�

X√
n

+ B

)
VX (1)

where QX , KX and VX are projections of X onto query, keys, and value spaces,
whereas B stands for an optional attention bias. There is no B term in the
original Transformer, and information about the order of tokens is provided
explicitly to the model, that is:

X = S + P B = 0n×d

where S and P are respectively the semantic embeddings of tokens and positional
embedding resulting from their positions [54]. 0n×d denote a zero matrix.

In contrast to the original formulation, we rely on relative attention biases
instead of positional embeddings. These are further extended to take into account
spatial relationships between tokens (Fig. 3).

Spatial Bias. Authors of the T5 architecture disregarded positional embed-
dings [44], by setting X = S. They used relative bias by extending self-attention’s
equation with the sequential bias term B = B1D, a simplified form of positional
signal inclusion. Here, each logit used for computing the attention head weights
has some learned scalar added, resulting from corresponding token-to-token off-
sets.
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We extended this approach to spatial dimensions. In our approach, biases
for relative horizontal and vertical distances between each pair of tokens are
calculated and added to the original sequential bias, i.e.:

B = B1D + BH + BV

Such bias falls into one of 32 buckets, which group similarly-distanced token-
pairs. The size of the buckets grows logarithmically so that greater token pair
distances are grouped into larger buckets (Fig. 4).

KQ V

Pairwise
1+2D

distances

Semantics Contextualized
Vision

×

×+

+

Fig. 3. T5 introduces sequential bias, separating
semantics from sequential distances. We maintain
this clear distinction, extending biases with spa-
tial relationships and providing additional image
semantics at the input.

Amount: 100.00

2020 

 

relative
distance

Fig. 4. Document excerpt with
distinguished vertical buckets for
the Amount token.

Contextualized Image Embeddings. Contextualized Word Embeddings are
expected to capture context-dependent semantics and return a sequence of vec-
tors associated with an entire input sequence [10]. We designed Contextualized
Image Embeddings with the same objective, i.e., they cover the image region
semantics in the context of its entire visual neighborhood.

To produce image embeddings, we use a convolutional network that con-
sumes the whole page image of size 512 × 384 and produces a feature map of
64 × 48 × 128. We rely on U-Net as a backbone visual encoder network [48] since
this architecture provides access to not only the information in the near neigh-
borhood of the token, such as font and style but also to more distant regions of
the page, which is useful in cases where the text is related to other structures, i.e.,
is the description of a picture. This multi-scale property emerges from the skip
connections within chosen architecture (Fig. 5). Then, each token’s bounding
box is used to extract features from U-Net’s feature map with ROI pooling [5].
The obtained vector is then fed into a linear layer which projects it to the model
embedding dimension.
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Fig. 5. Truncated U-Net network. � conv � max-pool � up-conv � residual
(Color figure online)

In order to inject visual information to the Transformer, a matrix of contex-
tualized image-region embeddings U is added to semantic embeddings, i.e. we
define

X = S + U

in line with the convention from Sect. 3 (see Fig. 3).

4 Regularization Techniques

In the sequence labeling scenario, each document leads to multiple training
instances (token classification), whereas in Transformer sequence-to-sequence
models, the same document results in one training instance with feature space
of higher dimension (decoding from multiple tokens).

Since most of the tokens are irrelevant in the case of Key Information Extrac-
tion and contextualized word embeddings are correlated by design, one can sus-
pect our approach to overfit easier than its sequence labeling counterparts. To
improve the model’s robustness, we introduced a regularization technique for
each modality.

Case Augmentation. Subword tokenization [28,49] was proposed to solve the
word sparsity problem and keep the vocabulary at a reasonable size. Although
the algorithm proved its efficiency in many NLP fields, the recent work showed
that it performs poorly in the case of an unusual casing of text [42], for instance,
when all words are uppercased. The problem occurs more frequently in formated
documents (FUNSD, CORD, DocVQA), where the casing is an important visual
aspect. We overcome both problems with a straightforward regularization strat-
egy, i.e., produce augmented copies of data instances by lower-casing or upper-
casing both the document and target text simultaneously.

Spatial Bias Augmentation. Analogously to Computer Vision practices of
randomly transforming training images, we augment spatial biases by multiply-
ing the horizontal and vertical distances between tokens by a random factor.
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Such transformation resembles stretching or squeezing document pages in hor-
izontal and vertical dimensions. Factors used for scaling each dimension were
sampled uniformly from range [0.8, 1.25].

Affine Vision Augmentation. To account for visual deformations of real-
world documents, we augment images with affine transformation, preserving
parallel lines within an image but modifying its position, angle, size, and shear.
When we perform such modification to the image, the bounding box of every
token is updated accordingly. The exact hyperparameters were subject to an
optimization. We use 0.9 probability of augmenting and report the follow-
ing boundaries for uniform sampling work best: [−5, 5] degrees for rotation
angle, [−5%, 5%] for translation amplitude, [0.9, 1.1] for scaling multiplier, [−5, 5]
degrees for the shearing angle.

5 Experiments

Our model was validated on series of experiments involving Key Information
Extraction, Visual Question Answering, classification of rich documents, and
Question Answering from layout-rich texts. The following datasets represented
the broad spectrum of tasks and were selected for the evaluation process (see
Table 1 for additional statistics).

The CORD dataset [41] includes images of Indonesian receipts collected from
shops and restaurants. The dataset is prepared for the information extraction
task and consists of four categories, which fall into thirty subclasses. The main
goal of the SROIE dataset [19] is to extract values for four categories (company,
date, address, total) from scanned receipts. The DocVQA dataset [38] is focused
on the visual question answering task. The RVL-CDIP dataset [14] contains
gray-scale images and assumes classification into 16 categories such as letter,
form, invoice, news article, and scientific publication. For DocVQA, we relied
on Amazon Textract OCR; for RVL-CDIP, we used Microsoft Azure OCR, for
SROIE and CORD, we depended on the original OCR.

5.1 Training Procedure

The training procedure consists of three steps. First, the model is initialized
with vanilla T5 model weights and is pretrained on numerous documents in an
unsupervised manner. It is followed by training on a set of selected supervised
tasks. Finally, the model is finetuned solely on the dataset of interest. We trained
two size variants of TILT models, starting from T5-Base and T5-Large models.
Our models grew to 230M and 780M parameters due to the addition of Visual
Encoder weights.

Unsupervised Pretraining. We constructed a corpus of documents with rich
structure, based on RVL-CDIP (275k docs), UCSF Industry Documents Library
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Table 1. Comparison of datasets considered for supervised pretraining and evaluation
process. Statistics given in thousands of documents or questions.

Dataset Data type Image Docs (k) Questions (k)

CORD [41] Receipts + 1.0 —

SROIE [19] Receipts + 0.9 —

DocVQA [38] Industry documents + 12.7 50.0

RVL-CDIP [14] Industry documents + 400.0 —

DROP [8] ⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

Wikipedia pages

− 6.7 96.5

QuAC [2] − 13.6 98.4

SQuAD 1.1 [45] − 23.2 107.8

TyDi QA [4] − 204.3 204.3

Natural Questions [30] − 91.2 111.2

WikiOps [1] Wikipedia tables − 24.2 80.7

CoQA [46] Various sources − 8.4 127.0

RACE [31] English exams − 27.9 97.7

QASC [27] School-level science − — 10.0

FUNSD [21] RVL-CDIP forms + 0.1 —

Infographics VQA infographics + 4.4 23.9

TextCaps [50] Open Images + 28.4 —

DVQA [22] Synthetic bar charts + 300.0 3487.2

FigureQA [23] Synthetic, scientific + 140.0 1800.0

TextVQA [51] Open Images + 28.4 45.3

(480k),2 and PDF files from Common Crawl (350k). The latter were filtered
according to the score obtained from a simple SVM business document classifier.

Then, a T5-like masked language model pretraining objective is used, but
in a salient span masking scheme, i.e., named entities are preferred rather than
random tokens [12,44]. Additionally, regions in the image corresponding to the
randomly selected text tokens are masked with the probability of 80%. Models
are trained for 100, 000 steps with batch size of 64, AdamW optimizer and linear
scheduler with an initial learning rate of 2e−4.

Supervised Training. To obtain a general-purpose model which can reason
about documents with rich layout features, we constructed a dataset relying on
a large group of tasks, representing diverse types of information conveyed by a
document (see Table 1 for datasets comparison). Datasets, which initially had
been plain-text, had their layout produced, assuming some arbitrary font size
and document dimensions. Some datasets, such as WikiTable Questions, come

2 http://www.industrydocuments.ucsf.edu/.
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Fig. 6. Scores on CORD, DocVQA, SROIE and RVL-CDIP compared to the baseline
without supervised pretraining. The numbers represent the differences in the metrics,
orange text denote datasets chosen for the final supervised pretraining run.

with original HTML code – for the others, we render text alike. Finally, an image
and computed bounding boxes of all words are used.

At this stage, the model is trained on each dataset for 10,000 steps or 5
epochs, depending on the dataset size: the goal of the latter condition was to
avoid a quick overfitting.

We estimated each dataset’s value concerning a downstream task, assuming
a fixed number of pretraining steps followed by finetuning. The results of this
investigation are demonstrated in Fig. 6, where the group of WikiTable, WikiOps,
SQuAD, and infographicsVQA performed robustly, convincing us to rely on them
as a solid foundation for further experiments.

Model pretrained in unsupervised, and then supervised manner, is at the
end finetuned for two epochs on a downstream task with AdamW optimizer and
hyperparameters presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameters used during the finetuning on a downstream task. Batch size,
learning rate and scheduler were subject of hyperparameter search with consid-
ered values of respectively {8, 16, ..., 2048}, {5e − 5, 2e − 5, 1e − 5, 5e − 4, ..., 1e − 3},
{constant, linear}. We have noticed that the classification task of RVL-CDIP requires
a significantly larger bath size. The model with the highest validation score within the
specified steps number limit was used.

Dataset Batch size Steps Learning rate Scheduler

SROIE 8 6,200 1e−4 Constant

DocVQA 64 100,000 2e−4 Linear

CORD 8 36,000 2e−4 Linear

RVL-CDIP 1,024 12,000 1e−3 Linear
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Table 3. Results of selected methods in relation to our base and large models. Bold
indicates the best score in each category. All results on the test set, using the met-
rics proposed by dataset’s authors. The number of parameters given for completeness
thought encoder-decoder and LMs cannot be directly compared under this criterion.

Model CORD SROIE DocVQA RVL-CDIP Size variant

F1 F1 ANLS Accuracy (Parameters)

LayoutLM [56] 94.72 94.38 69.79 94.42 Base (113–160M)

94.93 95.24 72.59 94.43 Large (343M)

LayoutLMv2 [55] 94.95 96.25 78.08 95.25 Base (200M)

96.01 97.81 86.72 95.64 Large (426M)

LAMBERT [11] 96.06 98.17 — — Base (125M)

TILT (our) 95.11 97.65 83.92 95.25 Base (230M)

96.33 98.10 87.05 95.52 Large (780M)

5.2 Results

The TILT model achieved state-of-the-art results on three out of four considered
tasks (Table 3). We have confirmed that unsupervised layout- and vision-aware
pretraining leads to good performance on downstream tasks that require com-
prehension of tables and other structures within the documents. Additionally,
we successfully leveraged supervised training from both plain-text datasets and
these involving layout information.

DocVQA. We improved SOTA results on this dataset by 0.33 points. Moreover,
detailed results show that model gained the most in table-like categories, i.e.,
forms (89.5 → 94.6) and tables (87.7 → 89.8), which proved its ability to under-
stand the spatial structure of the document. Besides, we see a vast improvement
in the yes/no category (55.2 → 69.0).3 In such a case, our architecture generates
simply yes or no answer, while sequence labeling based models require addi-
tional components such as an extra classification head. We noticed that model
achieved lower results in the image/photo category, which can be explained by
the low presence of image-rich documents in our datasets.

RVL-CDIP. Part of the documents to classify does not contain any readable
text. Because of this shortcoming, we decided to guarantee there are at least
16 image tokens that would carry general image information. Precisely, we act
as there were tokens with bounding boxes covering 16 adjacent parts of the
document. These have representations from U-Net, exactly as they were regular
text tokens. Our model places second, 0.12 below the best model, achieving the
similar accuracy of 95.52.
3 Per-category test set scores are available after submission on the competition web

page: https://rrc.cvc.uab.es/?ch=17&com=evaluation&task=1.
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Table 4. Results of ablation study. The minus sign indicates removal of the mentioned
part from the base model.

Model Score Relative change

TILT-Base 82.9 ± 0.3 —

– Spatial Bias 81.1 ± 0.2 −1.8

– Visual Embeddings 81.2 ± 0.3 −1.7

– Case Augmentation 82.2 ± 0.3 −0.7

– Spatial Augmentation 82.6 ± 0.4 −0.3

– Vision Augmentation 82.8 ± 0.2 −0.1

– Supervised Pretraining 81.2 ± 0.1 −1.7

CORD. Since the complete inventory of entities is not present in all examples,
we force the model to generate a None output for missing entities. Our model
achieved SOTA results on this challenge and improved the previous best score
by 0.3 points. Moreover, after the manual review of the model errors, we noticed
that model’s score could be higher since the model output and the reference
differ insignificantly e.g. “2.00 ITEMS” and “2.00”.

SROIE. We excluded OCR mismatches and fixed total entity annotations dis-
crepancies following the same evaluation procedure as Garncarek et al. [11].4 We
achieved results indistinguishable from the SOTA (98.10 vs. 98.17). Significantly
better results are impossible due to OCR mismatches in the test-set.
Though we report the number of parameters near the name of the model size
variant, note it is impossible to compare the TILT encoder-decoder model to lan-
guage models such as LayoutLMs and LAMBERT under this criterion. In par-
ticular, it does not reflect computational cost, which may be similar for encoder-
decoders twice as big as some language model [44, Section 3.2.2]. Nevertheless,
it is worth noting that our Base model outperformed models with comparable
parameter count.

6 Ablation Study

In the following section, we analyze the design choices in our architecture, con-
sidering the base model pretrained in an unsupervised manner and the same
hyperparameters for each run. The DocVQA was used as the most representa-
tive and challenging for Document Intelligence since its leaderboard reveals a
large gap to human performance. We report average results over two runs of
each model varying only in the initial random seed to account for the impact of
different initialization and data order [7].

4 Corrections can be obtained by comparing their two public submissions.
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Significance of Modalities. We start with the removal of the 2D layout posi-
tional bias. Table 4 demonstrates that information that allows models to recog-
nize spatial relations between tokens is a crucial part of our architecture. It is
consistent with the previous works on layout understanding [11,55]. Removal of
the UNet-based convolutional feature extractor results in a less significant ANLS
decrease than the 2D bias. This permits the conclusion that contextualized image
embeddings are beneficial to the encoder-decoder.

Justifying Regularization. Aside from removing modalities from the network,
we can also exclude regularization techniques. To our surprise, the results suggest
that the removal of case augmentation decreases performance most severely. Our
baseline is almost one point better than the equivalent non-augmented model.
Simultaneously, model performance tends to be reasonably insensitive to the
bounding boxes’ and image alterations. It was confirmed that other modalities
are essential for the model’s success on real-world data, whereas regularization
techniques we propose slightly improve the results, as they prevent overfitting.

Impact of Pretraining. As we exploited supervised pretraining similarly to
previous authors, it is worth considering its impact on the overall score. In our
ablation study, the model pretreated in an unsupervised manner achieved signif-
icantly lower scores. The impact of this change is comparable to the removal of
spatial bias or visual embeddings. Since authors of the T5 argued that pretrain-
ing on a mixture of unsupervised and supervised tasks perform equally good
with higher parameter count, this gap may vanish with larger variants of TILT
we did not consider in the present paper [44].

7 Summary

In the present paper, we introduced a novel encoder-decoder framework for
layout-aware models. Compared to the sequence labeling approach, the proposed
method achieves better results while operating in an end-to-end manner. It can
handle various tasks such as Key Information Extraction, Question Answering
or Document Classification, while the need for complicated preprocessing and
postprocessing steps is eliminated.

Although encoder-decoder models are commonly applied to generative tasks,
both DocVQA, SROIE, and CORD we considered are extractive. We argue that
better results were achieved partially due to the independence from the detected
word order and resistance to OCR errors that the proposed architecture pos-
sesses. Consequently, we were able to achieve state-of-the-art results on two
datasets (DocVQA, CORD) and performed on par with the previous best scores
on SROIE and RVL-CDIP, albeit having a much simpler workflow.

Spatial and image enrichment of the Transformer model allowed the TILT to
combine information from text, layout, and image modalities. We showed that
the proposed regularization methods significantly improve the results.
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Abstract

Understanding documents with rich layouts plays a vital role in digitization and
hyper-automation but remains a challenging topic in the NLP research community.
Additionally, the lack of a commonly accepted benchmark made it difficult to
quantify progress in the domain. To empower research in this field, we intro-
duce the Document Understanding Evaluation (DUE) benchmark consisting of
both available and reformulated datasets to measure the end-to-end capabilities
of systems in real-world scenarios. The benchmark includes Visual Question
Answering, Key Information Extraction, and Machine Reading Comprehension
tasks over various document domains and layouts featuring tables, graphs, lists,
and infographics. In addition, the current study reports systematic baselines and
analyzes challenges in currently available datasets using recent advances in layout-
aware language modeling. We open both the benchmarks and reference imple-
mentations and make them available at https://duebenchmark.com and
https://github.com/due-benchmark.

1 Introduction

While mainstream Natural Language Processing focuses on plain text documents, the content one
encounters when reading, e.g., scientific articles, company announcements, or even personal notes, is
seldom plain and purely sequential. In particular, the document’s visual and layout aspects that guide
our reading process and carry non-textual information appear to be an essential aspect that requires
comprehension. These layout aspects, as we understand them, are prevalent in tasks that can be much
better solved when given not only text sequence on the input but pieces of multimodal information
covering aspects such as text-positioning (i.e. location of words on the 2D plane), text-formatting
(e.g., different font sizes, colors), and graphical elements (e.g., lines, bars, presence of figures) among
others. Over the decades, systems dealing with document understanding developed an inherent aspect
of multi-modality that nowadays revolves around the problems of integrating visual information
with spatial relationships and text [36, 2, 50, 13].

⇤Equal contribution
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Figure 1: Document Understanding covers problems ranging from the ⌅ extraction of key information,
through ⌅ verification statements related to rich content, to ⌅ ⌅ answering open questions regarding
an entire file. It may involve the comprehension of multi-modal information conveyed by a document.

In general, when document processing systems are considered, the term understanding is thought
of specifically as the capacity to convert a document into meaningful information [10, 57, 16]. This
fits into the rapidly growing market of hyperautomation-enabling technologies, estimated to reach
nearly $600 billion in 2022, up 24% from 2020 [42]. Considering that unstructured data is orders of
magnitude more abundant than structured data, the lack of tools necessary to analyze unstructured
data and extract structured information can limit the performance of these intelligent services. The
process of structuring data and content must be robust to various document domains and tasks.

Despite its importance for digital transformation, the problem of measuring how well available
models obtain information from a wide range of tasks and document types and how suitable they are
for freeing workers from paperwork through process automation is not yet addressed. Meanwhile,
in other research communities, there are well-established progress measuring methods, like the
most recognizable NLP benchmarks of GLUE and SuperGLUE covering a wide range of problems
related to plain-text language understanding [53, 52] or VTAB and ImageNet in the computer vision
domain [59, 11]. We intend to bridge this major gap by introducing the first Document Understanding
benchmark (available at https://duebenchmark.com).

It includes tasks that either originally had a vital layout understanding component or were reformulated
in such a way that after our modification, they require layout understanding. In particular, there is no
structured representation of the underlying text, such as a database-like table given in advance, and it
has to be determined from the input file as a part of the end-to-end process. Every time, there is only
a PDF file provided as an input. Additionally, for the convenience of other researchers, we provide
information about textual tokens and their locations (bounding boxes) which are coming from the
OCR system or directly from the born-digital PDF file (see Section 4).
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Contribution. The idea of the paper is to gather, reformulate and unify a set of intuitively dissimilar
tasks that we found to share the same underlying requirement of understanding layout concepts. In
order to organize them in a useful benchmark, we contributed by performing the following steps:

1. We reviewed and selected the available datasets. Additionally, we reformulated three tasks
to a document understanding setting and obtained original documents for all of them (PWC,
WTQ, TabFact).

2. We performed data cleaning, including the improvements of data splits (DeepForm, WTQ),
data deduplication, manual annotation (PWC, DeepForm), and converted data to a unified
format (all datasets).

3. We implemented competitive baselines and measured human performance where it was
required (PWC, DeepForm, WTQ).

4. We identified challenges related to the current progress in the DU domain’s tasks and
provided manually annotated diagnostic sets (all datasets).

These contributions are organized and described in Table 2. Additionally, a wider review of available
tasks is described in Appendix A.

2 The state of Document Understanding

We treat Document Understanding as an umbrella term covering problems of Key Information
Extraction, Classification, Document Layout Analysis, Question Answering, and Machine Reading
Comprehension whenever they involve rich documents in contrast to plain texts or image-text pairs
(Figure 1).

In addition to the problems strictly classified as Document Understanding, several related tasks can
be reformulated as such. These provide either text-figure pairs instead of real-world documents or
parsed tables given in their structured form. Since both can be rendered as synthetic documents with
some loss of information involved, they are worth considering bearing in mind the low availability of
proper Document Understanding tasks.

2.1 Landscape of Document Understanding tasks

KIE. Key Information Extraction, also referred to as Property Extraction, is a task where tuple values
of the form (property, document) are to be provided. Contrary to QA problems, there is no question
in natural language but rather a phrase or keyword, such as total amount, or place of birth. Public
datasets in the field include extraction performed on receipts [20, 38], invoices, reports [45], and
forms [24]. Documents within each of the mentioned tasks are homogeneous, whereas the set of
properties to extract is limited and known in advance – in particular, the same type-specific property
names appear in both test and train sets. In contrast to Name Entity Recognition, KIE typically does
not assume that token-level annotations are available, and may require normalization of values found
within the document.

Classification. Classification in our context involves rich content, where comprehension of both
visual and textual aspects is required since unimodal models underperform. Though document image
classification was initially approached using solely the methods of Computer Vision, it has recently
become evident that multi-modal models can achieve significantly higher accuracy [55, 56, 40].
Similar conclusions were recently reached in other tasks, e.g., assigning labels to excerpts from
biomedical papers [54].

DLA. Document Layout Analysis, performed to determine a document’s components, was initially
motivated by the need to optimize storage and the transmission of large information volumes [36].
Even though its motivation has changed over the years, it is rarely an end in itself but rather a means
to achieve a different goal, such as improving OCR systems. A typical dataset in the field assumes
detection and classification of page regions or tokens [61, 30].

QA and MRC. At first glance, Question Answering and Machine Reading Comprehension over
Documents is simply the KIE scenario where a question in natural language replaced a property
name. More differences become evident when one notices that QA and MRC involve an open set of
questions and various document types. Consequently, there is pressure to interpret the question and
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to possess better generalization abilities. Furthermore, a specific content to analyze demands a much
stronger comprehension of visual aspects, as the questions commonly relate to figures and graphics
accompanying the formatted text [33, 32, 49].

QA over figures. Question Answering over Figures is, to some extent, comparable with QA and
MRC over documents described above. The difference is that a ‘document’ here consists of a single
born-digital plot, reflecting information from chosen, desirably real-world data. Since questions in
this category are typically templated and figures are synthetically generated by authors of the task,
datasets in this category contain as many as millions of examples [34, 4].

QA and NLI over tables. Question Answering and Natural Language Inference over Tables are
similar, though in the case of NLI, there is a statement to verify instead of a question to answer.
There is never a need to analyze the actual layout, as both assume comprehension of a provided data
structure in a way that is equivalent to a database table. Consequently, the methods proposed here are
distinct from those used in Document Understanding [39, 7].

2.2 Gaps and mistakes in Document Understanding evaluation

Currently available datasets and previous work in the field cannot on their own provide enough
information that would allow researchers to generalize results to other tasks within the Document
Understanding paradigm. It is crucial to validate models on many tasks with a variety of characteristics
a Document Understanding system may encounter in real-world applications. Notably, the scope
of the challenges in a single dataset is limited to a specific task (e.g., Key Information Extraction,
Question Answering) or to a particular (sub)problem (e.g., processing long documents in Kleister [45],
layout understanding in DocBank [30]).

Simultaneously, a common practice in the community is to evaluate models on private data [27, 12,
37, 31] or task-specific datasets selected by authors independently [55, 56, 63, 40, 1, 19], making fair
comparison difficult. Many publicly available datasets are too small to enable reliable comparison
(FUNSD [24], Kleister NDA [45]) or are almost solved, i.e., there is no room for improvement due to
annotation errors and near-perfect scores achieved by models nowadays (SROIE [21], CORD [38],
RVL-CDIP [17]).

In light of the above circumstances, the review and selection of representative and reliable tasks is of
great importance.

3 End-to-end Document Understanding benchmark

The primary motivation for proposing this benchmark was to select datasets covering the broad range
of tasks and DU-related problems satisfying the highest quality, difficulty, and licensing criteria.

Importantly, we opt for an end-to-end nature of tasks as opposed to, e.g., problems assuming some
prior information on document layout. In particular, there is no structured representation of the
underlying text, such as a database-like table given in advance, and it has to be determined from the
raw input file as part of the end-to-end process.

We consider the aforementioned principle of end-to-end nature crucial because it ensures measurement
to which degree manual workers can be supported in their repetitive tasks, i.e., how the ultimate goal
of document understanding systems is supported in real-world applications. The said alignment with
real applications is a vital characteristic of a good benchmark [29, 43].

3.1 Selected datasets

Extensive documentation of the selection process, including the datasheet, is available in Appendices
A-H and in the supplementary materials. Table 1 summarizes the selected tasks described in detail
below, whereas Appendix A covers the complete list of considered datasets and reasons we omitted
them.

Lack of the classification, layout analysis and figure QA tasks in this selection results from the fact
that none of the available sets fulfills the assumed selection criteria.
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Table 1: Comparison of selected datasets with their base characteristics, including information
regarding whether an input is an entire document (Doc.) or document excerpt (Exc.)

Task Size (k documents) Mean samples Type Metric Features DomainTrain Dev Test per document Input Scanned

DocVQA 10.2 1.3 1.3 3.9 Visual QA ANLS
9
>>>=
>>>;

Doc.

+ Business
InfographicsVQA 4.4 0.5 0.6 5.5 Visual QA ANLS � Open
Kleister Charity 1.7 0.4 0.6 7.8 KIE F1 +/� Legal
PWC 0.2 0.06 0.12 25.5 KIE ANLS2 � Scientific
DeepFormF 0.7 0.1 0.3 4.8 KIE F1 +/� Finances
WikiTableQuestionsF 1.4 0.3 0.4 11.3 Table QA Acc.

�
Exc.

� Open
TabFactF 13.2 1.7 1.7 7.1 Table NLI Acc. � Open

The F symbol denotes that the dataset was reformulated or modified to improve its quality or align
with the Document Understanding paradigm (see Table 2 and Appendix C). This symbol is not used to
distinguish minor changes, such as data deduplication introduced in multiple datasets (Appendix B).

DocVQA. Dataset for Question Answering over single-page excerpts from various real-world
industry documents. Typical questions present here might require comprehension of images, free
text, tables, lists, forms, or their combination [33]. The best-performing solutions so far make
use of layout-aware multi-modal models employing either encoder-decoder or sequence labeling
architectures [40, 56].

InfographicsVQA. The task of answering questions about visualized data from a diverse collection
of infographics, where the information needed to answer a question may be conveyed by text, plots,
graphical or layout elements. Currently, the best result is obtained by an encoder-decoder model
[32, 40].

Kleister Charity. A task for extracting information about charity organizations from their published
reports is considered, as it is characterized by careful manual annotation by linguists and a significant
gap to human performance [45]. It addresses important areas, namely high layout variability (lack of
templates), need for performing an OCR, the appearance of long documents, and multiple spatial
features (e.g., tables, lists, and titles).

PWCF. Papers with Code Leaderboards dataset was designed to extract result tuples from machine
learning papers, including information on task, dataset, metric name, score. The best performing ap-
proach involves a multi-step pipeline, with modules trained separately on identified subproblems [26].
In contrast to the original formulation, we provide a complete paper as input instead of the table.
This approach allows us to treat the problem as an end-to-end Key Information Extraction task with
grouped variables (Appendix C).

DeepFormF. KIE dataset consisting of socially important documents related to election spending.
The task is to extract contract number, advertiser name, amount paid, and air dates from advertising
disclosure forms submitted to the Federal Communications Commission [47]. We use a subset of
distributed datasets and improve annotations errors and make the annotations between subsets for
different years consistent (Appendix C).

WikiTableQuestions (WTQ)F. Dataset for QA over semi-structured HTML tables sourced from
Wikipedia. The authors intended to provide complex questions, demanding multi-step reasoning on a
series of entries in the given table, including comparison and arithmetic operations [39]. The problem
is commonly approached assuming a semantic parsing paradigm, with an intermediate state of formal
meaning representation, e.g., inferred query or predicted operand to apply on selected cells [58, 18].
We reformulate the task as document QA by rendering the original HTML and restrict available
information to layout given by visible lines and token positions (Appendix C).

TabFactF. To study fact verification with semi-structured evidence over relatively clean and simple
tables collected from Wikipedia, entailed and refuted statements corresponding to a single row
or cell were prepared by the authors of TabFact [7]. Without being affected by the simplicity of
binary classification, this task poses challenges due to the complex linguistic and symbolic reasoning

2The ANLS metric used in PWC, representing KIE with property groups, differs from one used in VQA.
Since it is not known how many groups are to be returned, the basis of the metric is the F1 score (in contrast to
accuracy). Moreover, we require exact math for numerical variables. See implementation in the repository.
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Figure 2: Number of annotated instances in each diagnostic subset category. All datasets in total.

required to perform with high accuracy. Analogously to WTQ, we render tables and reformulate the
task as document NLI (Appendix C).

3.2 Diagnostic subsets

As pointed out by Ruder, to better understand the strengths and weaknesses of our models, we
furthermore require more fine-grained evaluation [43]. We propose several auxiliary validation
subsets, spanning across all the tasks, to improve result analysis and aid the community in identifying
where to focus its efforts. A detailed description of these categories and related annotation procedures
is provided in Appendix F.

Answer characteristic. We consider four features regarding the shallow characteristic of the answer.
First, we indicate whether the answer is provided in the text explicitly in exact form (extractive
data point) or has to be inferred from the document content (abstractive one). The second category
includes, e.g., all the cases where value requires normalization before being returned (e.g., changing
the date format). Next, we distinguish expected answers depending on whether they contain a single
value or list of values. Finally, we decided to recognize several popular data types depending on
shapes or class of expected named entity, i.e., to distinguish date, number, yes/no, organization,
location, and person classes.

Evidence form. As we intend to analyze systems dealing with rich data, it is natural to study
the performance w.r.t. the form that evidence is presented within the analyzed document. We
distinguished table/list, plain text, graphic element, layout, and handwritten categories.

Required operation. Finally, we distinguish whether i.e., arithmetic operation, counting,
normalization or some form of comparison has to be performed to answer correctly.

Table 2: Brief characteristics of our contribution, major fixes and modifications introduced to
particular datasets. The enhancements of "Reformulation as DU" or "Improving data splits" are
marked with F and are sufficient to consider the dataset unique; hence, achieved results are not
comparable to the previously reported. See Appendix C for a full description of tasks processing.

Dataset Diagnostic Unified Human Manual Reformulation Improved
sets format performance annotation as DU split

DocVQA + + � � � �
InfographicsVQA + + � � � �
Kleister Charity + + � � � �
PWCF + + + + + +
DeepFormF + + + + � +
WikiTableQuestionsF + + + � + +
TabFactF + + � � + �
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Datasets included in the benchmark differ in task type, origin, and answer form. As their random
samples were annotated, diagnostic categories are not distributed uniformly and reflect the character
of the problems encountered in a particular task (see Figures 10–11 in the Appendix). For example,
the requirement of answer normalization is prevalent in KIE tasks of DeepForm, PWC, and Kleister
Charity but not elsewhere. Consequently, the general framework of diagnostic subsets we designed
can be used not only to analyze model performance but also to characterize the datasets themselves.

3.3 Intended use

Data. We propose a unified data format for storing information in the Document Understanding
domain and deliver converted datasets as part of the released benchmark (all selected datasets are
hosted on the https://duebenchmark.com/data and can be downloaded from there). It assumes
three interconnected dataset, document annotation and document content levels. The dataset level is
intended for storing the general metadata, e.g., name, version, license, and source. The documents
annotation level is intended to store annotations available for individual documents within datasets
and related metadata (e.g., external identifiers). The content level store information about output and
metadata from a particular OCR engine that was used to process documents (Appendix G).

Evaluation protocol. To evaluate a system on the DUE benchmark, one must create a JSON file
with the results (in the data format mentioned above) based on the provided test data for each dataset
and then upload all of the data to the website. Moreover, we establish a set of rules (Appendix H)
which guarantees that all the benchmark submissions will be fair to compare, reproducible, and
transparent (e.g., training performed on a development set is not allowed).

Leaderboard. We provide an online platform for the evaluation of Document Understanding models.
To keep an objective means of comparison with the previously published results, we decided to retain
the initially formulated metrics. To calculate the global score we resort to an arithmetic mean of
different metrics due to its simplicity and straightforward calculation.3 In our platform we focus
on customization, e.g., multiple leaderboards are available, and it is up to the participant to decide
whether to evaluate the model on an entire benchmark or particular category. Moreover, we pay
attention to the explanation by providing means to analyze the performance concerning document or
problem types (e.g., using the diagnostic sets we provide).4

4 Experiments

Following the evaluation protocol, the training is run three times for each configuration of model size,
architecture, and OCR engine. We performed OCR pre-processing stage for DocVQA, Infograph-
icsVQA, Kleister Charity, and DeepForm datasets since they have PDF (mix of scans and born-digital
documents) or image files as an input. PWC, WikiTableQuestions and TabFact datasets contain all
born-digital documents so the ground true data are available and there is no need to run OCR engine
(see Appendix C). In both cases, the pre-processing stage as an output return textual tokens and their
locations (bounding boxes and page number) as a list (as a result the reading order is also provided).

4.1 Baselines

The focus of the experiments was to calculate baseline performance using a simple and popular model
capable of solving all tasks without introducing any task-specific alterations. Employed methods
were based on the previously released T5 model with a generic layout-modeling modification and
pretraining.

T5. Text-to-text Transformer is particularly useful in studying performance on a variety of sequential
tasks. We decided to rely on its extended version to identify the current level of performance
on the chosen tasks and to facilitate future research by providing extendable architecture with a
straightforward training procedure that can be applied to all of the proposed tasks in an end-to-end
manner [41].

3Scores on the DocVQA and InfographicsVQA test sets are calculated using the official website.
4We intend to gather datasets not included in the present version of the benchmark to facilitate evaluations in

an entire field of DU, regardless of if they are included in the current version of the leaderboard.
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Table 3: Best results of particular model configuration in relation to human performance and external
best. The external bests marked with — were omitted due to the significant changes in the data sets.
U stands for unsupervised pretraining.

Dataset / Task type Score (task-specific metric)
T5 T5+2D T5+U T5+2D+U External best Human

DocVQA 70.4±2.1 69.8±0.7 76.3±0.3 81.0±0.2 87.1 [40] 98.1
InfographicsVQA 36.7±0.6 39.2±1.0 37.1±0.2 46.1±0.1 61.2 [40] 98.0
Kleister Charity 74.3±0.3 72.6±1.1 76.0±0.1 75.9±0.7 83.6 [63] 97.5
PWCF 25.3±3.3 25.7±1.0 27.6±0.6 26.8±1.8 — 69.3
DeepFormF 74.4±0.6 74.0±0.7 82.9±0.9 83.3±0.3 — 98.5
WikiTableQuestionsF 33.3±0.7 30.8±1.9 38.1±0.1 43.3±0.4 — 76.7
TabFactF 58.9±0.5 58.0±0.3 76.0±0.1 78.6±0.1 — 92.1

Visual QA 53.6 54.5 56.7 63.5 n/a 98.1
KIE 69.1 67.7 74.8 76.4 n/a 88.4
Table QA/NLI 29.4 29.0 38.0 39.3 n/a 84.4

Overall 50.7 50.4 56.5 59.8 n/a 90.3

T5+2D. Extension of the model we propose assumes the introduction of 2D positional bias that has
been shown to perform well on tasks that demand layout understanding [56, 40, 63]. We rely on
2D bias in a form introduced in TILT model [40] and provide its first open-source implementation
(available in supplementary materials). We expect that comprehension of spatial relationships
achieved in this way will be sufficient to demonstrate that methods from the plain-text NLP can be
easily outperformed in the DUE benchmark.

Unsupervised pretraining. We constructed a corpus of documents with a visually rich structure,
based on 480k PDF files from the UCSF Industry Documents Library. It is used with a T5-like
masked language model pretraining objective but in a salient span masking scheme where named
entities are preferred over random tokens [41, 15]. An expected gain from its use is to tune 2D biases
and become more robust to OCR errors and incorrect reading order.5

Human performance. We relied on the original estimation for DocVQA, InfographicsVQA, Charity,
and TabFact datasets. For the PWC, WTQ and DeepForm estimation of human performance, we
used the help of professional in-house annotators who are full-time employees of our company (see
Appendix E). Each dataset was handled by two annotators; the average of their scores, when validated
against the gold standard, is treated as the human performance (see Table 3). Interestingly, human
scores on PWC are relatively low in terms of ANLS value – we explained this and justified keeping
the task in Appendix C.

4.2 Results

Comparison of the best-performing baselines to human performance and top results reported in the
literature is presented in Table 3. In several cases, there is a small difference between the performance
of our baselines and the external best. It can be attributed to several factors. First, the best results
previously obtained on the tasks were task-specific, i.e., were explicitly designed for a particular task
and did not support processing other datasets within the benchmark. Secondly, there are differences
between the evaluation protocol that we assume and what the previous authors assumed (e.g., we do
not allow training models on the development sets, we require reporting an average of multiple runs,
we disallow pretraining on datasets that might lead to information leak). Thirdly, our baseline could
not address examples demanding vision comprehension as it does not process image inputs. Finally,
there is the case of Kleister Charity. An encoder-decoder model we relied on as a one-to-fit-all
baseline cannot process an entire document due to memory limitations. As a result, the score was
lower as we consumed only a part of the document. Note that external bests for reformulated tasks
are no longer applicable to the benchmark in its present, more demanding form.

5Details of the training procedure, such as used hyperparameters and source code, are available in the
repository accompanying the paper.
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Irrespective of the task and whether our competitive baselines or external results are considered, there
is still a large gap to humans, which is desired for novel baselines. Moreover, one can notice that
the addition of 2D positional bias to the T5 architecture leads to better scores assuming the prior
pretraining step, which is yet another result we anticipated as it suggests that considered tasks have
an essential component of layout comprehension.

Interestingly, the performance of the model can be significantly enhanced (up to 20.6 points difference
for TabFact dataset and T5+2D+U model) by providing additional data for the said unsupervised
pretraining. Thus, the results not only support the premise that understanding 2D features demand
more unlabeled data than the chosen datasets can offer but also lay a common ground between them,
as the same layout-specific pretraining improved performance on all of them independently. This
observation confirms that the notion of layout is a vital part of the chosen datasets.

4.3 Challenges of the Document Understanding domain

Owing to its end-to-end nature and heterogeneity, Document Understanding is the touchstone of
Machine Learning. However, the challenges begin to pile up due to the mere form a document is
available in, as there is a widespread presence of analog materials such as scanned paper records. In
the analysis below, we aim to explore the field of DU from the perspective of the model’s development
and point out the most critical limiting factors for achieving satisfying results.

Impact of OCR quality. We present detailed results for Azure CV and Tesseract OCR engine in
Table 5. The differences in scores are huge for most of the datasets (up to 18.4% in DocVQA) with
a clean advantage for Azure CV. Consequently, we see that architectures evaluated with different
OCR engines are incomparable, e.g., the choice of an OCR engine may impact results more than the
choice of model architecture. Moreover, with the usage of our diagnostic datasets we can observe
that Tesseract struggle the most with Handwritten and Table/list categories in comparison to Plain
text category. It is worth noting that we see a bigger difference in the results between Azure CV and
Tesseract for Extractive category, which suggest that we should use better OCR engines especially
for that kind of problems.

Requirement of multi-modal comprehension. In addition to layout and textual semantics, part of
the covered problems demand a Computer Vision component, e.g., to detect a logo, analyze a figure,
recognize text style, determine whether the document was signed or the checkbox nearby was selected.
This has been confirmed by ablation studies performed by Powalski et al. [40] for the DocVQA and by
the fact that models with vision component achieve better performance on leaderboards for datasets
such as DocVQA and the InfographicsVQA datasets [40, 56, 23, 22]. Thus, Document Understanding
naturally incorporates challenges of both multi-modality and each modality individually (but not for
all tasks equally, see Figures 10–11 in the Appendix). Since none of our baselines contain a vision
component, we underperform on the category of problems requiring multi-modality, as is visible on
the diagnostic dataset we proposed. Nevertheless, better performance of the T5+2D model suggests
that part of the problems considered as visual, can be to some extent approximated by solely using
the words’ spatial relationships (e.g., text curved around a circle, located in the top-left corner of the
page presumably has the logo inside).

Single architecture for all datasets. It is common that token-level annotation is not available, and
one receives merely key-value or question-answer pairs assigned to the document. Even in problems
of extractive nature, token spans cannot be easily obtained, and consequently, the application of
state-of-the-art architectures from other tasks is not straightforward. In particular, authors attempting
Document Understanding problems in sequence labeling paradigms were forced to rely on faulty
handcrafted heuristics [40]. In the case of our baseline models, this problem is addressed straight-
forwardly by assuming a sequence-to-sequence paradigm that does not make use of token-level
annotation. This solution, however, comes with a trade-off of low performance on datasets requiring
comprehension of long documents, such as Kleister Charity (see Table 4).

Table 4: F1 score on the Kleister Charity challenge with various maximum input sequence lengths.

Dataset Maximum input sequence length
1024 2048 4096 6144 (max)

Kleister Charity 56.6 66 73.2 75.9
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Table 5: Scores for different OCR engines and datasets with T5+2D model performing on 1024
tokens.

OCR DocVQA IVQA Charity DeepForm Average Average scores for different diagnostic categories
Extractive Inferred Handwritten Table/list Plain text

Azure CV (v3.2) 71.8 40.0 57.7 74.8 61.1 51.3 33.0 31.3 46.0 65.3
Tesseract (v4.0) 55.7 28.3 55.7 66.8 51.6 43.1 29.5 12.5 27.2 61.1

Figure 3: Results for diagnostic subsets. See Appendix F for detailed description of these categories.

Diagnostic dataset. Our diagnostic datasets are an important part of the analysis of different
challenges in general (e.g., OCR quality or multi-modal comprehension, as we mentioned above) and
for debugging different types of architectural decisions (see Figure 3). For example, we can observe a
big advantage of unsupervised pretraining in the inferred, number, table/list categories, which shows
the importance of a good dataset for specific problems (dataset used for pretraining the original T5
model has a small number of documents containing tables). The most problematic categories for all
models were those related to complex logic operations: arithmetic, counting, comparison.

5 Conclusions

To efficiently pass information to the reader, writers often assume that structured forms such as tables,
graphs, or infographics are more accessible than sequential text due to human visual perception and
our ability to understand a text’s spatial surroundings. We investigate the problem of correctly mea-
suring the progress of models able to comprehend such complex documents and propose a benchmark
– a suite of tasks that balance factors such as quality of a document, importance of layout information,
type and source of documents, task goal, and the potential usability in modern applications.

We aim to track the future progress on them with the website prepared for transparent verification
and analysis of the results. The former is facilitated by the diagnostics subsets we derived to measure
vital features of the Document Understanding systems. Finally, we provide a set of solid baselines,
datasets in the unified format, and released source code to bootstrap the research on the topic.
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A Considered datasets

A.1 Desired characteristics

End-to-end nature. As the value and importance of Document Understanding result from its
application to process automation, a good benchmark should measure to which degree workers can be
supported in their tasks. Though Layout Analysis is oldest of the Document Understanding problems,
its output is often not an end in itself but rather a half-measure disconnected from the final information
the system is used for. We also remove all tasks which as an input takes collection of documents.

Quality. Availability of high-quality annotation was a condition sine qua non for a task to qualify.
To ensure the highest annotation quality, we excluded resources prepared using a distant annotation
procedure, e.g., classification tasks where entire sources were labeled instead of individual instances,
or templated question-answer pairs.

Difficulty. As it makes no sense to measure progress on solved problems, only tasks with a
substantial gap between human performance and state-of-the-art models were considered. In the case
of promising tasks lacking a human baseline, we provided our estimation. Moreover, we remove all
tasks were free text was dominated in documents (we don’t need to use layout or visual features).

Licensing. In publishing our benchmark, we are making efforts to ensure the highest standards for
the future of the machine learning community. Only tasks with a permissive license to use annotations
and data for further research can be considered.

At the same time, we recognized it is essential to approach the benchmark construction holistically, i.e.,
to carefully select tasks from diverse domains and types in the rare cases where datasets are abundant.

A.2 Datasets selection process

The review protocol consisted of a manual search in specific databases, repositories and distribution
services. The scientific resources included in the search were:

• https://paperswithcode.com/datasets/

• https://datasetsearch.research.google.com/

• https://data.mendeley.com/

• https://arxiv.org/search/

• https://github.com/

• https://allenai.org/data/

• https://www.semanticscholar.org/

• https://scholar.google.com/

• https://academic.microsoft.com/home

Results were reviewed by one of authors of the present paper and the resources related to classification,
KIE, QA, MRC, and NLI over complex documents, figures, and tables were identified as potentially
relevant (in accordance with inclusion criteria described in Section A.1).

The initial search assumed use of the following keywords: Question Answering, Visual Question
Answering, Document Question Answering, Document Classification, Document Dataset, Information
Extraction. Additionally, we used Machine Reading Comprehension, Question Answering, VQA in
combination with Document, and Visual, Document, Table, Figure, Plot, Chart, Hybrid in combination
with Question Answering or Information Extraction.

Table 6 presents list of relevant datasets and results of their assessment according to the criteria
of end-to-end nature, quality, difficulty, and licensing. Candidate tasks resulted from an extensive
review of both literature and data science challenges without accompanying publication and their
basic characteristics.
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Table 6: Comparison of selected and considered datasets with their base characteristic, including
information regarding whether an input is a collection of documents (Col.), entire document (Doc.)
or document excerpt (Exc.).

Dataset Type Size (thousands) Selection criteria Input Domain Comment
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n

D
ev
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st
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lit
y

D
iffi

cu
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L
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ng

Kleister Charity [45] KIE 1.73 .44 .61 + + + + Doc. Finances
PWC [26] KIE .2 .06 .12 + + + + Doc. Scientific
DeepForm [47] KIE .7 .1 .3 + + + + Doc. Finances
DocVQA [33] Visual QA 10.2 1.3 1.3 + + + + Doc. Business
InfographicsVQA [32] Visual QA 4.4 .5 .6 + + + + Doc. Open
TabFact [7] Table NLI 13.2 1.7 1.7 + + + + Exc. Open
WTQ [39] Table QA 1.4 .3 .4 + + + + Exc. Open

Kleister NDA [45] KIE .25 .08 .2 + + � + Doc. Legal Dominated by extraction from free text
SROIE [20] KIE .63 - .35 + + � + Doc. Finances No room for improvement
CORD [38] KIE .8 .1 .1 + + � + Doc. Finances No room for improvement
Wildreceipt [46] KIE 1.27 - .47 + + � + Doc. Finances No room for improvement
WebSRC [5] KIE 4.55 .9 1.0 + � + + Doc. Open Templated input data
FUNSD [24] KIE .15 - .05 + � + + Doc. Finances Known disadvantages [51]
DocVQA [32] Visual QA 4.4 .5 .6 � + + + Col. Open Document Collection Question Answering
TextbookQA [28] Visual QA .67 .2 .21 + � + + Doc. Educational Source files are not available
MultiModalQA [48] Visual QA 23.82 2.44 3.66 + � + + Doc. Open Automatically generated questions
VisualMRC [49] Visual MRC 7 1 2 + + � + Doc. Open Human performance reached
RVL-CDIP [17] Classification 320 40 40 + + � + Doc. Finances No room for improvement
DocFigure [25] Classification 19.8 - 13.1 + + � + Doc. Scientific No room for improvement
EURLEX57K [3] Classification 45 6 6 + + � + Doc. Legal Dominated by extraction from free text
MELINDA [54] Classification 4.34 .45 .58 + � + + Doc. Scientific Semi-supervised annotation
S2-VL [44] DLA 1.3 - - � + + + Doc. Scientific Cross-validation for training and testing
DocBank [30] DLA 398 50 50 � � + + Doc. Scientific Automatic annotation
Publaynet [61] DLA 340.4 11.9 12 � � + + Doc. Scientific Automatic annotation
FinTabNet [60] DLA 61.8 7.19 7.01 � + + + Doc. Finances Different styles in comparison to sci./gov. docs
PlotQA [34] Figure QA 157 33.7 33.7 + � + + Exc. Open Synthetic
Leaf-QA [4] Figure QA 200 40 8.15 + � + + Exc. Open Templated questions
TAT-QA [62] Table QA 2.2 .28 .28 + � + + Exc. Finances Source files are not available
WikiOPS [9] Table QA 17.28 2.47 4.67 + + � + Exc. Open No room for improvement
FeTaQA [35] Table QA 7.33 1.0 2.0 + � + + Exc. Open Answers as a free-form text
HybridQA [8] Table QA 62.68 3.47 3.46 � + + + Col. Open Multihop Question Answering
OTT-QA [6] Table QA 41.46 2.24 2.16 � + + + Col. Open Multihop Question Answering
INFOTABS [14] Table NLI 1.74 .2 .6 + + + + Col. Open TabFact is very similar

B Minor dataset modifications

Deduplication. Through the systematic analysis and validation of the chosen datasets, we noticed
one of the commonly appearing defects is the presence of duplicated annotations. We decided to
remove these duplicates from InfographicsVQA (14 annotations from train, two from the dev set),
DocVQA (four from train and test sets each), TabFact (309 from train, 53 from dev, and 52 the test
set), and WikiTableQuestions (one annotation from each train and test sets).

C Tasks processing and reformulation

Since part of the datasets were reformulated or modified to improve the benchmark quality or align
the task with the Document Understanding paradigm, we describe the introduced changes in detail
below.

WikiTableQuestionsF. We prepare input documents by rendering table-related HTML distributed
by authors in wkhtmltopdf and crop the resulting files with pdfcrop. As these code excerpts do not
contain head tag with JavaScript and stylesheet references, we use the header from the present version
of the Wikipedia website.

Approximately 10% of tables contained at least one img tag with a source that is no longer reachable.
It results in a question mark icon displayed instead of the image and does not impact the evaluation
procedure since the questions here do not require image comprehension.

The original WTQ dataset consists of training, pristine-seen-tables, and pristine-unseen-tables
subsets. We treat pristine-unseen-tables as a test set and create new training and development sets
by rearranging data from training and pristine-seen-tables. The latter operation is dictated by the
leakage of documents in the original formulation, i.e., we consider it undesirable for a document to
appear in different splits, even if the question differs. The resulting dataset consists of approximately
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Year Venue Winners Runner-up 3rd	place

2005 	Pardubice 	Poland	(41	pts) 	Sweden	(35	pts) 	Denmark	(24	pts)

2006 	Rybnik 	Poland	(41	pts) 	Sweden	(27	pts) 	Denmark	(26	pts)

2007 	Abensberg 	Poland	(40	pts) 	Great	Britain	(36	pts) 	Czech	Republic	(30	pts)

2008 	Holsted 	Poland	(40	pts) 	Denmark	(39	pts) 	Sweden	(38	pts)

2009 	Gorzów	Wlkp. 	Poland	(57	pts) 	Denmark	(45	pts) 	Sweden	(32	pts)

2010 	Rye	House 	Denmark	(51	pts) 	Sweden	(37	pts) 	Poland	(35	pts)

2011 	Balakovo 	Russia	(61	pts) 	Denmark	(31	pts) 	Ukraine	(29+3	pts)

2012 	Gniezno 	Poland	(61	pts) 	Australia	(44	pts) 	Sweden	(26	pts)

Year Venue Winners Runner-up 3rd	place

Figure 4: Document in WikiTableQuestions reformulated as Document Understanding.
(Question) After their first place win in 2009, how did Poland place the next year at the speedway junior world
championship? (Answer) 3rd place

2100 documents divided in the proportion of 65%, 15%, 20% into training, development, and test
sets.

We rely on the original WTQ metric which is a form of Accuracy with normalization (see Pasu-
pat et al. [39] and accompanying implementation).

TabFactF. As the authors of TabFact distribute only CSV files, we resorted to HTML from the
WikiTables dump their CSV were presumably generated from.6 As Chen et al. [7] dropped some of
the columns present in used WikiTable tables, we remove them too, to ensure compatibility with the
original TabFact. Rendered files are used analogously to the case of WTQ.

Superleague	(Final	League)	Table	(Places	1-6)

	 Nation

v	t	e
Games

Points
Table	points

Played Won Drawn Lost For Against Difference

1 VVA-Podmoskovye	Monino 10 9 0 1 374 119 +255 37

2 Krasny	Yar	Krasnoyarsk 10 6 0 4 198 255 -57 28

3 Slava	Moscow 10 5 1 4 211 226 -15 26

4 Yenisey-STM	Krasnoyarsk 10 5 0 5 257 158 +99 25

5 RC	Novokuznetsk 10 4 1 5 168 194 -26 23

6 Imperia-Dynamo	Penza 10 0 0 10 138 395 -257 10

Figure 5: Document in TabFact reformulated as Document Understanding.
(Claim) To calculate table point, a win be worth 3, a tie be worth 1 and a loss be worth 0

Results differ from TabFact in several aspects, i.e., text in our variant is not normalized, it includes
the original formatting, and the tables are more complex due to restoring the original cell merges.
All mentioned differences are desired, as we intended to consider raw, unprocessed files without any
heuristics or normalization applied.

Another difference we noticed is that tables in the original TabFact are sometimes one row shorter,
i.e., they do not contain the last row present in the WikiTable dump. As it should not impact expected
answers, we decided to maintain the fidelity to Wikipedia and use the complete table.

We use the original splits into training, development, and test sets and the original Accuracy metric.

DeepFormF. The original DeepForm dataset consists of 2012, 2014, and 2020 subsets differing
in terms of annotation quality and documents’ diversity. We decided to use only the 2020 subset
as for 2014, and 2020 annotations were prepared either automatically or by volunteers, leading to
questionable quality. The selected subset was randomly divided into training, development and test
set.

We noticed several inconsistencies during the initial analysis that lead us to the manual correction
of autodetected: (1) invalid date format; (2) flight start dates earlier than flight end; (3) documents
lacking one or more data points.

In addition to the improved 2020 subset, we manually annotated one hundred 2012 documents, as
they can pose different challenges (contain different document templates, handwriting, have lower

6http://websail-fe.cs.northwestern.edu/TabEL/tables.json.gz
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Rep: TELEREP, INC. REP BUYLINES Page: 1
Run On: May8/20 at 20:05 Requested by: JPRATA

E-Order#: 2416181 (Rev 0) Agy#30066235 Hdln#: 9824756 (Mod 2.0) Traffic#: 4359075
Station: KTVL-TV MEDFORD-KLAMATH FALL Dates: May12/20 - May19/20 Salesperson: JACQUELINE PINOU
Agency: SMART MEDIA GROUP Prod1: CRUMPACKER FOR CONGR Est#: 512ADD

Advertiser: POLI/J CRUMPACKER/R/CON/OR Prod2: Demo: RA35+
Buyer: ANNE BRAUNSCHEIDEL Tel #:

Mod
Code

Buy
Line Day/Time Length Rate

Starting
Date

Ending
Date

#
of

Wks
Spt/

Week
Total

Spots
Total

Dollars Program Name
Rating
RA35+

Imprsn
A35+

Rep:
RA35+

Last
Activity Last Mod/Rev

##CASH ##SMRT
1 Tue/5-6A 30S $10 May12/20 May12/20 1 1 1 $10 NEWS10 GOOD 0.9 2.1 0.9 May04/20 Rev #0: A

MORN -5A
Contract Comment: NEWS10 GOOD MORN -5A

2 Wed/5-6A 30S $10 May13/20 May13/20 1 1 1 $10 NEWS10 GOOD 0.9 2.1 0.9 May04/20 Rev #0: A
MORN -5A

Contract Comment: NEWS10 GOOD MORN -5A
3 Thu/5-6A 30S $10 May14/20 May14/20 1 1 1 $10 NEWS10 GOOD 0.9 2.1 0.9 May04/20 Rev #0: A

MORN -5A
Contract Comment: NEWS10 GOOD MORN -5A

4 Mon/5-6A 30S $10 May18/20 May18/20 1 1 1 $10 NEWS10 GOOD 0.9 2.1 0.9 May04/20 Rev #0: A
MORN -5A

Contract Comment: NEWS10 GOOD MORN -5A
5 Wed/6-7A 30S $15 May13/20 May13/20 1 1 1 $15 NEWS10 GOOD 2.2 5.3 2.2 May04/20 Rev #0: A

MORN -6A
Contract Comment: NEWS10 GOOD MORN -6A

6 Thu/6-7A 30S $15 May14/20 May14/20 1 1 1 $15 NEWS10 GOOD 2.2 5.3 2.2 May04/20 Rev #0: A
MORN -6A

Contract Comment: NEWS10 GOOD MORN -6A
7 Fri/6-7A 30S $15 May15/20 May15/20 1 1 1 $15 NEWS10 GOOD 2.2 5.3 2.2 May04/20 Rev #0: A

MORN -6A
Contract Comment: NEWS10 GOOD MORN -6A

8 Mon/6-7A 30S $15 May18/20 May18/20 1 1 1 $15 NEWS10 GOOD 2.2 5.3 2.2 May04/20 Rev #0: A
MORN -6A

Contract Comment: NEWS10 GOOD MORN -6A
9 Tue/7-9A 30S $20 May12/20 May12/20 1 1 1 $20 CBS THIS MORNING 3.0 7.3 3.0 May04/20 Rev #0: A

Contract Comment: CBS THIS MORNING
10 Thu/7-9A 30S $20 May14/20 May14/20 1 1 1 $20 CBS THIS MORNING 3.0 7.3 3.0 May04/20 Rev #0: A

Contract Comment: CBS THIS MORNING
11 Mon/7-9A 30S $20 May18/20 May18/20 1 1 1 $20 CBS THIS MORNING 3.0 7.3 3.0 May04/20 Rev #0: A

Contract Comment: CBS THIS MORNING
12 Tue/9-10A 30S $10 May12/20 May12/20 1 1 1 $10 FAMILY FEUD/ 2.0 4.8 2.0 May04/20 Rev #2: NZ

AMERICA SAYS
Contract Comment: FAMILY FEUD/ AMERICA SAYS

13 Thu/9-10A 30S $10 May14/20 May14/20 1 1 1 $10 FAMILY FEUD/ 2.0 4.8 2.0 May04/20 Rev #2: NZ
AMERICA SAYS

Contract Comment: FAMILY FEUD/ AMERICA SAYS
14 Fri/9-10A 30S $10 May15/20 May15/20 1 1 1 $10 FAMILY FEUD/ 2.0 4.8 2.0 May04/20 Rev #2: NZ

AMERICA SAYS

Figure 6: Single page from document in DeepForm.

image quality). They were used to extend development and test set. The final dataset consists of
700 training, 100 development, and 300 test set documents. We rely on the standard F1 score for the
purposes of DeepForm evaluation.

PWCF. The authors of AxCell relied on PWC Leaderboards and LinkedResults datasets [26].
The original formulation assumes extraction of (task, dataset, metric, model, score) tuples from
a provided table. In contrast, we reformulate the task as Document Understanding and provide a
complete paper as input instead. These are obtained using arXiv identifiers available in the PWC
metadata. Consequently, the resulting task is an end-to-end Key Information Extraction from real-
world scientific documents.

Whereas LinkedResults was annotated consistently, the PWC is of questionable quality as it was
obtained from leaderboards filled by Papers with Code visitors without a clear guideline or annotation
rules. The difference between the two is substantial, i.e., the agreement in terms of F1 score between
publications present in both PWC and LinkedResults is lower than 0.35. We attribute this mainly to
flaws in the PWC dataset, such as missing records, inconsistent normalization and the difficulty of
the task itself.

Consequently, we decided to perform its manual re-annotation assuming that: (1) The best result for
a proposed model variant on the single dataset has to be annotated, e.g., if two models with different
parameter sizes were present in the table, we report only the best one. (2) Single number is preferred
(we take the average over multiple split or parts of the dataset if possible). (3) When results from
the test set are available, we prefer them and don’t report results from the validation set. (4) We add
multiple value variants when possible. (5) We include information on used validation/dev/test split in
the dataset description wherever applicable. (6) We don’t report results on the train set. (7) We don’t
annotate results not appearing in the table. (8) We filter out publications that are hard to annotate
even for a human.

Interestingly, human scores on PWC are relatively low in terms of ANLS value. This can be attributed
to unrestricted nature of particular properties, e.g., accuracy and average accuracy are equally valid
metric values. Similarly, Action Recognition, Action Classification, and Action Recognition are
equally valid task names. We mitigated this problem by using ANLS-like comparison used in the F1
metric and providing multiple acceptable value variants, i.e., it is enough to provide half of the string
representing one of the valid answers.7

Nevertheless, it is impossible to provide all answer variants during the preparation of the gold standard.
We decided to keep the dataset in the benchmark as it is extremely demanding, and there is still a
large gap between humans’ and models’ performance (See Table 3).

7Please refer to the metric implementation in the Github repository for a detailed description.
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As the expected answer in PWC consists of a list of groups (property tuples that represent a complete
record of the method, dataset, and results), the F1 metric here has to take into account the miss-
placement of properties in another group. We assume the value is incorrect if placed in the wrong
group (see reference implementation in supplementary materials).

Figure 5: Qualitative comparison of different methods in a2g direction on the CVUSA dataset.
Table 2: Quantitative evaluation of the CVUSA dataset in a2g direction. For all metrics except KL score, higher is better. (�)
Inception Score for real (ground truth) data is 4.8741, 3.2959 and 4.9943 for all, top-1 and top-5 setups, respectively.

Method Accuracy (%) Inception Score⇤ SSIM PSNR SD KL
Top-1 Top-5 All Top-1 Top-5

Zhai et al. [52] 13.97 14.03 42.09 52.29 1.8434 1.5171 1.8666 0.4147 17.4886 16.6184 27.43 ± 1.63
Pix2pix [21] 7.33 9.25 25.81 32.67 3.2771 2.2219 3.4312 0.3923 17.6578 18.5239 59.81 ± 2.12
X-SO [37] 0.29 0.21 6.14 9.08 1.7575 1.4145 1.7791 0.3451 17.6201 16.9919 414.25 ± 2.37
X-Fork [36] 20.58 31.24 50.51 63.66 3.4432 2.5447 3.5567 0.4356 19.0509 18.6706 11.71 ± 1.55
X-Seq [36] 15.98 24.14 42.91 54.41 3.8151 2.6738 4.0077 0.4231 18.8067 18.4378 15.52 ± 1.73
Pix2pix++ [21] 26.45 41.87 57.26 72.87 3.2592 2.4175 3.5078 0.4617 21.5739 18.9044 9.47 ± 1.69
X-Fork++ [36] 31.03 49.65 64.47 81.16 3.3758 2.5375 3.5711 0.4769 21.6504 18.9856 7.18 ± 1.56
X-Seq++ [36] 34.69 54.61 67.12 83.46 3.3919 2.5474 3.4858 0.4740 21.6733 18.9907 5.19 ± 1.31
SelectionGAN [43] 41.52 65.51 74.32 89.66 3.8074 2.7181 3.9197 0.5323 23.1466 19.6100 2.96 ± 0.97
LGGAN (Ours) 44.75 70.68 78.76 93.40 3.9180 2.8383 3.9878 0.5238 22.5766 19.7440 2.55 ± 0.95

we refer to it as the semantic-guided discriminator Ds, as
shown in Fig. 2. It employs the input semantic map Sg and
the generated image IC

g (or the real image Ig) as input:

LCGAN(G, Ds) =ESg,Ig
[log Ds(Sg, Ig)] +

ESg,IC
g

�
log(1 � Ds(Sg, I

C
g ))

�
,

(8)

which aims to preserve scene layout and capture the local-
aware information.

For the cross-view image translation task, we also pro-
pose another image-guided discriminator Di, which takes
the conditional image Ia and the final generated image IC

g

(or the ground-truth image Ig) as input:

LCGAN(G, Di) =EIa,Ig
[log Di(Ia, Ig)] +

EIa,IC
g

�
log(1 � Di(Ia, IC

g ))
�
.

(9)

In this case, the total loss of our Dual-Discriminator D is
LCGAN=LCGAN(G, Di)+LCGAN(G, Ds).

4. Experiments

The proposed LGGAN can be applied to different gen-
erative tasks such as the cross-view image translation [43]
and the semantic image synthesis [32]. In this section we
present experimental results and analysis on both tasks.

4.1. Results on Cross-View Image Translation

Datasets. We follow [43, 36] and perform the cross-
view image translation experiments on the Dayton [46] and
CVUSA datasets [49]. The Dayton dataset contains 76,048
images with a train/test split of 55,000/21,048 pairs. The
CVUSA dataset consists of 35,532/8,884 image pairs in
train/test split.
Evaluation Metric. Similarly to [36, 37, 43], we em-
ploy Inception Score (IS), Accuracy (Acc.), KL Divergence
Score (KL) to evaluate the proposed model. These three
metrics evaluate the distance between two different distri-
butions from a high-level feature space. We also employ
pixel-level similarity metrics to evaluate our method, i.e.,
Structural-Similarity (SSIM), Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR) and Sharpness Difference (SD).
State-of-the-Art Comparisons. We compare our LGGAN
with several recently proposed state-of-the-art methods, i.e.,
Zhai et al. [52], Pix2pix [21], X-SO [37], X-Fork [36] and
X-Seq [36]. The comparison results are shown in Tables 1
and 2. We can observe that LGGAN consistently outper-
forms the competing methods on all metrics.

To study the effectiveness of LGGAN, we conduct ex-
periments with the methods using semantic maps and RGB
images as input, including Pix2pix++ [21], X-Fork++ [36],
X-Seq++ [36] and SelectionGAN [43]. We implement
Pix2pix++, X-Fork++ and X-Seq++ using their public
source code. Results are shown in Tables 1 and 2. We ob-

Figure 7: Single page from document in PWC.

D Dataset statistics

Chosen datasets represent the plethora of domains, lengths, and document types. This appendix
covers the critical aspects of particular tasks at the population level.

Though part of the datasets is limited to one-pagers, the remaining documents range from a few to
few hundred pages (Figure 8). At the same time, there is a great variety in how much text is present
on a single page – we have both densely packed scientific documents and concise document excerpts
or infographics. This diversity allows us to measure the ability to comprehend documents depending
on their length.

E Details of human performance estimation

Estimation of human performance for PWC, WikiTableQuestions, DeepForm was performed in-
house by professional annotators who are full-time employees of Applica.ai. Before approaching the
process, each of them has to participate in the task-specific training described below.

Number of annotated samples depended on task difficulty and the variance of the resulting scores. We
relied on 50 fully annotated papers for the PWC dataset (approx. 150 tuples with five values each),
109 DeepForm documents (532 values), and 300 questions asked to different WikiTableQuestion
tables.
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Figure 8: Number of words, pages, and words per page in particular datasets (log scale). Part of the
datasets consist only of one-pagers.
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Figure 9: An example of an interface for annotating diagnostic subsets based on document from
DeepForm dataset.

Each dataset was approached with two annotators in the LabelStudio tool. Human performance is the
average of their scores when validated against the gold standard.

Training. Each person participating in the annotation process completed the training consisting of
four stages: (1) Annotation of five random documents from the task-specific development set. (2)
Comparative analysis of differences between their annotations and the gold standard. (3) Annotation
of ten random documents from the task-specific development set and subsequent comparative analysis.
(4) Discussion between annotators aimed at agreeing on the shared, coherent annotation rules.

F Annotation of diagnostic subsets

In order to analyze the prepared benchmark and the results of individual models, diagnostic sets were
prepared. These diagnostic sets are subsets of examples selected from the testset for all datasets.

When building a taxonomy for diagnostic sets, we adopted two basic assumptions: (1) It must be
consistent across all selected tasks so that at least two tasks can be noted with a given category (2)
It should include as many aspects as possible that are relevant from the perspective of document
understanding problem.

Initially, we adopted the taxonomies proposed in DocVQA, Infographics, and TabFact as potential
categories [33, 32, 7]. In the next step, we adjusted our taxonomy to all datasets following the
previously adopted assumptions, distinguishing seven main categories with 25 subcategories (for a
more detailed description of the category (see the section F.1). Then, for each dataset, we prepared
an annotation task in the LabelStudio tool 8 (see example 9) along with an annotation instruction.
Finally, to determine Human performance, the annotation was carried out by a team of specialists
from Applica.ai, where the selected example was noted only by one person.

F.1 Taxonomy description

The taxonomy is based on multiple aspects of documents, inputs, and answers and was designed to
be sufficiently generic for future adaptation to other tasks. Here, in each category, we describe the
predicates that annotators followed when classified an example into specific subcategories.

8https://labelstud.io/
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Answer source. This category is based on the relation between answer and text in the document.

• Extractive – after lowercasing and white-characters removing, the answer can be exact-matched
in the document.

• Inferred – other non-extractive cases.

Output format This category is based on the shape of an output.

• Single value – the answer consists of only one item.
• List – multiple outputs are to be provided.

Output type. This category is based on the semantic of an output.

• Organization – the answer is a name of an organization or institution.
• Location – the answer is a geographic location globally (e.g., a country, continent, city) or locally

(building or street, among others).
• Person – the answer is a personal identifier(name, surname, pseudonym) or its composition. It

can have a title prefix or suffix (e.g., Mrs., Mr., Ph.D.) or have a shortened or informal version.
• Number – numerical values given with the unit or percent. Values written in the free text do not

comply with this class’s definition.
• Date/Time/Duration – the answer represents the date, time, or the difference between two dates

or times.
• Yes/No – the answer is a textual output of binary classification, such as Yes/No pairs, and

Positive/Negative, 0/1 among others.

Evidence. This category is based on the source of information that allows the correct answer to be
generated. When there are multiple justifications based on different pieces of evidence (for example,
the address is in a table and block text), it is required to select all the pieces of evidence.

• Table or List – a table is a fragment of the document organized into columns and rows. The
distinguishing feature of the table is consistency within rows and columns (usually the same data
type). Moreover, it may have a header. In that sense, the form is not a table (or at least it does not
have to be). A list is a table degenerated into one column or row containing a header.

• Plain text – the answer is based on plain text if there is an immediate need to understand a longer
fragment of the text while answering.

• Graphic element – the answer is based on graphic evidence when understanding graphically
rich, non-text fragments of documents (e.g., graphics, photos, logos (non-text)) are necessary for
generating a correct answer.

• Layout – it is evidence when comprehending the placement of text on the page (e.g., titles,
headers, footers, forms) is needed to generate the correct answer. This type does not include
tables.

• Handwritten – when the text written by hand is crucial for an answer.

Operation. This category is based on the type of operations that are to be performed on the
document before reaching to the correct answer.

• Counting – when there is a need to count the occurrences or determine the position on the list.
• Arithmetic – when there is an arithmetic operation applied before answering, or a sequence of

arithmetic operations (e.g., averaging).
• Comparison – a comparison in the sense of lesser/greater. Other procedures that a comparison

operation can express (e.g., approximation) may be chosen. Here, the operation "is equal" is not a
comparison since it is sufficient to match sequences without a semantic understanding.

• Normalization – when we are to return something in the document but in a different form. It may
only apply to the output; we do not acknowledge this operation when it is required to normalize a
question fragment to match it in the document.
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Answer number. This category is based on the number of occurrences of an answer in the docu-
ment.

• 1 – when there is one path of logical reasoning to find the correct answer in the document. We
treat it as one justification for two different reasoning paths based on the same data from the
document.

• > 1 – the other cases.

G Unified format

We propose a unified format for storing information in the Document Understanding domain and
deliver converted datasets as part of the released benchmark. It assumes three interconnected levels:
dataset, document-annotation and document-content. Please refer to the repository for examples and
formal specifications of the schemes.

Dataset. The dataset level is intended for storing the general metadata, e.g., name, version, license,
and source. Here, the JSON-LD format based on the well-known schema.org web standard is used.9

Document. The documents annotation level is intended to store annotations available for individual
documents within datasets and related metadata (e.g., external identifiers). Our format, valid for all
the Document Understanding tasks, is specified using the JSON-Schema standard. This ensures that
every record is well-documented and makes automatic validation possible. Additionally, to make the
processing of large datasets efficient, we provide JSON Lines file for each split, thus it is possible to
read one record at a time.

Content. As part of the original annotation or additional data we provide is related to document
content (e.g., the output of a particular OCR engine), we introduce the document’s content level.
Similarly to the document level, we propose an adequate JSON Schema and provide the JSON
Lines files in addition. PDF files with the source document accompany dataset -, document-, and
content-level annotations. If the source PDF was not available, a lossless conversion was performed.

H Evaluation protocol

Evaluation protocol. All the benchmark submissions are expected to conform to the following
rules to guarantee fair comparison, reproducibility, and transparency:

• All results should be automatically obtainable starting from either raw PDF documents or the JSON
files we provide. In particular, it is not permitted to rely on the potentially available source file that
our PDFs were generated from or in-house manual annotation.

• Despite the fact that we provide an output of various OCR mechanisms wherever applicable, it is
allowed to use software from outside the list. In such cases, participants are highly encouraged to
donate OCR results to the community, and we declare to host them along with other variants. It is
expected to provide detailed information on used software and its version.

• Any dataset can be used for unsupervised pretraining. The use of supervised pretraining is limited
to datasets where there is no risk of information leakage, e.g., one cannot train models on datasets
constructed from Wikipedia tables unless it is guaranteed that the same data does not appear in
WikiTableQuestions and TabFact.

• It is encouraged to use datasets already publicly available or to release data used for pretraining.
• Training performed on a development set is not allowed. We assume participants select the model

to submit using training loss or validation score. We do not release test sets and keep them secret
by introducing a daily limit of evaluations performed on the benchmark’s website.

• Although we allow submissions limited to one category, e.g., QA or KIE, complete evaluations of
models that are able to comprehend all the tasks with one architecture are highly encouraged.

• Since different random initialization or data order can result in considerably higher scores, we
require the bulk submission of at least three results with different random seeds.

9See https://json-ld.org/ for information on the JSON-LD standard, and https://developers.g
oogle.com/search/docs/data-types/dataset for the description of adapted schema.
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DocVQA

InfographicsVQA

Kleister Charity

PWC

Figure 10: Number of annotated instances in each diagnostic subset category. DocVQA, Infograph-
icsVQA, Kleister Charity, and PWC considered separately.
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DeepForm

WikiTableQuestions

TabFact

Figure 11: Number of annotated instances in each diagnostic subset category. DeepForm, WikiTable-
Questions, and TabFact considered separatly.

• Every submission is required to have an accompanying description. It is recommended to include
the link to the source code.

I Experiments — training details

The experiments were carried out in an environment with NVIDIA A100-40G cards, PyTorch version
1.8.1, and the transformers library in version 4.2.2.

The parameters were selected through empirical experiments with T5-Base model on DocVQA and
InfographicsVQA collections. The T5-Large model was used as the basis for finetuning.

The training lasted up to 30 epochs at batch 64 in training, the default optimizer AdamW (lr =
2e-4), and warmup set to 100 updates. Validation was performed five times per epoch, and when no
improvement was seen for 20 validation steps (4 epochs), the training was stopped. The length of the
input documents has been truncated to 6144 tokens for all datasets (only Kleister Charity and PWC
benefited from that change, for the rest of them 1024 tokens is sufficient)10 and the responses to 256
tokens. Dropout was set to 0.15, gradient clipping to 1.0, and weight decay to 1e-5.

10The hard limit of 6k tokens results from the memory limitation of the used GPU.
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Abstract. This paper presents the results of the ICDAR 2023 competition on
Document UnderstanDing of Everything. DUDE introduces a new dataset com-
prising 5K visually-rich documents (VRDs) with 40K questions with novelties
related to types of questions, answers, and document layouts based on multi-
industry, multi-domain, and multi-page VRDs of various origins and dates.
The competition was structured as a single task with a multi-phased evaluation
protocol that assesses the few-shot capabilities of models by testing generaliza-
tion to previously unseen questions and domains, a condition essential to business
use cases prevailing in the field. A new and independent diagnostic test set is ad-
ditionally constructed for fine-grained performance analysis. A thorough analysis
of results from different participant methods is presented. Under the newly stud-
ied settings, current state-of-the-art models show a significant performance gap,
even when improving visual evidence and handling multi-page documents. We
conclude that the DUDE dataset proposed in this competition will be an essential,
long-standing benchmark to further explore for achieving improved generaliza-
tion and adaptation under low-resource fine-tuning, as desired in the real world.

1 Introduction

Document UnderstanDing of Everything (DUDE) is a concept rooted in both machine
learning and philosophy, seeking to expand the boundaries of document AI systems by
creating highly challenging datasets that encompass a diverse range of topics, disci-
plines, and complexities. Inspired by the philosophical ‘Theory of Everything’, which
aims to provide a comprehensive explanation of the nature of reality, DUDE endeavors
to stimulate the development of AI models that can effectively comprehend, analyze,
and respond to any question on any complex document.

Incorporating philosophical perspectives into DUDE enriches the approach by en-
gaging with fundamental questions about knowledge, understanding, and the nature of
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documents. By addressing these dimensions, researchers can develop AI systems that
not only exhibit advanced problem-solving skills but also demonstrate a deeper under-
standing of the context, nuances, and implications of the information they process.

Over the past few years, the field of Document Analysis and Recognition (DAR) has
embraced multi-modality with contributions from both Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and Computer Vision (CV). This has given rise to Document Understanding
(DU) as the all-encompassing solution [1,24,10] for handling Visually Rich Documents
(VRDs), where layout and visual information is decisive in understanding a document.

This umbrella term subsumes multiple subtasks ranging from key-value information
extraction (KIE) [12,29], document layout analysis (DLA) [36], visual question answer-
ing (VQA) [33,21], table recognition [13,25], and so on. For each of these subtasks, in-
fluential challenges have been proposed, e.g., the ICDAR 2019 Scene Text VQA [2,3]
and ICDAR 2021 Document VQA (DocVQA) [22,33] challenges, which in turn have
generated novel ideas that have impacted the new wave of architectures that are cur-
rently transforming the DAR field.

Nevertheless, we argue that the DAR community must encompass the future chal-
lenges (multi-domain, multi-task, multi-page, low-resource settings) that naturally jux-
tapose the previous competitions with pragmatic feedback attained via its business-
driven applications.

Challenge objectives. We aim to support the emergence of models with strong multi-
domain layout reasoning abilities by adopting a diversified setting where multiple doc-
ument types with different properties are present (Figure 2). Moreover, a low-resource
setting (number of samples) is assumed for every domain provided, which formulated
as a DocVQA competition allows us to measure progress with regard to the desired
generalization (Section 2). Additionally, we strive for the development of confidence
estimation methods that can not only improve predictive performance but also adjust
the calibration of model outputs, leading to more practical and reliable DU solutions.
We believe that DUDE’s emphasis on task adaptation and the capability of handling
a wide range of document types, layouts, and complexities will encourage researchers
to push the boundaries of current DU techniques, fostering innovation in areas such as
multi-modal learning, transfer learning, and zero-shot generalization.

Challenge contributions. DUDE answers the call for measuring improvements closer
to the real-world applicability of DU models. By design of the dataset and competition,
participants were forced to make novel contributions in order to make a significant im-
pact on the DU task. Competitors showcased intriguing model extensions, such as com-
bining models that learn strong document representations with the strengths of recent
large language or vision-language models (ChatGPT [4] and BLIP2 [17,18]) to better
understand questions and extract information from a document context more effectively.
HiVT5 + modules extended Hi-VT5 [32] with token/object embeddings for various DU
subtasks, while MMT5 employed a two-stage pre-training process and multiple objec-
tives to enhance performance. These innovative extensions highlight the ingenuity in
addressing the complex challenges of document understanding.
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2 Motivation and Scope

We posit that progress in DU is determined not only by the improvements in each of
its related predecessor fields (CV, NLP) but even more by the factors connecting to
document intelligence, as explicitly understood in business settings. To improve the
real-world applicability of DU models, one must consider (i) the availability and variety
of types of documents in a dataset, as well as (ii) the problem-framing methods.

Currently, publicly available datasets avoid multi-page documents, are not con-
cerned with multi-task settings, nor provide multi-domain documents of sufficiently
different types. These limitations hinder real-world DU systems, given the ever-increa-
sing number of document types occurring in various business scenarios. This problem
is often bypassed by building systems based on private datasets, which leads to a situ-
ation where datasets cannot be shared, documents of interest are not covered in bench-
marks, and published methods cannot be compared objectively. DUDE counters these
limitations by explicitly incorporating a large variety of multi-page documents and doc-
ument types (see e.g., Figure 2). Furthermore, the adaptability of DU to the real world
is slowed down by a low-resource setting, since only a limited number of training ex-
amples can be provided, involving unpleasant manual labor, and subsequently costly
model development. Anytime a new dataset is produced in the scientific or commercial
context, a new model must be specifically designed and trained on it to achieve satis-
factory performance. At the same time, transfer learning is the most promising solution
for rapid model improvements, while zero- and few-shot performance still needs to be
addressed in evaluation benchmarks.

Bearing in mind the characteristics outlined above, we formulated the DUDE dataset
as an instance of DocVQA to evaluate how well current solutions can simultaneously
handle the complexity and variety of real-world documents and all subtasks that can
be expected. Optimally, a DU model should understand layout in a way that allows for
zero-shot performance through attaining "desired generalization", i.e., generalization to
any documents (e.g., drawn from previously unseen distributions of layouts, domains,
and types) and any questions (e.g., regarding document elements, their properties, and
compositions). Therefore, we incorporated these criteria while designing our dataset,
which may stand as a common starting point and a cooperative path toward progress in
this emerging area.

Desired Generalization. The challenge presented by DUDE is an instance of a Multi-
Domain Long-Tailed Recognition (MDLT) problem [34].

Definition 1 (Multi-Domain Long-Tailed Recognition). MDLT focuses on learning
from multi-domain imbalanced data whilst addressing label imbalance, divergent la-
bel distributions across domains, and potential train-test domain shift. This framework
naturally motivates targeting estimators that generalize to all domain-label pairs.

A domain D = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 is composed of data sampled from a distribution
PXY , where X denotes an input space (documents) and Y the output space (QA pairs).
Each x ∈ X represents a document, forming a tuple of (v, l, t), expressing a complex
composition of visual, layout and textual elements. For simplicity, consider that each
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Fig. 1: Illustration of MDLT as applicable to the DUDE problem setting. The y-axis
aggregates skills related to specific KIE or reasoning tasks over document elements
(checkbox, signature, logo, footnote, ...). The x-axis denotes the obtained samples (QA
pairs) per task. Each domain has a different label distribution P (Y ), typically relating to
within-domain document properties P (X).This training data exhibits label distribution
shifts across domains, often requiring zero-shot generalization (marked red).

‘label’ y ∈ Y represents a question-answer pair, relating to implicit tasks to be com-
pleted (such as date KIE in What is the document date? ). Due to the potentially compo-
sitional nature of QA, the label distribution is evidently long-tailed. During training, we
are given MM domains (document types) on which we expect a solution to generalize
(Figure 1), both within (different number of samples for each unique task) and across
domains (even without examples of a task in a given domain).

What sets apart domains is any difference in their joint distributions P j
XY ̸= P k

XY .
For example, an invoice is less similar (in terms of language use, visual appearance,
and layout) to a contract than to a receipt or credit note. Yet, a credit note naturally
contains a stamp stating information such as “invoice paid”, whereas receipts rarely
contain stamps. This might require a system to transfer ‘stamp detection’ learned within
another domain, say on notary deeds.

Notably, it will be ‘organic’ to obtain more examples of certain questions (tasks) in a
given domain. This should also encourage models to learn a certain skill in the domains
where they have more training examples. Put plainly, it is better to learn checkbox de-
tection on contracts than on invoices, which rarely contain any. This MDLT framework
allows us to create a lasting, challenging benchmark that can be easily extended in the
future with more tasks (formulated as QA pairs) and domains (relating to document
types). In the first iteration of the DUDE competition, we have targeted specific skills
by guiding annotators with focused instructions, which we share for future extensions.
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Mr. Rosenberger, 
Thanks for bringing this to our attention. After some research, I agree with  
your findings. It is a typo. 
We've updated the general's bio on our site. 
https://www.af.mil/About-Us/Biographies/Display/Article/106730/brigadier-general-harold-q-huglin/ 
Thanks again and take care. 

v/r Brian Anderson, Civ. 
Air Force News Services 
Defense Media Activity 
Fort Meade, MD 20755 
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From: noreply@dma.mil <noreply@dma.mil> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 2021 5:04 PM 
To: DMA Ft Meade MP/CONUS Mailbox Air Force Production Air Force Biographies  
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Subject: BGen Harold Huglin's middle name 

This message was sent from the Air Force website. 

Message From: Rob Rosenberger 

Email: us@kumite.com 

Response requested: No 

Message: 

Is there a specific reason why BGen Huglin's current bio identifies his middle  
name as "Quisckey"? Army & Air Force documents I've located from 1929 to 1953  
list BGen Huglin's middle name as "Quiskie," from his 1929 USMA graduation to  
multiple editions of the Congressional Record from 1941 to 1946 and the 1953  
AFHRA Historical Study 91. Huglin's grave at Arlington National Cemetery only  
uses his middle initial. (Note: I'm a retired AFSC 3H091 Enlisted Historian  
doing research on Air Force generals) Hope to hear if it's a typo or if  
something fundamental changed in BGen Huglin's name. Thanks! 
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

AND RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS

1
. FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION of a payment totaling the sum of $16,500.00

(Sixteen thousand five hundred dollars), the receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged. Plaintiffs Sarah Brown and Jason Nixon, hereby releases, acquits
and forever discharges Brice Woolly, Anthony Manning, Kevin Norris, and the
City of Ardmore, Oklahoma and its servants agents and employees, from any and
all actions, causes of action, claims

, demands, damages, costs, expenses,
compensation, and attorney fees, existing as of the date of this Agreement,
whether known or unknown

, including but not limited to the claims asserted in the
lawsuit styled Sarah Brown el al v. City ofArdmore. ei a! Case No.: CIV-14-
397-RAW, in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of

Oklahoma, hereinafter the "lawsuit".

2
. It is understood and agreed that this Settlement is the compromise of disputed

claims. The consideration offered in compromise and release is not to be
construed as an admission of liability on the part of any party hereby released, but
is intended solely to avoid litigation and buy their peace.

3
. The executing parties further understand and agree that Defendant is forever

released
, acquitted and discharged from any and all potential causes of action,

claims, liens, demands, damages, costs, and/or obligations arising out of this case
or any parties to/associated with this case.

4
. Upon satisfaction of all terms and conditions of this Agreement the parties

mutually agree to execute the documents necessary to cause the Eastern District
Court to dismiss, with prejudice, all claims brought in the lawsuit.

5
. Plaintiffs agree to take the necessary steps to request the deletion of the

following pages from the internet:
www.facebook.com/justice4cali

www.change.org/p/ardmore-police-department-iustice-for-cali
www.gofundme.com/8Q6u88

Defendants' acknowledge the Plaintiffs' do not control the actions of third parties
which control the internet pages at issue, and that Defendants

'

remedy is limited

to requiring Plaintiffs' to request removal in proper manner.

6
. All parties declare and acknowledge that they have been represented by legal

counsel in connection with the negotiation and execution of this Release. The
parties further declare that they understand their rights, duties and obligations
under this Release.

7
. The terms of this Agreement shall inure to the benefit of, and be binding upon, the

parties and their legal representatives, successors and/or assigns.
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FETTER TO THE NEOPHYTES AND REGULAR STUDENTS Number 254 

I=ssued weekly for instruction in pertinent points of gen~~ine occultism 

THE STAR OF MAN'S OWN GENIUS 

Dear Aspirant: 

Deep within ever~,~ soul there is that which has called it 
into being, and this cannot be but imperfectly represented by whatever 
genius of the race or world at large it expresses as price for an out-
ward and superficial existence. There are of course some exceptional 
individuals of every age who make manifest among men a rac:~al power of 
the sort that must equal or exceed the real potentialities inherent in 
t=heir own being, but this sort of an incarnation is a sacr:~fice and of 
=~t there is nothing to be said of value to the average individual, who 
=gin his own experience finds life a hampering rather than uplifting in-
fluence. Perhaps a sacrifice of this sort is desirable, <~nd if so we 
might well aspire to it. But obviously it is as limiting in one way, 
as far as obtaining a consciou~> mastery of life is concerned, as usual 
experience may be seen to be ire the other. Man normally desires that 
his own genius will flourish, ~~nd to this end not only must he give of 
himself to life but life also must give of itself to him and this must 
always be a matter of real reciprocity if balance be preserved. 

The star of man':> own genius is that which he brings out 
=From the depths of his own being, not as payment to life for a contin-
uance of his present relationsriip with life but as the bid or offer to 
life for a greater and richer ~_iving. There is here no s~~crifice be-
cause he gains to the extent treat he gives, and gives to the extent he 
gains. Man here asks for a g~~eater conditioning at the h<~nds of life 
and offers a greater service to make this fair to life. Thus wh<~t he 
seeks is not the outward certification but the inward reality so given 
certification in order to discover himself absolutely or independently 
and to take his place forever ~_n a genuine cosmic citizenship. 

Yours in the fellowship of the spirit, 

MARC EDMUND J~:~NES 

Stanwood, Washington 98292, Ju~_y 1, 2013 

----o--O--o---

THE AFFIRMATIONS FOR LAST WEEK AND THIS 

]health: My being is the sririne of indwelling light and love. 

?rosperity: My riches have thF~ir source in God's abundance. 

Happiness: I now have found t:he sunshine of divine compassion. 
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CO-OPERATIVE FEDERATION OF VICTORIA LTD  

MINUTES OF BOARD MEETING  

held at Victorian Producers' Co-operative Co., Brooklyn, on  

THURSDAY 12 DECEMBER 1996  

70/96 PRESENT: 

J. Gill 
D. Griffiths 
V. Hughes 
G. Johnston 
D. McMullan 
V. Ogier 
A. Gill Secretary 

71/96 ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN: 

The secretary took the chair and called for nominations for a director to act 
as chairman of the Federation over the coming year. One nomination was 
received. 

Resolved 
"That John Gill be elected Chairman of the Board for the coming year. " 

Mr. Gill took the chair and welcomed the new director, Mr. Geoff Johnston. 

72/96 APOLOGIES: 

K. Chester, B. Harford 

Resolved 
"That the apologies be accepted. " 

73/96 MINUTES PREVIOUS MEETING: 

Resolved 
"The minutes of the Board meetings held on 17 October, 1996 be confirmed 
as a true and correct record of that meeting and be duly signed by the 
Chairman. " 

74/96 BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES: 

Co-operative Opportunities Project 

Vern Hughes reported that the third discussion paper on health 
co-operatives is nearing completion, and that he has had discussions with 
YCW Co-operative Society regarding health insurance services for the 
co-operative sector. 

Strategy working party 

The secretary reported that the working party is considering a paper on the 
status of the current services of the Federation, and will produce an 
indicative strategy for the next board meeting. 

meeting memo

By the Prisoner 

For the Prisoner 

VOL. 5, NO. 15 

American Red 

Cross Gives 

Award Placque 
Attending the recent 7th 

Annual Awards Luncheon held 
by officials of the Birmingham 
Regional Red Cross Center on 
February 25, 1966, was Kilby 
Prisons' Warden William C. 
Holman. · This luncheon was 
held in the Mortimer Jordon 
Armory, Birmingham, Ala-
bama and was attended by ap-
proximately 300 guests and 
dignitaries. The main speaker 
was much decorated, Rear Ad-
miral William M. McCormick 
U.S. N., and the purpose of the 
luncheon was to present group 
and individual awards in re-
cognition to those participa• 
ting in and supporting the 1966 
Birmingham Regional Red 
Cross Blood Program. 

A total of 104 awards were 
made, three of these going to 
Draper, Kilby and Tutwiler 
Prisons, for their commend-
able support given during the 
recent blood donor program. 
Kilby received a large hand-
some placque which was 
awarded in grateful recogni-
tion to the men of this institu-
tion who so willingly partici-
pated in the recent Viet Nam 
blood drive staged here. This 
drive was sponsored by the 
J;>rison Eastmont Jaycee 
Group and was covered in a 
former issue of the Sun. 

In accepting the award on 
behalf of the Kilby population, 
Warden William C. Holman 
expressed his gratitude in the 
following terms. He said "A 
person not having contact with 
the average prison inmate 
would refuse to believe that 
the spirit of patriotism shows 
itself to the degree that it does 
among the men of Kilby Pri-
son. We are grateful that our 
efforts in such a worthy cause 
is recognized by this p]acque." 

The Director of the Birm-
ingham Regional. Red Cross 
Center is Dr. · Winston A. 
Edwards of Wetumpka, Ala-
bama, and this region em-
braces a large combined area 
of Alabama and Mississippi. 

Continued on page 4 

• 
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MONTGOMERY, ALA. 

A Kilby Art Class Success Story 
"Taken from the February 27, 1966 issue of the Florence Times." 

WALTER JOHNSON AND PAINTING - HIS SEC-
OND - THAT WON MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS 
AWARD. 

New Artist Leading 
Revolt On Art Market 
A man with ultramarine eyes and black sideburns is lead-

ing a revolt in the Shoals art market. 
· Walter Johnson, Jr., whose painting, "Frugality," was 
awarded first place _by the Museum of Fine Art, Montgomery, 
contends the aesthetic value of some of the best local work is 
destroyed by current low prices. ·-----'-·--- - - --

Neither the connoiseur nor Johnson said he hopes to get 
the home decorator is looking the price of art here on a level 
for penny ante art, Johnson that will compare favorably 
said Saturday in his shop, John- with prices in other areas. He 
son's Art Mart, in Tuscumbia. opened the Art Mart "to give 

"No · matter how good it artists a place to display and 
looks, nobody wants to hang ·a sell their work. Sales are on a 
$15. painting in a $75,000 home." commission basis. Several 
. A · painter watched him pop artists_ have alre~dy hung their 

a fancy price on a still life, work m the studio. 
"He's crazy," she remarked, 
But another · said, "no, he'~ 
r ight." 

Proof of the pudding, John-
son has little trouble selling his 
own work. Although he has been 
painting only eight months, he 
said he has sold about 30 paint-
ings. "I would sooner give one 
of my paintings away than sell 
it for $10 or $15," he said. 

Editors Note: The foregoing article is conclu-

sive proof that time in imprisonment, need not 

necessarily be wasted and a person earnestly de-

siring, may through effort and study, euen better 

himself. 

Walter Johnson, a late member of the Kilby 

P opulation, cultivated an interest in painting 

while here, and in the course of a short period, 

developed into an accomplished painter. The re-

wards of his effor ts while here are reflected in 

the reprinted article. 

Huntingdon Group Tours Prison -
On February 25, 1966, a large 

mixed group of twenty-three 
young Huntingdon College 
students t oured Kilby Prison. 
They were escorted by Dr.Arlie 
Davidson, noted cc;lumnist for 
T,'. e Montgomery A dvertiser. 

Dr. Davidson's widely read 
column titled: LilJing Today, 
regularly appears on the Edi-
torial page of the Advertiser, 

and is of highly inspirational 
quality reading. 

Lloyd Meadows, the Sun's 
good will man wa s on hand 
passing out copies of the Sun 
paper, and all of the young 
students voiced their appre-
ciation; several going so far as 
to state that the Sun was even 
a better paper than their stu-

, dent paper. 

Member of the 

Penal Press 

March 11, 1966 

12 New Dining 

Tables Installed 
Twelve new conventional 

type dining tables designed to 
seat 4 persons each, were in-
stalled in the Kilby Dining 
Hall on Thursday, March 10, 
1966. These new tables are con· 
structed of hardwood maple, 
varnished to a high finish and 
are seen as a great improve-
ment over the older type in 
use here for so many years. 

Warden William C. Holman, 
disclosed that the new tables 
have been planned with the 
thought in mind of working 
toward improving the general 
atmosphere and standards of 
the Prison Dining Hall. 

Mr. Holman went on to say 
that these tables are the first 
of approximately 70 in number 
to be constructed. It is further 
planned to replace all of the old 
type dining tables with these 
new ones, as soon as they can 
be constructed in the Prison 
Carpenter Shop. 

Warden Holman, indicated 
his interest in the new tables 
and expressed the hope that 
all here would work together 
in a combined effort of help-
ing take care and preserving 
them for the mutual benefit 
of everyone. 

College Librarian 

Praises Kilby Sun 
The Kilby Sun newspaper 

was pleased at the excellent 
rating given it in a recent letter 
dated March 5, 1966. This letter 
originated from the Hunting-
don College Librarian's office 
and was written by Miss Judy 
Pierce, Assistant Librarian. 

Excerpts taken from her 
most welcome letter are as fol-
lows:"W e receive many papers 
from overseas. I always make 
a point of looking through 
them but seldom do I read 
m~ny art icles."Today I noticed 

a new paper among the others 

the Kilby Sun. There were 
three issues, January 28th, 

February 11th, and 25th. I be-

. gan reading and found it most 
continued on page four 
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PHILIP D. MURPHY
Governor

Jibde of ~ em lersey
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

PO BOX 360

TRENTON, N.J. 08625-0360

www.oj.gov/health

SHEILA Y. OLIVER
Lt. Governor

JUDITH M. PERSICHILLI, RN, BSN, MA

Commissioner

March 31, 2020

TO: Nursing Home and Comprehensive Rehabilitation Hospital Administrators,

Directors of Nursing, and Hospital Discharge Planners

FROM: Judith M. Persichilli, R.N., B.S.N., M.A.

Commissioner

SUBJECT: Hospital Discharges and Admissions to Post-Acute Care Settings

On March 9, 2020 Governor Philip D. Murphy issued Executive Order No.1 03,

declaring a Public Health Emergency in New Jersey as a result of the COVID-19

pandemic. In order to respond to the increase in positive cases there is an urgent need

to expand hospital capacity to be able to meet the demand for patients with COVID-19

requiring acute care. As a result, this directive is being issued to clarify expectations

post-acute care settings receiving patients/residents returning from hospitalization and

for accepting new admissions.

The New Jersey Department of Health directs hospital discharge planning staff

and post-acute care facilities to carefully review this guidance with all staff directly

involved in patient/resident admissions, transfers, and discharges.

During this global health emergency, all post-acute care settings must comply

with the expedited receipt of patients/residents discharging from hospitals.

Patients/residents are deemed appropriate for discharge to the post-acute care setting

upon a determination by the hospital physician or designee that the resident is medically

stable for return. A rapid review of necessary resources to provide adequate, safe care

in the post-acute care setting is imperative during this time.

Hospital discharge planners must confirm to the post-acute care setting, by

telephone, that the patient/resident is medically stable for discharge. Comprehensive

discharge instructions must be provided by the hospital prior to the transport of a

patient/resident to the post-acute care setting.

1

order

LIKE OTHER SCAMS,  

THE SAME ADVICE APPLIES:

1
Challenge - Could it be fake? It’s ok 

to reject, refuse or ignore any 

requests that don’t feel right. Check 

GOV.UK to ensure it’s genuine.

2
Do not respond to text messages 

that try to get you to send money, or 

important personal information such 

as bank details or passwords.

3
Use official government websites 

and refer to ‘Contact Us’ sections of 

websites to access information and 

EXAMPLES OF SCAMS

poster

MASTER PLAN

ED

TIVE

presentation

6.0 Discussion of results

6.1 Compared against guidelines

6.1.1 Aquaculture guidelines

The following table compares aggregate statistics of 

Parameter

Dissolved Oxygen %SAT

Dissolved Oxygen ppm

pH

Phosphorous (P) mg/L

Nitrates (NO3) mg/L

Nitrites (NO2) mg/L

Ammonia (NH4) mg/L

Total Nitrogen mg/L

report

  CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 

 POLICE DEPARTMENT 
 HEADQUARTERS 
 1245 3RD Street 

 San Francisco, California  94158 

  LONDON N. BREED 

         MAYOR  

 

 

November 1, 2019 

 

 

Amy Gilbert 

American Civil Liberties Union of California 

39 Drumm Street 

San Francisco, CA 94111 

 

RE:  Public Records Request, dated January 18, 2019 

Reference # P006618-011819 

 

Dear Amy Gilbert:  

 

The San Francisco Police Department (SFPD) received your follow up t

request, dated January 18, 2019. On January 28, 2019, SFPD invoked a 

timing of our response to your public records request as stated on p

Government Guide. The law recognizes that when there is a conflict

performance of its wide range of duties, and its responsibilities under publ

request

 
 

 
 

 
 Design of a speed reducer. 

 Design of a road blocker. 

 Design and manufacture of a solar power tower. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 6 Months Exp. In  ARAMCO COMPANY, COOP. TRAINING, (June, 2015 – Dec, 2015) : 

 
  A training at Jeddah Refinery under COOP. TRAINING Program. For more information please 

contact       Mr. Zuhair Takhah at (zuhair.takhah@aramco.com).  
 

 
 1 Year Exp. In  King Abdul-Aziz University, Deanship of Scientific Research, (Aug, 2014 – Apr, 

2015) : 
 

  A core participation in design and manufacture of a solar power tower as a senior project. For more 
information please contact Prof. Nidal Abu-Hamdeh at (nabuhamdeh@kau.edu.sa)  

 
 

 
 

 Bachelor of Science from the faculty Engineering in Mechanical Engineering with GPA: 
4.27/5 (VERY GOOD) .In 2015 / December. From KING ABDULAZIZ UNIVERSITY, 
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. 

 
  

 

 
 

 Third rank in the presentations of researches in engineering sciences in the Sixth Scientific 
Forum in 2015 
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Figure 6. RRS Reusable Reentry Vehicle

-16-

specification ticket

Fig. 2: Excerpts from DUDE documents (one visualized per type). Note that it is not an
exhaustive list of document types collected.

3 DUDE Dataset

As part of the ICDAR 2023 DUDE competition, the authors constructed a novel dataset
from scratch. A separate publication [16] describes the dataset in more detail, together
with how it is different from related VQA datasets with an analysis of baseline methods.
As part of the report, we will summarize the most important statistics and provide more
insight into how the dataset and diagnostic subset were annotated and controlled for
data quality.

The DUDE dataset is diverse, covering a wide range of document types (±200),
sources, dates (1900-2023), and industries (±15). It contains documents with varying
layouts and font styles, targeting diverse questions that require comprehension beyond
document content. It includes abstractive and extractive questions, covering various
answer types like textual, numerical, dates, yes/no, lists, or ’no answer’.

Annotation Process To create the dataset, diverse documents were manually collected
from websites such as Archive, Wikimedia Commons, and DocumentCloud. The se-
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lection ensured that the documents were visually distinct and free from controversial
content, privacy, or legal concerns. A total of 5,000 multi-page English documents were
gathered.

The annotation process involved in-house annotators and Amazon Mechanical Turk
freelancers. The process consisted of four stages: generating candidate QA pairs, verify-
ing QA pairs, selecting the best answers, and an optional review by Qualified Linguists
for test set annotations. The total cost of annotation was estimated at $20,000.

Our multi-stage annotation process started with freelancers and in-house annota-
tors proposing QA pairs, which were semi-automatically filtered for length, non-typical
character combinations, and type-specific criteria. This was followed by the stage in
which freelancers answered the accepted questions. Cases with an inter-answer agree-
ment (ANLS) above 0.8 were added to the final dataset; otherwise, they were directed
to further investigation. This stage employed freelancers with the highest historic qual-
ity score, who evaluated document, question, and answer variants, making corrections
when necessary. Outliers were assessed by Qualified Linguists and corrected if needed
(see Van Landeghem et al. [16] for the detailed description).

Future Extensions. To extend the dataset, one could follow the document collection
and annotation process outlined in the original description [16]. This involves manually
gathering diverse documents from various sources, ensuring they meet the dataset’s
criteria, and then following the multi-phase annotation process to generate and verify
new QA pairs.

4 DUDE Competition Protocol

The ICDAR 2023 competition on Document UnderstanDing of Everything took place
from February to May of 2023. A training-validation set with 30k QA annotations
on 3.7k documents was given to participants at the beginning of February. The 11.4k
questions on 12.1k documents for the test set were only made accessible for a window
between March and May. Participants were asked to submit results obtained on the pub-
lic, blind test set documents rather than deliver model executables, although they were
encouraged to open-source their implementations. We relied on the scientific integrity
of the participants to adhere to the competition’s guidelines specified on The Robust
Reading Competition (RRC) portal10.

Task Formulation. Given an input consisting of a PDF with multiple pages and a
natural language question, the objective is to provide a natural language answer together
with an assessment of the answer confidence (a float value scaled between 0 and 1).
Each unique document is annotated with multiple questions of different types, including
extractive, abstractive, list, and non-answerable. Annotated QA pairs are not restricted
to the answer being explicitly present in the document. Instead, any question on aspect,
form, or visual/layout appearance relative to the document under review is allowed.

10 https://rrc.cvc.uab.es/?ch=23
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Additionally, competitors were allowed to submit results for only a specific answer
type (provided in annotations) such that, for example for extractive questions, encoder-
only architectures could compete in DUDE. Another important subtask is to obtain a
calibrated and selective DocVQA system, which lowers answer confidence when un-
sure about its answers and does not hallucinate in case of non-answerable questions.
Regardless of the number of answers (zero in the case of non-answerable or multiple in
list-questions), we expect a single confidence estimate for the whole answer to guaran-
tee consistency in calibration evaluation. To promote fair competition, we provided for
each document three OCR versions obtained from one open-source (Tesseract) and two
commercial engines (Azure, AWS).

Evaluation Protocol. The first evaluation phase assumes only independently and iden-
tically distributed (iid) data containing a similar mixture of document and question-
answer types for the train-validation-test splits. To support scoring all possible answer
types, the evaluation metric is the Average Normalized Levenshtein Similarity (ANLS)
metric, modified for non-answerable questions (0/1 loss) and made invariant to the order
of provided answers for list answers (ANLSL [31]). To assess the calibration and rank-
ing of answer confidence, we applied two metrics, Expected Calibration Error (ECE)
[23,8] (ℓ2 norm, equal-mass binning with 100 bins) and Area-Under-Risk-Coverage-
Curve (AURC) [7,15,11], respectively.

The (implicit) second evaluation phase created a mixture of seen and unseen domain
test data. This was launched jointly with the first evaluation phase, as otherwise, one
would be able to already detect the novel unseen domain test samples. To score how
gracefully a system deals with unseen domain data, the evaluation metric is AUROC
[19], which roughly corresponds to the probability that a positive example (in-domain)
is assigned a higher detection score than a negative example (out-of-domain). A system
is expected to either lower its confidence or abstain from giving an answer.

There is a strict difference between a non-answerable question and an unseen do-
main question. For the former, the document is from a domain that was included during
training, yet the question cannot be solved with the document content, e.g., asking about
who signed the document without any signatures present. For the latter, the question is
apt for the document content, yet the document is from a domain that was not included
during training and validation, which we would expect the system to pick up on.

For an in-depth explanation of these metrics and design choices, we refer the reader
to [16, Appendix B.4.]. All metric implementations and evaluation scripts are made
available as a standalone repository to allow participants to evaluate close to official
blind test evaluations11.

All submitted predictions are automatically evaluated, and the competition site pro-
vides ranking tables and visualization tools newly adapted to PDF inputs to examine the
results. After the formal competition period, it will serve as an open archive of results.
The main competition winner will be decided based on the aggregate high scores for
ANLS, AURC, and AUROC.

To ensure proper validation and interpretability of competitor method results, we
have created a diagnostic hold-out test set, where each instance is expert-annotated with
11 https://github.com/Jordy-VL/DUDEeval
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specific metadata (QA type, document category, expected answer form and type, visual
evidence) or operations (counting, normalization, arithmetic) required to answer). Fur-
thermore, we sourced an independent human expert baseline on this diagnostic subset
(see [16, Section 3.4]) to further perform a ceiling analysis on the submitted methods.

5 Results and Analysis

Together with the creation of the DUDE dataset, we did a preliminary study with some
reference baseline methods [16]. These will not be covered in the competition report,
unless relevant for comparison or analysis.

Submitted Methods. Overall, 6 methods from 3 different participants were submitted
for the proposed tasks in the DUDE competition. To avoid cherry-picking from consid-
ering all submissions of individual participants, we consider only the last submission
(accentuated) for the final ranking. All the methods followed an encoder-decoder archi-
tecture, which is a standard choice for VQA when abstractive questions are involved.
Specifically, the submitted methods are mostly based on T5-base [26] as the decoder.
For this reason, we include the T5-base baseline to compare how the participant meth-
ods improved on it. A short description of each method can be found in Table 1.

Two very recent state-of-the-art architectures, UDOP and HiVT5, have been exten-
sively leveraged by participants. The former is geared toward improved document page
representations, while the latter targets multi-page document representations. In their
method reports, the UDOP-based models by LENOVO RESEARCH mention calculating
confidence by multiplying the maximum softmax score of decoded output tokens with
two additional post-processing rules: a) predicted not-answerable questions confidence
is set to 1, b) when abstaining, confidence is set to 0.

Performance Analysis. Table 2 reports the competition results ranking comparing the
submitted methods’ performance on the test set. Higher ANLS and AUROC values
indicate better performance, while lower ECE and AURC values signify improved
calibration and confidence ranking. According to the findings, the UDOP+BLIP2+GPT
approach attains the highest ANLS score (50.02), achieving the best calibration and
OOD (out-of-distribution) detection performance. In a direct comparison of the MMT5
and HiVT5+modules methods, the former shows a higher ANLS score, yet did not
provide any confidence estimates.

Thus, the overall winner is UDOP+BLIP2+GPT by LENOVO RESEARCH. Their
submitted methods (ranked by highest ANLS) also differentiate themselves by their
additional attention to confidence estimation. Based on the numbers in the table, several
interesting observations can be made to support the suggested future directions and
propose additional experiments:

– ANLS. The integration of UDOP, BLIP2, and ChatGPT contributes to the method’s
superior overall performance in answering different question types.
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Method Description

T5-base (ours) T5-base [26] fine-tuned on DUDE (AWS OCR), with a delimiter combining list
answers into a single string, and replacing not-answerable questions with ’none’.

LENOVO RESEARCH

UDOP(M) Ensemble (M=10) of UDOP [30] (794M each) models without self-supervised
pre-training, only fine-tuned in two stages: 1) SP-DocVQA [33] and MP-
DocVQA [32], and 2) DUDE (switching between Azure and AWS OCR).

UDOP +BLIP2 UDOP(M=1) with integrated BLIP2 [17] predictions to optimize the image en-
coder and additional page number features.

UDOP
+BLIP2+GPT

UDOP(M=1) and BLIP2 visual encoder with ChatGPT to generate Python-like
modular programs to decompose questions for improved predictions [9,6].

UPSTAGE AI
MMT5 Multimodal T5 pre-trained in two stages: single-page (ScienceQA [28],

VQAonBD2023 [27], HotpotQA [35], SP-DocVQA) with objectives (masked
language modeling (MLM) and next sentence prediction (NSP)), multi-page
(MP-DocVQA and DUDE) with three objectives (MLM, NSP, page order match-
ing). Fine-tuning on DUDE with answers per page combined for final output.

INFRRD.AI
HiVT5 Hi-VT5 [32] with 20 <PAGE> tokens pre-trained with private document collec-

tion (no information provided) using span masking objective [14]. Fine-tuned
with MP-DocVQA and DUDE.

HiVT5 +mod-
ules

Hi-VT5 extended with token/object embeddings for a variety of modular docu-
ment understanding subtasks (detection: table structure, signatures, logo, stamp,
checkbox; KIE: generic named entities; classification: font style).

Table 1: Short descriptions of the methods participating to the DUDE competition, in
order of submission. The last submitted method is considered for the final ranking.

– ECE, AURC. Integrating UDOP, BLIP2 visual encoder, and ChatGPT for ques-
tion decomposition contributes to the method’s performance in handling uncer-
tainty across various question types.

– Abstractive. The top performance of UDOP+BLIP2+GPT in abstractive questions
reveals the potential of combining the UDOP ensemble, BLIP2 visual encoder, and
ChatGPT to enable abstract reasoning and synthesis of information beyond simple
extraction.

– List. The performance of UDOP+BLIP2+GPT in list-based questions suggests that
incorporating page number features can enhance the model’s capability to process
and generate list information, which might be spread across pages.

Figure 3 visualizes an overview of the performance of each submitted method re-
spective to diagnostic subset samples matching a certain diagnostic category. The mod-
els generally struggle with operations involving counting, arithmetic, normalization,
and comparisons. As expected, models have higher performance when dealing with
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Answer Calibration OOD Detection ANLS / answer type

Method ANLS ↑ ECE ↓ AURC ↓ AUROC ↑ Ex Abs Li NA

UDOP+BLIP+GPT 50.02 22.40 42.10 87.44 51.86 48.32 28.22 62.04
MMT5 37.90 59.31 59.31 50.00 41.55 40.24 20.21 34.67
HiVT5+modules 35.59 28.03 46.03 51.24 30.95 35.15 11.76 52.50

Table 2: Summary of Method performance on the DUDE test set. Average ANLS
results per question/answer type are abbreviated as (Abs)tractive, (Ex)tractive,
(N)ot-(A)nswerable, (Li)st. (*) All scalars are scaled between 0 and 100 for readability.

simpler questions (complexity simple) compared to more complex questions (complex-
ity multi-hop, complexity other hard, and complexity meta). Models tend to perform
better when handling evidence in the form of plain text (evidence plain) compared to
other forms of evidence, such as visual charts, maps, or signatures. Performance across
models is notably lower for tasks involving lists compared to other question types. Mod-
els show varying performance when dealing with different types of forms (e.g., date,
numeric, other, proper).

Figure 5 studies the ability of the competitors’ methods to answer questions respec-
tive to increasingly longer documents. We observe a significant drop in ANLS when
aggregating scores over gradually longer documents. This is expected as the longer the
document is, the more probable that the answer will either be located on a later page or
rely on a long-range dependency between the tokens (e.g., a multi-hop question). Strik-
ingly, all methods’ scores, except Hi-VT5+modules, drop significantly for questions
on 2-page documents. This is likely to have the root cause in the standard input size of
T5-based methods equal to 512 tokens, covering roughly 1 page.

Fig. 4: A histogram (bins=8, matching ANLS-threshold of 0.5) of the average ANLS
rate per QA pair when summing ANLS scores over competitor methods.
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Fig. 3: We report the average ANLS per diagnostic category for each of the submit-
ted methods vs. human and a baseline method T5-base. Since the diagnostic dataset
contains a different number of samples per diagnostic category, we added error bars
representing 95% confidence intervals. This helps visually determine statistically sig-
nificant differences.

Fig. 5: Left: A histogram over the number of questions relative to the number of pages
in the document (limited to 20 pages). Right: A line plot of the average ANLS score
per QA pair: – documents of length at least (x-axis) pages.
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Figure 4 analyzes the correlation of errors over competitor methods. A large portion
of QA pairs is predicted completely wrong (ANLS-rate = 0) by all competitor methods.
This can have many plausible causes: a) by all sharing a similar decoder (T5), methods
suffer from similar deficiencies, b) some QA pairs are too complex for current state-of-
the-art competitor methods, particularly questions requiring more complex reasoning or
unique document-specific layout processing. To further analyze this phenomenon, we
will sample qualitative examples with different ANLS rates.

5.1 Qualitative Examples

We provide some interesting, hand-picked test set examples with predictions from the
submitted competition methods.
Low complexity. Who is the president and vice-chancellor? Despite the question’s
relatively straightforward nature, some systems struggle with providing the appropriate
answer. One can hypothesize it is the result of limited context (the answer is located
at the end of the document), i.e., models either hallucinate a value or provide a name
found earlier within the document.

Source Answer ANLS Conf.

Ground truth Jack N. Lightstone
Human Jack N. Lightstone 1.0 —

T5-base James L. Turk 0.0 0.0
MMT5 james l. turk 0.0 1.0
UDOP+BLIP2+GPT jack n. lightstone 1.0 0.9
HiVT5+modules Jack N. Whiteside 0.6 0.6

Requires graphical comprehension. Which is the basis for jurisdiction? To provide
a valid answer, the model needs to comprehend the meaning of the form field and rec-
ognize the selected checkbox. None of the participating systems was able to spot the
answer correctly.

Source Answer ANLS Conf.

Ground truth U.S. Goverment Plaintiff
Human U.S. Goverment Plaintiff 1.0 —

T5-base Declaration of taking 0.0 0.1
MMT5 united states district court 0.0 1.0
HiVT5+modules 0.0 1.0
UDOP+BLIP2+GPT public purpose 0.0 0.4
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Requires comparison. In which year does the Net Requirement exceed 25,000? The
question requires comprehending a multi-page table and spotting if any values fulfill the
posed condition. Some of the models resort to plausible answers (one of the three dates
that the document covers), whereas others correctly decide there is no value exceeding
the provided amount.

Source Answer ANLS Conf.

Ground truth [Unanswerable]
Human [Unanswerable] 1.0 —

T5-base [Unanswerable] 1.0 0.2
MMT5 2018 0.0 1.0
UDOP+BLIP2+GPT [Unanswerable] 1.0 1.0
HiVT5+modules 2017 0.0 0.8

Requires arithmetic. What is the difference between how much Operator II and Oper-
ator III make per hour? The question requires table comprehension, determining rele-
vant values, and dividing extracted integers. None of the participating models was able
to fulfill this requirement.

Source Answer ANLS Conf.

Ground truth $5
Human $5 1.0 —

T5-base $0.00 0.0 0.0
MMT5 65% 0.0 1.0
UDOP+BLIP2+GPT -1.5 mile 0.0 0.0
HiVT5+modules $5,700.00 0.0 0.4

Requires counting and list output. What are the first two behavioral and intellectual
disabilities of people with FASDs? It seems most of the models correctly recognized
that this type of question requires a list answer but either failed to comprehend the
question or provided a list with incorrect length (incomplete or with too many values).

Source Answer ANLS Conf.

Ground truth Learning disabilities | Hyperactivity
Human learning disabilities 0.5 —

T5-base Early embryo brain development | External Genitals 0.0 0.0
MMT5 heart beats | difficulty with attention | lung function | hyperac-

tivity | problem with judgment | speech and language delays
0.2 1.0

UDOP+BLIP2+GPT hyperactivity | speech and language delays 0.5 0.2
HiVT5+modules HIV/AIDS 0.0 0.6
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

As a core contribution of DUDE, we wanted to emphasize the importance of evaluation
beyond mere predictive performance. DUDE offers an interesting and varied test bed
for the evaluation of novel calibration and selective QA approaches (e.g., [5,20]). While
this was not explicitly attempted in this iteration of the competition, we hope that future
work will consider testing their methods against DUDE.

Future of the Shared Task. As the competition evolves, we hope that DUDE will
serve as an essential platform for pushing the frontiers of research and driving innova-
tion in the DU field. Currently, our competition focuses on English language documents,
which means we miss out on the potential of incorporating multilingual data. An ideal
extension for future iterations of the shared task would be to introduce multilingualism,
which our framework can accommodate, provided that source documents are readily
available. However, this would also require specifying language qualifications for an-
notation experts. Moreover, one could automate part of the data collection process and
annotation process by allowing the best-performing competition system to validate the
aptitude and complexity of human-proposed QA pairs.
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A.1 Competitions

SemEval 2020 Task 11

Place (Span Identification task): Second

Place (Technique Classification task): First

Team name: ApplicaAI

Team: Dawid Jurkiewicz*, Łukasz Borchmann*, Izabela Kosmala and Filip Graliński

Leaderboard: https://propaganda.qcri.org/semeval2020-task11/leaderboard.php

Presentation

Type: Oral presentation

Date: 12.12.2020

Presenters: Dawid Jurkiewicz, Łukasz Borchmann

Venue: International Workshop on Semantic Evaluation (SemEval) collocated with

International Conference on Computational Linguistics (COLING)

ICDAR 2021 Infographics VQA

Place: First

Team name: Applica.ai TILT

Team: Dawid Jurkiewicz, Rafał Powalski, Gabriela Pałka, Łukasz Borchmann, Tomasz

Dwojak and Michał Pietruszka

Leaderboard: https://rrc.cvc.uab.es/?ch=17&com=evaluation&task=3

Presentation

Type: Oral presentation

Date: 06.09.2021

Presenters: Dawid Jurkiewicz

Venue: ICDAR 2021 Workshop on Document Visual Question Answering (DocVQA
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2021, 1st edition) collocated with International Conference on Document Analysis

and Recognition (ICDAR)

Figure A-1: Certificate of winning the competition.

A.2 Projects

I took part in the following research projects:

1. Badania w zakresie przetwarzania języka naturalnego (Samsung Electronics and

Adam Mickiewicz University project)

2. Robotyzacja procesów biznesowych opartych o tekst z wykorzystaniem metod

sztucznej inteligencji i głębokich sieci neuronowych (POIR.01.01.01-00-0144/17)

3. Przełomowe wykorzystanie Neuronowego Modelowania Języka w celu automatyza-
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cji pracochłonnych zadań wymagających przetwarzania danych tekstowych (POIR.01.01.01-

00-0605/19-00)

4. Uniwersalna platforma robotyzacji procesów wymagających rozumienia tekstu

o unikalnym poziomie automatyzacji wdrożenia i obsługi (POIR.01.01.01-00-

0877/19)

5. Hiper-OCR (POIR.01.01.01-00-1624/20)
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